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1. Executive summary 
 

TeRRIFICA, standing for Territorial Responsible Research and Innovation Fostering Innovative Climate Action, is a 

European project aiming at developing Innovative Climate Action through stakeholder engagement and co-

creation.  

In detail, TeRRIFICA’s goal is to identify and develop innovative actions to mitigate or adapt to climate change. For 

this, a variety of actors from politics, science, businesses, education and civil society organizations will take part in 

developing action plans at local levels. Finally, the results will be transferred to other regions in Europe, while 

different formats ensure to broaden the experience by involving a wide range of stakeholders. 

The TeRRIFICA method is to develop co-creation processes in six European pilot regions1: scientists, civil society 

organizations, policy-makers, education actors and businesses are working together to co-design, co-create 

knowledge, and co-experiment solutions addressing experienced climate change effects. The pilot regions are seen 

as “living labs”, as the thinking and experiences are continually evolving. 

Stakeholders’ engagement and co-creation are at the heart of TeRRIFICA, as we believe involving people who are 

directly affected will not only foster multiple innovative formats, but will also ensure sustainable and transferable 

results.  

 

The objective of this deliverable is to describe the activities conducted in the six pilot regions of TeRRIFICA project: 

• Minsk in Belarus 

• Grand West in France 

• Oldenburger Muensterland in Germany 

• Poznań Agglomeration in Poland 

• Belgrade in Serbia 

• Barcelona Metropolitan Area, Catalonia in Spain 

 

Staring with a presentation of the pilot regions with a focus on their various contexts and specificities, the 

institutional framework they had to take into account, the thematic on which their work was conducted and finally 

a description of each team, this document presents the various kind of relevant type of stakeholders that needed 

to be reached out so as to benefit from their contribution. 

Then the methodologies and tools that have been used are described and followed with a description of their 

implementation in these pilot regions. 

Finally, the main outputs and outcomes allowed us to present the lessons learned from these activities and highlight 

the perspectives that could arise beyond TeRRIFICA project. 

 

The understanding of this document can be facilitated by reading several deliverables of the TeRRIFICA project. 

 

Thus, the Deliverable 3 2 Case Studies Report, the Deliverable 3.3 Report on Institutional Framework Conditions 

and the Deliverable 4.2 Stakeholder Mapping Report offer an important information related to the regional context 

of these pilot regions. 

The Deliverable 4.1 Guidebook on Engagement and Co-creation proposes an overview of the most useful 

methodologies that could be used in co-creation activities. 
 

In the following pages, the document proposes a short summary of the deliverable for each pilot regions 

 
1 In Belarus, France, Germany, Poland, Serbia and Spain.  

https://terrifica.eu/pilot-region/minsk/
https://terrifica.eu/pilot-region/france/
https://terrifica.eu/pilot-region/oldenburger-muensterland/
https://terrifica.eu/pilot-region/poznan/
https://terrifica.eu/pilot-region/belgrade/
https://terrifica.eu/pilot-region/metropolitan-area-barcelona/
https://terrifica.eu/wp-content/uploads/2019/11/Deliverable-3.3-WP3_Report-on-Institutional-Framework_TeRRIFICA_for-online-publication-2.pdf
https://terrifica.eu/wp-content/uploads/2020/04/StakeholderMappingReport_TeRRIFICA_Onlineformat.pdf
https://terrifica.eu/wp-content/uploads/2020/07/Co-creationGuide_ExecutiveSummary_June20_FINAL.pdf
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2. Introduction 
 

TeRRIFICA, standing for Territorial Responsible Research and Innovation Fostering Innovative Climate Action, is a 

European project aiming at developing Innovative Climate Action through stakeholder engagement and co-

creation.  

 

In detail, TeRRIFICA’s goal is to identify and develop innovative actions to mitigate or adapt to climate change. For 

this, a variety of actors from politics, science, businesses, education and civil society organizations will take part in 

developing action plans at local levels. Finally, the results will be transferred to other regions in Europe, while 

different formats ensure to broaden the experience by involving a wide range of stakeholders.  

The TeRRIFICA method is to develop co-creation processes in six European pilot regions2: scientists, civil society 

organizations, policy-makers, education actors and businesses are working together to co-design, co-create 

knowledge, and co-experiment solutions addressing experienced climate change effects. The pilot regions are seen 

as “living labs”, as the thinking and experiences are continually evolving.  

 

Stakeholders’ engagement and co-creation are at the heart of TeRRIFICA, as we believe involving people who are 

directly affected will not only foster multiple innovative formats, but will also ensure sustainable and transferable 

results.  

 

The objective of this deliverable is to describe the activities conducted in the six pilot regions of TeRRIFICA project: 

 

• Minsk in Belarus 

• Grand West in France 

• Oldenburger Muensterland in Germany 

• Poznań Agglomeration in Poland 

• Belgrade in Serbia 

• Barcelona Metropolitan Area, Catalonia in Spain 

 

Staring with a presentation of the pilot regions with a focus on their various contexts and specificities, the 

institutional framework they had to take into account, the thematic on which their work was conducted and finally 

a description of each team, this document presents the various kind of relevant type of stakeholders that needed 

to be reached out so as to benefit from their contribution. 

Then the methodologies and tools that have been used are described and followed with a description of their 

implementation in these pilot regions. 

Finally, the main outputs and outcomes allowed us to present the lessons learned from these activities and highlight 

the perspectives that could arise beyond TeRRIFICA project. 

 

The understanding of this document can be facilitated by reading several deliverables of the TeRRIFICA project. 

 

Thus, the Deliverable 3 2 Case Studies Report, the Deliverable 3.3 Report on Institutional Framework Conditions 

and the Deliverable 4.2 Stakeholder Mapping Report offer an important information related to the regional context 

of these pilot regions. 

The Deliverable 4.1 Guidebook on Engagement and Co-creation proposes an overview of the most useful 

methodologies that could be used in co-creation activities. 
 

 
2 In Belarus, France, Germany, Poland, Serbia and Spain.  

https://terrifica.eu/pilot-region/minsk/
https://terrifica.eu/pilot-region/france/
https://terrifica.eu/pilot-region/oldenburger-muensterland/
https://terrifica.eu/pilot-region/poznan/
https://terrifica.eu/pilot-region/belgrade/
https://terrifica.eu/pilot-region/metropolitan-area-barcelona/
https://terrifica.eu/wp-content/uploads/2019/11/Deliverable-3.3-WP3_Report-on-Institutional-Framework_TeRRIFICA_for-online-publication-2.pdf
https://terrifica.eu/wp-content/uploads/2020/04/StakeholderMappingReport_TeRRIFICA_Onlineformat.pdf
https://terrifica.eu/wp-content/uploads/2020/07/Co-creationGuide_ExecutiveSummary_June20_FINAL.pdf
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3. Presentation of the pilot regions 
 
The six pilot regions where chosen for the different contexts and specificities they offered for our project. Whether in urban 

or rural areas, the socio-cultural differences and the different levels of awareness of climate change as much as the voluntarism 

of the decision-makers and the different levels of support and involvement of the main stakeholders have enabled us to test 

different methodologies and tools in order to develop specific roadmaps in terms of mitigation or adaptation to climate change. 

 

In the following parts, we will first highlight the context and specificities of each pilot region. Then we will develop the various 

institutional framework that had to be taken into account. Then, for each region, we will describe the themes (air, water…) and 

the challenges they bring. Finally, we will present the teams that enabled this work to achieve its objectives, which are to show 

case methods that could be replicated to foster co-creation as a way to contribute to designing local specific roadmaps for the 

mitigation and adaptation to climate change. 

 

3.1. Context and specificities 
 
 

3.1.1. Belarus - Minsk 
 

Minsk is the tenth most populated city in Europe. It is the largest economic and industrial city and the biggest transport hub of 

Belarus. Its area is 348.84 km2, the population around 2 million people. 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

The main ecological challenges of the region 

are:  

 

• Air and Soil Quality 

The main pollution sources and the 

fine particles PM 2.5 emitters like 

automobile and machinery 

manufactures as well as transport 

hubs are located in the “grey” zones, which make up almost 35% of the city (Frunzensky, Zavodsky and Partizansky 

districts). In winters, the public utility providers still apply harmful chemicals for the snow and ice control on the roads.  

• Wastewater Management. 

Some industries still discharge effluents untreated, whereas the city has problems with the final disposal of sewage 

sludge, due to the limited productivity of landfills. 

• Green Areas. 

Minsk has around 20 parks and green zones, but the new neighbourhoods still lack substantial tree cover and green 
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spaces, that’s not to mention the negative impact of urban growth on habitats and biodiversity. 

• Climate Change Mitigation and Adaptation. 

Currently, despite Belarus’ national commitment to counteract climate change, there is no clear climate change 

policy at the city level. In the absence of proper data collection on this issue, the decision-making process to find 

about the optimal balance between the economic growth and commitments made at the national level is being 

impeded. 

 

Currently, despite Belarus' national commitments on climate change, there is no clear policy on climate change at the city level. 

There is a lack of data on this issue, and this hampers decision-making to find the best balance between economic growth and 

national commitments. 

 

ESD Association, the coordinator of TeRRIFICA project in Belarus, along with other CSOs, like IPO EcoPartnership and Interakcia 

Foundation, acting as supporting structures of the Covenant of Mayors for Climate and Energy in Belarus, have implemented 

various co- creation activities in order to initiate the stakeholders’ engagement in the development of the climate agenda of 

Minsk city. 

 

In 2019 at the first consultative stakeholder workshop organized as a round table there were 37 participants four different 

sectors: CSOs – 13, Education and Science – 16, Policy makers – 2, business – 4 and Media – 2. 

 

The CSOs were presented by city initiatives in the areas: Active citizenship, Greening of the City, Bike Movement, Green 

Mobility, Smart City etc. and by environmental organizations, involved in urban city planning, climate change adaptation issues 

in Belarusian cities. 

 

Policy-makers were presented by Minsk City Committee of Natural Resources and Environmental Protection and Directorate 

for Environmental Impact Management, Climate Change and Expertise of Ministry of Natural Resources and Environmental 

Protection and they confirmed their readiness to collaborate with a project and join efforts with other climate projects in 

Belarus. 

 

The scientists and researchers were from the Belarusian State University, Vitebsk State University, International Environmental 

Sakharov-University and their partners from some Russian universities. 

 

In general, all stakeholders expressed their readiness to participate in further activities of the project, like crowdmapping, 

discussion rounds, workshops, trainings and public discussions, to exchange experience and expert potential on climate change 

issues and join efforts on promotion TeRRIFICA and their projects, where their aims are matching. 

 

Based on the activities for stakeholders’ engagement (qualitative interviews, consultation workshop) and project documents, 

developed by all pilot regions: Deliverable 4.2 Stakeholder Mapping Report and Milestones 3, 7, 19, the AESD project team 

identified the stakeholder groups related to Climate Action and Climate Adaptation Practices, who consulted the project target 

group – teachers and students. Within online meetings in 2021 they discussed the best solutions for the selected crowd- 

mapping hotspots and the design of the action plans for adaptation to local climate challenges. The main stakeholders who 

were involved in collaboration with pilot groups in two Minsk schools and at the Geography Faculty of BSU University have 

been academics from Belarusian State University and National Institute for Nature Use, experts on botany, gardening, 

environmental protection etc., NGOs and urban activists engaged in urban planning, air and water monitoring (NGO “Lungs of 

the City”, “ReBottle”, MinskSmartCity) and experts from governmental bodies responsible for environmental politics and urban 

planning (National Institute for Urban Planning). 

 

The consultations of stakeholders within Creathon Climate Action and during the follow-up strategy planning meetings built 

the capacities of the project teams’ participants to assess and analyse the data from the crowd-mapping, to visualize this data 

and use in their promotion leaflets, to consider the needs of various population groups and stakeholders in their climate 

adaptation action plans, to analyse the impact of the suggested action plans on various areas etc. 

 

The collaboration was really very effective until the middle of the year 2021, when AESD (Association Education for Sustainable 
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Development) - the main TeRRIFICA partner and many other influential environmental and social active NGOS in Belarus were 

liquidated by the Belarusian authorities as aftermath of the ongoing political crisis in the country since the middle of 2020. 

 

Nevertheless, the activists who were left after the closure of AESD continued their work and put the efforts to implement the 

initiated local projects based on the identified hot spots from the crowdmapping. 

 

 

3.1.2. France – Grand West 
 

In the European Union, agriculture is responsible for 10% of greenhouse gas emissions. At the same time, it is also identified 

as one of the areas where major changes need to be made to address the consequences of climate change, as our food and 

living environment also depend on it. 

 

In France, among the various solutions considered, the deployment of hedges as agroforestry systems represents an important 

lever, as shown by the Ministry of Agriculture's agroforestry development plan (December 2015), which emphasises the 

agronomic and environmental interest of hedges and sets out ambitious hypotheses for the development of hedge areas. Thus, 

hedgerow networks and their associated structures (ditches, waterways, paths) are an essential issue in "regaining 

biodiversity" (law of 8 August 2016) in rural areas. In a context of uncertainty in the face of climate change and the 

implementation of agro-ecology, hedgerows can play multiple functions as a crisis buffer at all levels thanks to the maintenance 

of biodiversity and ecological functions, the supply of biomass and renewable energy and the preservation of surface water, 

while contributing to the economy of the territory by maintaining agricultural employment. 

 

Various actors from scientific research, the associative world, the educational world and entrepreneurship interested in the 

revaluation of hedges in France in favour of the resilience and performance of farms have joined forces to form a research 

collective and to carry out a participatory research project together. In designing this project entitled Resp'haies (2019-2022), 

these actors chose to be accompanied in this process by our association Sciences Citoyennes in the role of guarantor and 

facilitator of the knowledge co-production process. 

 

Among the regions in which the Resp'haies project is to 

deploy its activities, we had identified the regions of 

Brittany, Pays-de-Loire and Normandy to concentrate our 

efforts without initially succeeding in focusing on a more 

precise territory or on a type of actor capable of devoting 

time to co-construction projects. However, the Ministry of 

Agriculture has created various mechanisms so that 

teachers in agricultural high schools can volunteer to 

devote a few hours to climate change issues as part of 

their teaching. In addition, in January 2020, the French 

government adopted a new plan entitled "Teaching to 

Produce Differently, for Transitions and Agroecology" 

(EPA 2). Beyond the sole field of agricultural production, 

the EPA 2 plan aims to encourage learners to speak out 

and take the initiative on the issues of transitions and 

agroecology. The issues addressed by the TeRRIFICA 

project were therefore fully in line with an institutional incentive framework. We therefore decided to start this co-creation 

work around agricultural education, since it allowed us to bring together teachers, pupils and students, local stakeholders, in 

particular farmers, but also representatives of various institutions (ministry, regional chambers of agriculture). 

 

In the dynamics of the Resp'haies project as well as in the implementation of the crowdmapping action plan, the TeRRIFICA 

project in France has focused more on the Normandy region, given the time needed to build these collaborations and the 

means at our disposal. It would not have been possible to carry out these activities in these three regions simultaneously. We 

https://afac-agroforesteries.fr/resphaies/
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have therefore considered this work in this region alone as opening up the possibility of developing a demonstrator in order 

to subsequently encourage other regions to engage in similar approaches. 

 

It should be noted that, as in all the pilot regions, the Covid-19 pandemic had very negative effects on the co-construction 

dynamics being consolidated in the framework of the Resp'haies project or the emerging Normandy network. Since the 

Agricultural Education/Climate Change thematic intersection requires numerous exchanges between stakeholders, we had to 

adapt our collaborative methodologies to remote meetings, which has become the norm since 2020. 

 
 

3.1.3. Germany - Oldenburger Muensterland 
 

During the second consultative workshop with different stakeholders from the region in October 2019 the topic of how gardens 

can become more climate friendly and well adapted was ranked as one of the most promising “entry doors” to the citizens. 

One reason for this could be the fact that the Oldenburger Muensterland has one of the highest rates of house owners in 

Germany, so a large amount of green area is in private property. However, in the last years, a trend towards “gravel gardens” 

was observed and the belief that the garden has to be quite clean and well maintained is still very common in the area. Among 

the negative effects are biodiversity loss and heat islands.  

 

The stakeholders agreed that this topic can serve as an entry point to bring people in contact with topics that are related to 

climate mitigation and adaptation. Besides, this provided opportunities to act even during the first year of the COVID-19 

pandemic. So, we organized a climate friendly garden competition in 2020: We looked for gardens and balconies that could 

serve as good practice examples to be promoted within the region. The resonance for the competition was good: we had more 

than 40 participants. With this as a starting point, we also worked on the topic of climate friendly gardening in 2021 and 2022. 

 

Nevertheless, we still observed some negative impacts due to the lack of face-to-face interaction which was not allowed at all 

until mid 2021 and suffered temporary restrictions in early 2022. The difficulty to reach out to new population groups became 

especially clear in the second round of the climate friendly gardening competition in 2021 in which we wanted to motivate 

people who had not been in contact with this topic before to become active and start re-designing their garden or balcony or 

a part of it. We accompanied the competition phase with several capacity building and dissemination events and actions, e.g., 

online events on green roofs and natural gardening for biodiversity, dissemination of flyers and seed-packages. However, we 

did not receive any contributions. One important barrier, that we identified in this context, is that we did not have any deeper 

knowledge about our target group: How can we actually reach them? What kind of support do they need? And what are their 

values and needs concerning their garden? 

 

Through this climate friendly gardening topic, we got in contact with several stakeholders and we included external experts in 

our events, such as natural gardens experts, environmental engineers, foresters and landscape architects. We also involved 

responsible persons in the city administrations (e.g., department for maintenance of public green areas and building authority, 

city marketing). Even though some of them were interested and joined our online events we could not convince them to further 

engage with us until mid 2022. Nevertheless, the city of Cloppenburg independently organised their own gardening contest in 

2022 and some inspiration by TeRRIFICA was visible. Through the climate friendly gardening competition, we initiated a 

cooperation with a neighbouring county (county of Oldenburg) since they also wanted to raise awareness and activate their 

citizens on this topic. Our contact person is climate protection officer of the county and it seems that these positions within 

the city and county administrations are most promising to set up a cooperation. 

 
 

3.1.4. Poland - Poznań Agglomeration 
 

The Poznań Agglomeration is located in the western part of Poland in the centre of Wielkopolska voivodship. It comprises 

Poznań and the 17 neighbouring communes. The agglomeration covers an area of 2162 km2 and has over 1 million inhabitants. 

It is one of the country's most important economic and academic centres, characterized by a buoyant and developed labour 

market, diversified economic structure, established transportation network, and a high level of attractiveness for tourism. The 
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pilot region faces contemporary urban challenges such as suburbanisation and urban pressure on green infrastructure on the 

one hand and depopulation of the core city on the other. The most pressing problems for the Poznań Agglomeration, indicated 

by research, are related to air quality – threats exceeding the permissible concentrations of PM10 and PM2.5 and their harmful 

effects on the health of the residents; water management – the need for a systematic and complex approach to rainwater and 

meltwater management (countering the effect of droughts and floods); and spatial planning – supporting investments in nature 

protection and green infrastructure, to increase regulatory ecosystem services (see Churski et al. 20203, Fagiewicz et al. 20214). 

 

The results of TeRRIFICA's crowdmapping action in Poznań Agglomeration align with the findings mentioned above. They also 

highlight another, so far not strongly emphasized, the challenge of ensuring thermal comfort for residents during hot weather. 

The lack of thermal comfort during heat waves is the most frequently assigned climate-related issue by the crowdmapping 

users in this pilot region (over 44% of total points representing negative aspects of climate change). Low quality of air (23%) 

and high risks related to water resources (14%) are other essential problems highlighted by the users, which illustrates figure 

1. 

 

 
Figure 1. Crowdmapping results – points added to the map by themes and impact character (negative/positive) 

Source: TeRRIFICA Crowdmapping Tool Database, state as of the day 2022-05-31 

 

As part of the project activities in the pilot region, we initiated a co-creation team consisting of permanent members like: 

• Ekologiczne Puszczykowo Association (civil society), 

• Wanda Błeńska Social School of Piątkowo District in Poznan (science/education), 

• Adam Mickiewicz University, Poznań (science/education), 

• Poznań Metropolis Association (local and regional government – policymakers), 

• Marshall Office of the Wielkopolska Region (local and regional government – policymakers), 

• Poznan Science and Technology Park (business), 

 
3 Churski, P., K. Fagiewicz, T. Herodowicz, P. Kaczmarek, P. Lupa, A. Mizgajski, J. Morawska-Jancelewicz, and D. Ochota, 2020: State of the 
art of climate change adaptation and mitigation at Poznan Agglomeration (Poland). TeRRIFICA Project Rep., 52 pp., https://terrifica.eu/wp-
content/uploads/2019/09/TeRRIFICA_POZNAN_state_of_art_OnlinePublication.pdf. 
4 Fagiewicz, K., Churski, P., Herodowicz, T., Kaczmarek, P., Lupa, P., Morawska-Jancelewicz, J., & Mizgajski, A. (2021). Cocreation for Climate 
Change—Needs for Actions to Vitalize Drivers and Diminish Barriers, Weather, Climate, and Society, 13(3), 555-570. 
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and other relevant stakeholders with whom we cooperated on an ad hoc basis during various types of participation events 

(regional consultation workshops, local summer school, social methodology lab, and individual exchanges). 

 

Together with our partners, we identified the needs, drivers, and barriers of co-creation in the field of climate action. We are 

now finalizing the preparation process of a local action plan for the eastern part of the Morasko AMU campus (climatic garden). 

Close cooperation with the Poznań Metropolis Association, whose members are individual communes and counties of the 

region, is particularly important for our activities in the region. The Association helps local authorities to fulfil some of the self-

government tasks for local communities and initiates supra-local actions, including environmental ones. 

 

 
Picture 1. Barriers, needs, and drivers of the co-creation process in climate actions identified. The group photo from the 1st Regional 

Consultation Workshop in Poznan in September 2019 
Source: AMU team 

 

To meet climate-related challenges described previously, the local authorities led by Poznań Metropolis Association initiated 

work on a plan for adaptation to climate change for the Poznań Agglomeration. Our team (AMU) is contributing to this action, 

thanks to which it was possible to synergistically link the project activities focused on strengthening co-creation in climate 

actions with the work on the climate adaptation plan for the region. This collaboration brings significant mutual benefits in 

terms of the possibility of exchanging and cocreating with multiple stakeholders and strengthening the climate adaptation 

policy. 

 
 

3.1.5. Serbia - Belgrade 
 

The city of Belgrade, the capital of the Republic of Serbia, was one of the pilot regions in the TeRRIFICA project. Centre for the 

promotion of science (CPN) was also responsible for the diverse activities in the southeast Europe SEE region. Belgrade acted 

as the representative for the SEE region since climate challenges and climate data are similar in the SEE region and the results 

obtained from the Belgrade pilot region could be extrapolated to the whole SEE region. Belgrade is the largest city in Serbia, 
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the third largest city in South-eastern Europe, after Istanbul and Athens, and among the largest in Danuban Europe. Climate 

data from the whole territory of the Republic of Serbia indicates Belgrade as the location with the highest increase in mean 

annual temperatures due to the urban heat island effect: 0.20°C/decade in the period 1949–2009. According to the official 

data of the Republic Hydrometeorological Institute, 2019 was the warmest year for the territory of the Republic of Serbia since 

1951, when there have been organized measurements for the entire territory of the country. Of the 15 warmest years in 

Belgrade, 13 were recorded since 2000. The summer of 2021 in Belgrade was the third warmest summer since 1888 since there 

have been measurements at the station in Karađorđev park.  

 

Belgrade, like many other cities, is particularly sensitive, because it was built for a climate that no longer exists. Basic city 

services (transportation, water, and energy delivery), infrastructure, housing, life, and health of people are affected. Even 

though we indicated in the project proposal that water is the main climate challenge we want to focus on, the reality navigated 

us to the direction of the temperature, the heat island effect especially, as a main climate challenge in the region. We are 

aware that water (floods and water deficit), biodiversity loss, and public health remain major challenges in the field of climate 

change in this region. 

 

In the State of the art of climate change adaptation and mitigation document, the CPN team mapped stakeholders and 

documents important for future work in the TeRRIFICA project. It was an excellent starting point for the gathering of the co-

creation team and the development of future collaborations. The series of groups and individual meetings with chosen 

members was held in order to create an active co-creation hub, where we have shared and developed the ideas for our pilot 

region, especially in terms of crowd mapping tool implementation and goals for the development of the local action plans. The 

co-creation hub designed and developed a long-term plan that included all relevant stakeholders. The first consultation 

workshop was held in October in Belgrade and gathered more than 50 participants and representatives from various public 

institutions, research institutions, NGOs, the civil sector, citizens, etc. The plans were slightly delayed due to COVID-19 

pandemic. 

 

On March 24th the Republic of Serbia declared an emergency state due to COVID-19 pandemics (The Official Gazette RS, 

41/2020). Project activities planned for 2020 were postponed due to the lockdown but achieved by the end of 2020. There 

were some epidemiological restrictions that influenced, not the implementation of the activities themselves, but the number 

of participants in some actions. Under this relatively unfortunate situation, two more consultative workshops were organized. 

The majority of activities were organized online in the first half of the year 2020. Starting August 2020 epidemiological 

restrictions were less so a number of activities were done either in person or as a hybrid mixture of online and offline 

participation. 

 

The most affected were the regional activities due to travel restrictions COVID-19 pandemics. The regional activities started in 

September 2021, and in the following year, a series of workshops were organized in Croatia (Rijeka, Zagreb), Bosnia and 

Herzegovina (Sarajevo, Banja Luka), Montenegro (Podgorica), and Albania (Tirana) with several more arranged till the end of 

2022. 

 
 

3.1.6. Spain - Barcelona Metropolitan Area, Catalonia 
 

One of the riches of the TeRRIFICA Project is the diversity of the region in which it is developed. That same reason makes it 

important to emphasize that in Spain it has focused on a metropolitan area (that of Barcelona) and the local partner ACUP has 

worked very closely with the AMB (Metropolitan Authority of Barcelona) to facilitate that all stakeholders shared the same 

level of decision-making power from the beginning to the end of the project. In addition, this ACUP-AMB link has facilitated 

the participation of a wide and diverse network of stakeholders. This has been decisive for the participation of numerous civil 

society organizations CSOs, companies, regional authorities, police- makers and, especially, science and education institutions 

and research groups. It should also be noted that the participation of the AMB has encouraged the involvement of other policy-

makers of relevance in the metropolitan area, which allows us to hope for the consolidation in the medium and long term of 

the suggestions in public policies that may emanate from the pilot itself and the project. To this end, at the beginning of the 

project, a team was set up to coordinate the pilot project in the Barcelona metropolitan area, made up of the ACUP, the AMB 
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and an expert in citizen participation and public policy from the University of Girona. These alliances have been decisive in 

involving the most important stakeholders in the metropolitan region of Barcelona and having with them the possibility of 

formulating proposals for public policies on climate action. 

 

The activities of this pilot region focus on 1) water cycles and resources, and 2) pollution and air quality. Since the first co-

creation workshop there are two recurring questions that have been asked: a) What are for you the issues that deserve to be 

addressed by adaptation and mitigation to climate change? and (b) What are the actors that should be present, according to 

you, in this co-creation group? (who is missing?). The objective of this was, on the one hand, to better focus the issue and argue 

it and, on the other hand, to minimize the lack of certain types of stakeholders. These were two points that we perceived to 

be of great relevance to the potential impact of the project in our pilot region. 

 

   
Figure 2 Images of the workshop of the co-creation team in October 2019 

 

In the October 2019 workshop of the co-creation team, the most relevant challenges to achieve the objectives of TeRRIFICA 

were put on the table. Specifically, and in reference to citizen participation, sustainability, and climate action, it became clear 

that we face complex problems and great uncertainties for which we have no recipes: we need to share ideas, seek diverse 

solutions, and enhance creative imagination. In this sense, it was proposed to promote the sharing of knowledge, initiatives 

and experiences, to learn and understand from what has already been done (participatory methodologies). And enhance the 

collective imagination through co-creation workshops both to address concrete problems and to propose public policies in the 

metropolitan region (co-creation of knowledge). For this reason, the sessions of sharing experiences with different groups of 

stakeholders and the co-creation sessions were promoted. 

 

One of the most important barriers that have been detected in the pilot of the region has been the imbalance between public 

and private actors of the network linked to the fight against climate change, as well as the need to reach citizens in a more 

generalized and broad way. In this last aspect, three specific obstacles that hinder action have been highlighted: 1) cultural 

resistance to the recognition of experts, 2) the difficulty of reaching out to the public, which hinders the generation of more 

intense and broad participation dynamics, and 3) the lack of effective mechanisms for public negotiation and citizen 

participation. To overcome them, it has been proposed to take advantage of the existing potential between the actors and 

their participatory experiences, and thus minimize these imbalances. It has also insisted on citizen mobilization with climate 

change as a political and media priority, and the strengthening and consolidation of participation mechanisms. 

 

In the pilot region of the metropolitan area of Barcelona, up to 30 stakeholders with great influence have been involved, 

encompassed in 4 large groups: 

 

• CSOs (Pacte Industrial, Fundació Catalunya Europa Re-City Project, SeeRRI Project, Ecoserveis, Cooperativa El Risell, 

Farlab SISCODE Project, Eco-union, United Explanations, Network for a More Sustainable Barcelona) 

• Businesses (Cetaqua, MatHolding) 

• Science & Education (Association of Public Universities of Catalonia ACUP, Universitat de Barcelona UB Research 

Group on Meteorology, Universitat Autònoma de Barcelona UAB Institute for Environmental Science and 

Technology ICTA, Universitat Autònoma de Barcelona UAB Ecological and Forestry Application Research Centre 
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CREAF, Universitat Politècnica de Catalunya UPC CostAdapt Project, Universitat Pompeu Fabra, Universitat de Girona 

UdG Institute of Environment IMA, Universitat de Lleida UdL, Universitat Rovira i Virgili URV, Universitat Oberta de 

Catalunya UOC-IN3, Barcelona Institute for Global Health ISGlobal) 

• Policy Makers (Climate Change Office of Catalonia OCCC, Metropolitan Area of Barcelona AMB, Metropolitan 

Strategic Plan of Barcelona PEMB, Advisory Council for the Sustainable Development of Catalonia CADS, Diputació 

de Barcelona DIBA, Barcelona City Council) 

 

 

3.2. Institutional framework 
 
As stressed by literature (N.ss et al. 2005, Tol 2005, Castells-Quintana et al. 2015, Huang-Lachmann and Lovett 2016) and IPCC 

reports (e.g., Somanathan et al. 2014) institutions and processes of governance are crucial for climate actions. They shape and 

constrain policy-making and policy implementation in multiple ways relevant for a shift to a low carbon economy to reduce 

climate impact and to strengthen adaptation processes at different levels (global, national, regional, local) (see Somanathan et 

al. 2014). Institutions set the incentive structure for economic decision-making, shape the political context for decision-making 

(empowering some interests and reducing the influence of others), and can also shape patterns of thinking and understanding 

of policy choices (North 1991). 

 

Designing and implementing the new policies and effective climate responses should include new forms of multi stakeholder 

collaboration (like cocreation) and managing the uncertainties, risks, and societal objectives. To tackle this challenge 

institutional innovation is needed just as much as innovation in the physical and technological infrastructure of cities and 

regions (Paterson 2018). Well-designed institutional frameworks are basis for proper implementation of climate change policy, 

such as mitigation and adaptation (N.ss et al. 2005, Tol 2005), and can enhance innovation and increase environmental and 

business performance (Huang-Lachmann and Lovett 2016). 

 

 
Figure 3: General scheme of public institution functioning in terms of climate change adaptation and mitigation 

(CCA&M), On the basis of Bernaciak and Spychała (2007) 

 

International institutions and their climate actions and regulations stimulate and foster national and subnational agendas for 

climate change mitigation and adaptation. The example is the United Nations that acts globally for climate by UN Framework 

Convention on Climate Change with the institution of Conferences of the Parties (COP) and also activity of Intergovernmental 

Panel on Climate Change as the UN body for assessing the science related to climate change. The European Union by its climate 
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policy (e.g., EU strategy on adaptation to climate change) drives the Member States to adopt a climate change adaptation 

strategy and/or plan. At the end 2018, 25 EU Member States had adopted a national adaptation strategy (NAS) and 15 had 

developed a national adaptation plan (NAP)5. By designating climate policy frameworks these documents stimulate the 

development of adaptation plans or strategies at regional and local levels giving the opportunity to make climate policy more 

integral and effective (Fig. 3). 

 

The institutional framework of climate change adaptation and mitigation strategies are developed by the institutions and other 

political/economical bodies or agencies as well as by the law and binding rules. The legal basis describes the relations between 

the different institutions and their functional contexts as well as tasks, responsibilities and the dependencies between the goals 

and aims they want to achieve. 

 

In the TeRRIFICA's pilot regions, the objectives and tasks related to climate change adaptation and mitigation at the national 

and regional level have been dispersed in various laws, strategies, plans and agendas. Laws and strategies against climate 

change include mainly the issues of climate adaptation and mitigation in connection with energy, industry and mobility issues 

- key sectors for reducing GHG emissions. They mainly refer to the low-carbon economy, energy transformation and green 

growth, thus focus on reducing environmental pollution and climate impact. In most regions, there is usually no separate, single 

law regulating climate issues at the national level, but some attempts are observed. 

 

Good example is Catalonia, where the parliament passed Climate Change Act (2016/2017), whose aim is to reduce Catalonia's 

GHG emissions by 40% by 2030, as well as encouraging a shift towards a low-carbon economy, among other goals. In addition, 

the Serbian Ministry of Environmental Protection is preparing the Climate Change Law as complex act in the field of climate 

change adaptation and mitigation.  

 

Similar actions are taken in Germany where an official draft of first-ever Climate Action Law was presented in 2018 with the 

expectation to be enacted in 2019. 

 

Other positive nationwide actions in the 6 pilot regions countries are linked to the adoption of state strategies on climate 

change adaptation and/or mitigation, as described in D3.3 Report on institutional framework conditions, relevant local and 

regional processes, instruments and co-creation factors related to or adaptable for climate action: 

 

- In Belarus climate policy framework was introduced into “Governmental Program on Mitigation Measures for Climate Change 

2013-2020” (2013), “National Strategy for Sustainable Socio-Economic Development of the Republic of Belarus until 2030” and 

"Environmental Protection and Sustainable Use of Natural Resources" for 2016-2020. See section 3.5.1 for further details on 

the situation in Belarus. 

 

- France adopted a national adaptation strategy in 2006 and a national adaptation plan in place from 2011. At subnational 

level, a comprehensive system of Climate-Air-Energy Plans, at Regional, Departmental and large town level is in place, and 

includes a requirement for climate adaptation action to be identified. Regional Plan for Sustainable Development and 

Territorial Equality are also expected to fix objectives in terms of adaptation to climate change. Adaptation elements are also 

included in river basin and flood risk plans. Good practice in this regard is integrating several former documents into one, 

including the strategies and plans dealing with energy management, climate change mitigation and clean air objectives. A 

National Strategy Low Carbon has been adopted in 2015. Through this strategy, France committed to decrease by 75% its 

Greenhouse Gas Emissions by 2050 compared to 1990 levels. 

 

- Germany adopted its National Adaptation Strategy in 2008 and an action plan in 2011. All 16 states (Bundesländer) have 

developed adaptation strategies and have developed measures, some as part of an integral climate change strategy or 

program. Therefore, 100% of the German territory is covered by regional adaptation strategies. 

 

- The “Polish National Strategy for Adaptation to Climate Change by 2020 with the perspective by 2030” was adopted in 

October 2013. The most prominent initiatives at the local level are the projects KLIMADA “Development of Urban Adaptation 

 
5 https://www.eea.europa.eu/airs/2018/environment-and-health/climate-change-adaptation-strategies [Accessed on 2022-11-16]. 

https://terrifica.eu/wp-content/uploads/2019/11/Deliverable-3.3-WP3_Report-on-Institutional-Framework_TeRRIFICA_for-online-publication-2.pdf
https://terrifica.eu/wp-content/uploads/2019/11/Deliverable-3.3-WP3_Report-on-Institutional-Framework_TeRRIFICA_for-online-publication-2.pdf
https://www.eea.europa.eu/airs/2018/environment-and-health/climate-change-adaptation-strategies
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Plans for cities with more than 100 000 inhabitants in Poland” and CLIMCITIES, providing training on climate change adaptation 

to local authorities and other stakeholders in municipalities with population from 50 000 to 99 000 inhabitants. Sectoral 

strategies and plans considering climate change adaptation have been developed in urban policy (see National Urban Strategy 

2023), coastal protection, water management, energy (partially), rail and forests. 

It should be mentioned that the regional climate policy was enhanced thanks to the project activities. Together with the Poznań 

Metropolis Association and the Association of Kalisz-Ostrów Agglomeration, we supported and contributed to preparing 

regional climate change adaptation plans. These studies are Poland's first adaptation action plans developed on a regional 

scale. They are undoubtedly an essential milestone for coordinating climate action at various administrative levels, from the 

national through the regional, ending at the municipal level. 

 

- Serbia prepared “Serbia’s First National Adaptation Plan” in 2015 and “Communication Strategy for Climate Change” in 2017. 

In March 2021 the first Law on climate change was declared. For Belgrade, the “Climate Change Adaptation Action Plan and 

Vulnerability Assessment” has been also adopted. The proposed modification of the existing plan is prepared based on the 

TeRRIFICA project findings and citizen input and is currently under debate by the city government. 

 

- Spain adopted a strategy, the National Climate Change Adaptation Plan (Plan Nacional de Adaptación al Cambio Climático) in 

2006. By the end of 2018 almost all of the Spanish regions (apart from Asturias and La Rioja) adopted regional action plans or 

adaptation strategies covering 97% of Spain's population. A new National Climate Change Adaptation Plan 2021-2030 is 

currently approved, linked to the European Council framework that has created the state framework. Also, at a regional level, 

several regions in Spain have started to update their strategies. The Catalan Office of Climate Change has begun technical work 

(with public participation) for the elaboration of the ESCACC 2021-2030, the strategic frame of reference in the policies of 

adaptation to climate change in Catalonia, provided in Law 16/2017, of 1 August, on climate change. 

 

In all TeRRIFICA regions a very important role in climate change policies belongs to universities and research institutes. They 

not only carry out research on global climate change and its impact or sustainable development but also can guarantee the 

cohesion and continuity of the actions taken at the regional and local levels (e.g. Potsdam Institute for Climate Impact Research 

(Germany), Belgrade University (Serbia), Belarusian State University (Minsk – Belarus), Adam Mickiewicz University in Poznań 

(Poland), University of Barcelona (Catalonia – Spain) and National Institute of Agricultural, Food and Environment Research 

(INRAE) Rennes (Bretagne & Normandie - France). In Catalonia an independent report on climate change from the scientific 

perspective with the necessary references to the global and European situation has been published. There is also a number of 

specialized institutions in the field of energy efficiency, renewable energy sources and energy systems such as the German 

Energy Agency that supports the implementation of energy shift assumptions and promotes efficient, safe, cheap and climate-

friendly energy production and use. 

 

In some regions, science-practice hubs promote knowledge & innovation and foster communication & cooperation between 

science and practice. These institutions very often get involved in local as well as international climate actions. Good examples 

are the Poznań Science and Technology Park (PPNT, Poznań Agglomeration) and Centre for the Promotion of Science (CPN, 

Belgrade). PPNT is a non-profit organization with the mission to stimulate collaboration between science and industry to 

activate the regional development via innovation, technology transfer and international cooperation. Partners are in the 

process of commercializing scientific and technological research results. CPN is the government institution in charge of the 

promotion and popularization of science, that through its program activities, such as workshops for children, and lectures for 

the general public, tackles climate change issues. 

 

In pilot regions, mainly at the local level (cities, municipalities), adaptation plans for climate change are created and 

implemented as well as environmental protection programs that incorporate climate protection. These are operational 

documents that specify climate actions taken in pilot regions together with indicators to be achieved in the near future. These 

activities implement the objectives and tasks set by national and regional strategies. Main stakeholders in most pilot regions 

are local administration offices, within which competences are split between different departments (Regional Direction of 

Environment, Planning and Housing, Regional Direction of Food, Agriculture and Forest). A good example from Oldenburger 

Muensterland (Germany) is employing a local climate protection manager and establishing of a coordination office named 

“Climate-Energy-Mobility”. 
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At the local level, the need for cooperation in the field of climate change adaptation and mitigation is the most visible. Local 

governments cooperate mainly with civil society, NGOs, academia and business to create network of stakeholders in region for 

better exchange and first of all to get an overview of existing initiatives regarding climate action. Among the climate activists 

should be marked NGOs out who take the most actions and initiatives. It is worth to emphasize the growing role of business, 

which is becoming a significant promoter of climate protection policy and green technologies and has initiated another wave 

of innovation in the regional economy. 

 

The challenge for the pilot regions has been to ensure an efficient institutional framework for fostering climate action. This can 

be done through the implementation and/or strengthening of the sectorial approach (climate change adaptation and 

mitigation introduced in each economy sectors) as well as the horizontal approach (a holistic view on climate change adaptation 

and mitigation) that are successfully introduced to the EU policy. This involves the need for supporting existing institutions, 

creating dedicated departments or additional jobs focused on climate change as well as creating new institutions dealing solely 

with this problem. Close and transparent cooperation with a wide range of stakeholders is necessary for this respect. 

 

 

3.3. Themes and what is at stake 
 

The themes developed in pilot regions are extensively described in milestone MS3 Case study definition and methodological 

case study analysis. 

 

TeRRIFICA’s approaches and activities are applied in six pilot regions (living labs), which have selected climate change 

adaptation issues in focus. TeRRIFICA supports these partner’s activities with a focus on raising awareness, fostering climate 

change understanding, developing local actions and extending the current networks especially with civil society. Climate 

change adaptation is seen as a complex problem or mission, because of the collaboration between actors from different 

domains (public, private, knowledge, civil society), and the realization of new co-created action plans. 

 

Based on this concept, TeRRIFICA focuses on involvement and engagement of all stakeholders, getting to know each other, 

enabling cross-fertilization and idea generation through shared knowledge and experiences. 

 

The pilot regions have been carefully chosen to compose a significant panorama of the future adaptability of the results, 

measures, actions, recommendations and any output from the TeRRIFICA project. Each region or city has its own characteristics 

and features, contributing relevant aspects to the project's landscape as a whole. The partners line up along Central-South and 

East-West axis but the consortium includes besides EU member states (four partners) also two non-EU countries. TeRRIFICA 

operates in a metropolitan area like Barcelona, in capital and major cities like Belgrade, Poznań and Minsk, in the agricultural 

region of Vechta and Cloppenburg, and rural regions like Brittany, Normandy and Pays de Loire. The chosen regions have a 

fascinating blend of cultures. Nevertheless, there are some similarities in geography and climate (Spain-Serbia, Poland-Belarus, 

France-Germany). 

 

The seven warmest years since records began have been recorded since 20156 and the planet’s average global temperature 

(the air above the surface of the land and sea) exceeded pre-industrial levels by 1 °C for the first time ever in 2015. Finally, 

permanent atmospheric concentration levels of carbon dioxide (CO2) now exceed 415 parts per million for the first time in 

human history7. This warming will have numerous effects, and will clearly determine our collective future. Analysis of changes 

in climatic and hydrological phenomena carried out within the last 30 years has shown that the most important threats 

associated with climate change include: 

 

• increase in average annual air temperature and intensification of the effect of urban heat islands 

• increase in the frequency of extreme events: heat waves, cold waves, droughts, intense rainfalls and associated 

flooding, flood threats, strong winds and storms. These phenomena, especially in heavily urbanized areas, are 

accompanied by an increase in “low emissions” (pollutions emitted by house chimneys), which is a consequence of 

obsolete heating technologies on the one hand and uncontrolled and chaotic suburbanization on the other hand in 

 
6 https://news.un.org/en/story/2022/01/1110022 [Accessed on 2022-11-16]. 

https://news.un.org/en/story/2022/01/1110022
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some regions, heavy car traffic in others, or polluting activities in rural areas. 

 

According to predictions, in the perspective of 2030 one should expect a deepening of climate change trends, therefore the 

cities should create spatial, social and economic structures prepared for these phenomena. In urban and regional policies, we 

can observe a high need for a strategic approach with the specific challenges and tasks relevant for different sectors and areas 

sensitive to climate change. Those plans, along with the institutional and organizational activities are aimed at increasing the 

resistance of cities to extreme events, improvement of the awareness, safety, and comfort of residents in the conditions of a 

changing climate. This creates a wide range of opportunities to use social activity in the counteracting climate change (reducing 

CO2 emissions, improving air quality, implementation of a low-emission economy, preventing flooding or water scarcity, 

restoration of degraded green areas, to name just a few. Necessity and challenges are shaping the policy of urban and regional 

development, with particular emphasis on complex approach to indicated challenges. Each region of TeRRIFICA is undoubtedly 

a subject to climate change and its effects. There are however specific challenges or goals that can be indicated for a particular 

pilot region (the list is not limited to those listed below). 

 

 

Minsk (Belarus): 

• to prevent the onset (mitigate the effects) of environmental threats to sustainable socio-economic development 

due to climate change, loss of biological diversity, degradation of agricultural land. 

 

Grand West Regions (France): 

• transition to bio-climatic cities and energy sobriety, 

• safeguarding water availability and promoting a system price/usage value including ecosystems needs, 

• supporting existing adaptation projects in the building sector, 

• capitalizing on past experiences of adaptation and crisis management, 

• reducing tourism impact on the environment, 

• acknowledging ecosystem services as precious but vulnerable advantages that need protection, 

• supporting alert system in prevention of sanitary crisis, 

• adopting governance system allowing flexibility, reversibility, stimulating innovation, within a coherent framework. 

 

Cloppenburg and Vechta (Germany): 

• renewable energy sources, 

• future mobility of inhabitants (use of bicycles), 

• energy consultations for inhabitants, 

• reduction of CO2-emissions especially in business sector. 

 

Poznań Agglomeration (Poland): 

• mitigating the negative impact of extreme thermal conditions, including pollution accumulation (thermal 

inversions, MWC), 

• lessening the impact of torrential rainfalls, urban flooding, droughts, storms and damaging winds, 

• communicating the general knowledge of climate change and its impact on the greater community, 

• improving the city organizations and institutions’ ability to act against climate change and extreme weather 

conditions. 

 

Belgrade (Serbia): 

• sustainable and renewable city with a special focus on: 

- realization of the reduction of air pollution emissions, 

- replacement of fossil fuels in the supply of heating plants and boiler rooms, 

- introducing and increasing the share of rail public transport with the modernization of the fleet 

 

Barcelona Metropolitan Area and Catalonia (Spain): 

• the effects of climate change on natural and human systems,  
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• the contribution of those systems to greenhouse gas emissions (GHG), and 

• the adaptation to climate change. 

 

The challenges have been identified in regional reports, agendas or climate change plans with a special focus on multi-

stakeholder collaboration due to the complexity of the problems and the scale and impact they have on the regional 

development and the quality of life. The need for building the network of collaboration is high in each pilot region with the 

emphasis on including all the actors relevant for quadruple helix model (science and education, policy makers, business and 

civil society organizations). Some of the regions have also identified the lack of systematic planning in response to climate 

change impact that can lead to increased costs for adaptation measures. That is why anticipatory strategies and plans based 

on vulnerability assessment including climate change projections are continuously developed to ensure the adaptation of urban 

structures to mitigate the impact of a changing climate on the urban living environment. 

 

The weaker part of those strategic measures is quite often the operationalization of the above-mentioned activities, limited to 

the identification of entities responsible for the implementation of tasks, the financing framework, indicators monitoring the 

implementation of goals set in urban policy without indicating specific mechanisms for implementing these activities or clear 

guidelines for evaluation. 

 

Usually there are no guidelines for operationalisation of activities provided and this is where TeRRIFICA approached and took 

actions to support the process on a regional level but with the link to Sustainable Development Goals.  

 

This has provided for a global perspective and integrated TeRRIFICA actions with other projects and initiatives that are taking 

place all around the world. The institutionalisation of this process is different in each region but the leading role is usually 

played by the local municipal or regional body. Strategies or Plans for Adapting to Climate Change (with short, medium and 

long-term goals) have been prepared and inter-sectorial bodies or committees have been nominated to promote the dialogue 

and to develop the tools and actions needed to deal with the climate change challenges. Those “climate change constitutions” 

usually include also the explanation of measures, relevant locations, institutions responsible for the implementation, priority 

level for the implementation, and the time frame. 

 

For Grand West region structures have already been established: 

• An Open Conference on Energy transition, set up since 2018, is the structure of shared strategic governance. It is 

composed of around 30 representatives of the sectors and type of stakeholders concerned by the plan. 

• A unique lab for the energy transition, which will be in charge of governance of actions. Its role will be to assist and 

animate innovative projects of actors from civil society. 

 

The other example can be taken from Minsk: 

• 1st National Forum on Sustainable Development (Jan 2019); 

• Appointment of National Coordinator for the Sustainable Development Goals; 

• Council on Sustainable Development (38 executive bodies, local authorities, legislative bodies); 

• Sustainable Development Partnership Group (civil society, the private sector (including participants in the UN 

Global Compact), international organizations, etc.) with working groups focused on ecology, social welfare, 

economy and regional affairs. 

 

In Catalonia local authorities, through the Covenant of Mayors for Climate and Energy promoted by the European Commission, 

and various tools and support networks for governance, have become heavily involved in the fight against climate change, 

despite the economic and technical limitations and the restrictions on their powers. Nevertheless, adapting to climate change 

means that a change towards governance on a local level is necessary. 

 

The relevant role in those processes belongs to the universities or research institutes as well as business organizations that 

usually are able to apply for national or international grants. Their role is crucial for developing the social innovations, new 

technologies, and the training of high-skilled workforce in the region, organizing seminars and conferences that are spreading 

the knowledge and integrating main stakeholders.  
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The civil society role is relevant especially for building the awareness amongst citizens and for involving them in the regional 

debates, consolations, building the links with the local communities. External experts or advisory bodies are also present in 

this process as well as ministerial bodies and public or private funded agencies. Workshops and consultation meetings are 

regularly organized in each region to promote and secure the dialogue between the main players. The events open for public 

should also be mentioned such as science festivals, regional contests or other promotional activities. 

 

 

3.4. Description of Pilot teams 
 
The pilot teams are extensively described in milestone MS5 Establisment of 6 Co-creation teams. A brief overview will be given 

here. 

 

 
Figure 4 Pilot regions of TeRRIFICA 

 

The six pilot regions - in Belarus, France, Germany, Poland, Serbia and Spain (see Figure 4) - play a very special role in this 

process, because they are the ones who initially test and evaluate the climate adaptation measures directly with local citizens. 

The pilot regions have been carefully chosen to compose a significant panorama of the future adaptability of the results, 

measures, actions, recommendations and any output from the TeRRIFICA project. Each region or city has its own characteristics 

and features, facing different climate change challenges and stakeholders’ configurations. 

 

TeRRIFICA operates in a metropolitan area like Barcelona, in capital and major cities like Belgrade, Minsk, Paris and Poznan, in 

the agricultural region of Vechta and Cloppenburg, and rural regions like Brittany, Normandy and Pays de la Loire with certain 
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similarities in geography and climate (Spain-Serbia, Poland-Belarus, France- Germany). There are differences in the countries 

in terms of scientific potential, infrastructure and different stages of transformation – these differences will influence 

TeRRIFICA’s activities. TeRRIFICA will benefit from the exchange between different cultures and their values 

 

3.4.1. Belarus – Minsk Pilot region 
 

Minsk is the tenth most populated city (excluding the suburbs) in Europe and the largest industrial city of Belarus. It is located 

at the intersection of transport corridors linking Russia with Poland and Ukraine with the Baltic states. The hydro-

meteorologists say that transport is the largest harmful emissions source in the city. But along it there are significant emissions 

from housing and production of electricity. The most polluted areas of the city of Minsk are primarily the Zavodskoy and 

Partizansky districts, and the Shabany microdistrict, where most of the factories are located. More than 35% of the territory of 

Minsk is in “grey” zones. And by unfavourable weather conditions, rainfalls scarcity or heat waves, the impact of pollution on 

the health of inhabitants is increasing. 

 

At the moment the Minsk City Executive Committee with the support of the European Bank for Reconstruction and 

Development as well as Belarusian expert NGO “Interaczija” are developing a climate-neutral city strategy “Green plan”, which 

has to be approved by the end of 2019. 

 
Pilot leader Kate Sposob (Education for Sustainable Development Association) 

Facilitator Svetlana Biran (Education for Sustainable Development Association) 

CSO(s) Education for Sustainable Development Association 

Centre for Environmental Solutions 

NGO Nash Sled 

NGO EcoPartnerstvo 

Science / Education Belarusian State Pedagogical Maxim-Tank-University 

Belarusian State University, Faculty for Geography 

Belarusian University for Culture and Arts 

Policy Maker(s) Belarusian Institute for Urban Planning (Department for Sustainable Urban Development 

Minsk City Committee for Natural Resources and Environment Protection 

Republican Centre for Hydrometeorology, Radioactive Contamination and Environment 

Monitoring 

Business BelInvestbank (tbd) 

 

 

3.4.2. France – Grand West 
 

The French pilot regions of Brittany, Normandy and Pays de la Loire are particularly vulnerable to some climate change effects 

due to several specificities, including the urbanized and touristy littoral, the Loire River Valley and the weight of maritime and 

farming activities in the economy of the region. 

 

The coastal location of the regions is putting the regions at risk of sea rise, coastal erosion, but also marine pollution (e.g., alga 

proliferation in Brittany) or fishing resources depletion. Climate Change may also provoke flooding or very low water levels 

during drought periods around the Loire River valley. Farming activities may be particularly impacted by climate change mainly 

because of droughts or weather deregulations or due to parasites and biodiversity depletion, whilst hedgerows and trees 

around farms have been declining since the 1950’s and organic farming is not yet very developed in the regions. Meanwhile, 

urbanized areas are vulnerable to sanitary crises, especially due to heat waves and air pollution. 

 

At the national level, several plans are meant to tackle climate change: 

• The National Plan for Climate Change Adaptation. The second version has been released in December 2018 for the 

period 2018-2022; 

• The National Strategy Low Carbon, has been adopted in 2015. Through this strategy, France has committed to 
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decrease by 75% its Greenhouse Gas Emissions by 2050 compared to 1990 levels. The strategy is currently revised, 

the second version is supposed to be adopted in 2019 and will aim for carbon neutrality in 2050. 

• The Climate Plan introduces the vision and actions program of the current Government. 

 

There are other national strategies indirectly linked to climate change mitigation or adaptation that may be important for pilot 

regions activities, such as the Plan for the development of Agroforestry. 

 

At the local level, there are different institutional frameworks for transition regarding climate change: for instance, at the inter-

communal levels, local authorities had to develop by 2016 or 2018 Territorial Energy Air and Climate Plans, including objectives 

of climate mitigation and adaptation, objectives for renewable energies and reduction of pollution. 

 
Pilot leader Glen Millot (Sciences Citoyennes) 

Facilitator Cyril Fiorini (Sciences Citoyennes) 

CSO(s) Afac-Agroforesteries (National Network of experts in Field Trees) 

Science / Education - CEZ, Bergerie Nationale de Rambouillet (National training center linked to agriculture) 

- INRAE Rennes (National Research Institute on Agriculture and Environment) 

- Laboratory GEOPHEN LETG (Geography laboratory) 

- Maison de la Recherche en Sciences Humaines CERREV (Humanities Research House) 

Policy Maker(s) - Chambre d’agriculture de Normandie (Agriculture chambre of Normandy) 

Business - SCIC Bois Bocage Energie (Cooperative specialized in woodchips from hedgerows 
for producing energy) 
- Solagro (association and enterprise specialized in expertise on energy, agroecology 
and food transition) 
- Agroof (cooperative specialized on Agroforestry) 

 

 

3.4.3. Germany - South Oldenburg: Vechta and Cloppenburg Pilot region 
 

In the rural area of the Oldenburger Muensterland agriculture is one of the most important economic sectors. 

Thus, the extreme heat waves as well as intense rainfalls are the key climate challenges in the region. 

 

Consequently, the farmers but also all other inhabitants suffer from serious droughts but also from floods in certain areas. The 

region consists in two counties with several cities and municipalities. Every county has its own county council. On city and 

municipality level there are also councils. In several cities and municipalities but also at the level of the two county councils, 

climate protection strategies have already been developed or are on the way to be developed. Right now, the implementation 

of actions and projects is intensified. This is supported by the fact that the issue of climate change is figuring more prominently 

on the agendas, especially of the political parties. 

 
Pilot leader Han Team of the University of Vechta: Katrin Hedemann, Beata Punte, Daniel Ludwig, Marco 

Rieckmann, Barbara Grabkowsky, Hannah Hoff 

Facilitator Katrin Hedemann and Hannah Hoff 

CSO(s) - Several local heritage societies 

- association of all local heritage communities in the Oldenburger Muensterland 

- regional Fridays For Future group 

- Volunteering Office in Cloppenburg 

Science / Education - Environmental Education Centre Oldenburger Muensterland 

- Adult Education Centre in the county of Cloppenburg 

- Vocational school in Lohne 

Policy Maker(s) - climate protection officers from several cities 

- representatives of different political parties of the city and the county councils of Cloppenburg 
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and Vechta 

Business - Working group for environmental and regional planning and research (ARSU GmbH) 

 

 

3.4.4. Poland – The Poznań agglomeration Pilot region 
 

Poznan agglomeration is comprised of Poznań and the 17 neighbouring communes forming a system of two rings surrounding 

the city and is characterised by a highly urban character of outlying areas, huge demographic potential, dynamic economy, 

established transportation network and a high level of attractiveness for tourism. 

 

In climate policy, the most important documents are the Urban Climate Adaptation Plan, Low-carbon Economy Plans and 

partially Environmental Protection Programmes. Present challenges in the context of climate change mitigation and adaptation 

are the following: 

 

• high concentrations of PM10 and PM 2,510 and harmful effects of smog (air quality); 

• rainwater and meltwater management; 

• spatial planning - supporting investments in green infrastructure. 

 

The following actions are planned to reduce the negative effects of climate change and to adapt to them: 

 

• reducing CO2 emissions in Poznan Agglomeration, improving air quality, implementing of a low emission economy; 

• information and education activities aimed at raising the climate change awareness among citizens; 

• establishing cooperation between stakeholders involved in climate actions; 

• new investments in developing/protecting green areas or "grey" solutions; 

• implementation of nature-based solutions (NBS) into urban planning 

 
Pilot leader Paweł Churski (Adam Mickiewicz University, Poznan) 

Facilitator Andrzej Mizgajski (Adam Mickiewicz University, Poznan) 

CSO(s) - EKOlogiczne Puszczykowo Association 

Science / Education - Adam Mickiewicz University, Poznań 

- Wanda Błeńska Social School of Piątkowo District in Poznan 

Policy Maker(s) - Marshall Office of the Wielkopolska Region 

- Poznan Metropolis Association 

Business - Poznan Science and Technology Park 

 

 

3.4.5. Serbia – Belgrade Pilot region 
 

The Republic of Serbia is a party to the UN Framework Convention on Climate Change and the Kyoto Protocol (the law ratifying 

the Kyoto Protocol to the United Nations Framework Convention on Climate Change – Official Gazette of RS, 88/07) with the 

status of a “Non- Annex I Party”. The Republic of Serbia is developing the Third National Communication. At the same time, 

the procedure for drafting the Climate Change Law and the “Climate Strategy and Action Plan11” are underway. 

 

In full awareness of these national policy, the City of Belgrade developed "Climate Change Adaptation Action Plan with 

Vulnerability Assessment" as a document which has been adopted by the Belgrade City Assembly and published in the official 

Gazette of the City of Belgrade, No. 65/15 issued on October 26, 2015. 

 

This is a key document guiding the City of Belgrade's climate change policy. Since then, the city has been carrying out certain 

activities identified in this document, the highest priority being given to flood protection, and green infrastructure. According 

to some surveys (developed with more than 1,000 respondents participating so far, just to assess the level of knowledge about 
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climate change and to hear the needs of future implementation), more than 70% of the respondents have identified the need 

to raise awareness as one of the activities which has to be implemented. High priority is given to water resources (construction 

of retention ponds, drainage, saving and reuse of water) and heat island in the city centre. 

 
Pilot leader Tanja Adnađević (CPN) 

Facilitator Marjana Brkić, Dobrivoje Lale Erić, Mirjana Utvić (CPN) 

CSO(s) - Right to water 

- Coalition 27 

- Young researcher of Serbia 

- CEUS 
- WWF 
- EKONAUT 
- Environmental Engineering Group 
- Eco society Zemun 
- Belgrade open school 

Science / Education - Faculty of Architecture, University of Belgrade 

- Faculty of biology, University of Belgrade 
- Faculty of forestry, University of Belgrade 
- The Geographical Institute, Serbian Academy of Sciences and Arts 
- Public health institute "Dr Milan Jovanović Batut" 
- Petnica science centre 
 Environmental ambassadors 

Policy Maker(s) - Secretariat for Environmental Protection 
- Ministry of Education, Science and Technological Development 
- Ministry of environmental protection 
- Representatives of 14 (out of 17) city municipalities 

Business - Water Supply and Sewage of Belgrade 
- City Waste Disposal 
- Urban Public Transport Enterprise "Beograd” 
- District Heating Plants of Belgrade 
- Greenery Belgrade 
- Dvoper 

 

 

3.4.6. Spain – The Metropolitan Area of Barcelona 
 

The metropolitan area of Barcelona, with an area of 636 km2 and more than 3.2 million inhabitants, is one of the largest 

metropolitan areas in Europe and occupies an important place in the Mediterranean area. This region generates half of the 

GDP of Catalonia. 

 

The Area Metropolitana de Barcelona (AMB) is the public administration of the metropolitan area of Barcelona, a large urban 

conurbation made up with 36 municipalities. 

 

The Third report on Climate Change in Catalonia7 identifies and foresees several (geological, socio-natural, meteorological) 

challenges from climate change in Catalonia: 

 

• Heat waves, cold waves, snow and frost 

• Extreme rainfall 

• Flooding 

• Drought 

 
7 http://cads.gencat.cat/ca/detalls/detallarticle/Tercer-informe-sobre-el-canvi-climatic-a-Catalunya-00003 

http://cads.gencat.cat/ca/detalls/detallarticle/Tercer-informe-sobre-el-canvi-climatic-a-Catalunya-00003
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• Forest Fires 

• Landslides 

• Avalanches 

 

These challenges have direct and indirect effects on the biodiversity of the region as well as on the lives of the population of 

Catalonia and the Barcelona metropolitan area. 

 

The AMB identifies, as in the rest of the major contemporary urban agglomerations, several environmental challenges, both 

global and local, derived from its own operation. It is in the large metropolis where most of the planet's natural resources 

(energy, water, materials) are consumed and where a large part of greenhouse gas emissions (main responsible for climate 

change) and waste (urban solids, wastewater) are generated. 

 

In this context, during the lasts years, the AMB has been working to improve the urban environment by including sustainability 

as a transversal element of the policies and services of the metropolitan administration. The overall aim is to reinforce and 

guarantee the sustainability and resilience of the metropolitan territory. This objective, which informs all the actions of the 

Environment Department, has been put into practice by actions such as: 

 

• The improvement of the protection of natural resources and the metropolitan green infrastructure. 

• The continuous improvement of efficiency in the use of basic resources, like water and energy 

• The application of the principles of the circular economy in the management of municipal waste 

• The fight against climate change and its adaptation to its effects and in the promotion of sustainable economic 

activities that must lead to the improvement of innovation 

• The creation of jobs and the promotion of inclusive sustainable forms of development. 

 

Stakeholders in this region collaborate with each other very frequently for climate action initiatives. However, these 

collaborations are not structured and do not follow specific co-creation methodologies (there are exceptions in some isolated 

cases) but are rather intuitive collaborations that stem from a closely bound regions with scarce resources for initiatives in this 

domain. The cooperation between stakeholders occurs mainly with the academic sector (higher education institutions) and 

public administration. Despite the aforementioned, collaboration between sectors and actors is key, climate challenges have 

to be confronted with the involvement of all sectors and citizens. 

 
Pilot leader Jaume Fortuny – Associació Catalana d’Universitats Públiques (ACUP) 

Marta Cayetano – Associació Catalana d’Universitats Públiques (ACUP) 

Núria Jové – Associació Catalana d’Universitats Públiques (ACUP) 

Carina Garcia Mesegué – Associació Catalana d’Universitats Públiques (ACUP) 

Facilitator Quim Brugué – Universitat de Girona (UdG) 

María Induráin – Àrea Metropolitna de Barcelona (AMB)  

CSO(s) - United Explanations 

- Fundació Catalunya Europa 

Science / Education - Universitat de Barcelona 

- Universitat Autònoma de Barcelona 

- Universitat Politècnica de Catalunya 

- Universitat Oberta de Catalunya  

Policy Maker(s) - Àrea Metropolitana de Barcelona (AMB) 

- Pla Estratègic Metropolità de Barcelona (PEMB) 

- Oficina Catalana del Canvi Climàtic (OCCC) 

- Ajuntament de Barcelona  

Business - MatHolding 

- Cetaqua 

- AGBAR 

- EcoServeis 

- WeDo Projects 
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3.5. Stakeholders, Barriers, needs and drivers to engagement in co-
creation activities 

 
The profiles of stakeholders we expected to involve in TeRRIFICA and the barriers, needs and drivers to their engagement in 

co-creation activities are extensively described in deliverable D3.3 Report on Institutional Framework Conditions and 

deliverable D4.2 Stakeholder Mapping Report. In this short section we will only gather updates of these two documents. 

 

 

3.5.1. Belarus – Minsk Pilot region 
 

In Minsk pilot region, Currently, despite Belarus' national commitments on climate change, there is no clear policy on climate 

change at the city level. There is a lack of data on this issue, and this hampers decision-making to find the best balance between 

economic growth and national commitments. 

 

ESD Association, the coordinator of TeRRIFICA project in Belarus, along with other CSOs, like IPO EcoPartnership and Interakcia 

Foundation, that acted before the middle of 2022 as supporting structures of the Covenant of Mayors for Climate and Energy 

in Belarus, have implemented various engagement activities in order to initiate the stakeholders’ engagement in the 

development of the climate agenda of Minsk city. 

 

In 2019 at the first consultative stakeholder workshop within TeRRIFICA project organized as a round table participated 37 

invited experts four different sectors: CSOs – 13, Education and Science – 16, Policy makers – 2, business – 4 and Media – 2. 

 

The CSOs were presented by city initiatives in the areas: Active citizenship, Greening of the City, Bike Movement, Green 

Mobility, Smart City etc. and by environmental organizations, involved in urban city planning, climate change adaptation issues 

in Belarusian cities. 

 

Policy-makers were presented by Minsk City Committee of Natural Resources and Environmental Protection and Directorate 

for Environmental Impact Management, Climate Change and Expertise of Ministry of Natural Resources and Environmental 

Protection and they confirmed their readiness to collaborate with a project and join efforts with other climate projects in 

Belarus. 

 

The scientists and researchers were from the Belarusian State University, Vitebsk State University, International Environmental 

Sakharov-University and their partners from some Russian universities. 

 

In general, all stakeholders expressed their readiness to participate and participated indeed in further activities of the project, 

like crowdmapping, discussion rounds, Climate workshops, Climate Summer school, where they exchanged experience and 

expert potential on climate change issues. AESD and the stakeholders joined efforts on promotion TeRRIFICA and their projects, 

where their aims were matching. 

 

Despite of this promising start of the stakeholder collaboration within the TeRRIFICA project, in the year 2021 the ongoing 

political crisis in the country brought to the repression against almost all influential CSOs and disruption of the existing 

partnerships between civil society and policy makers. Nevertheless, when the most of influential NGOs were excluded from 

the collaboration circles and decision-making procedures, the AESD team being deprived of the status of a registered 

organisation, continued to work as volunteers with teachers, school students and their parents on climate awareness at 

educational level and promoting small-scale local climate adaptation projects with local partners. Unfortunately, we could not 

show our students that their ideas and recommendations can be accepted at the decision-making level, but at least, teaching 

them how to participate in the crowdmapping tools, like the one, developed by TeRRIFICA team, we could demonstrate them 

that still there are many people who have opinions and want to be heard, and these voices are very important for keeping 

https://terrifica.eu/wp-content/uploads/2019/11/Deliverable-3.3-WP3_Report-on-Institutional-Framework_TeRRIFICA_for-online-publication-2.pdf
https://terrifica.eu/wp-content/uploads/2019/11/Deliverable-3.3-WP3_Report-on-Institutional-Framework_TeRRIFICA_for-online-publication-2.pdf
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grassroot initiatives in Belarus alive. 

 

 

3.5.2. France – Grand West 
 

In France pilot region, the partnership with Ville de Paris was terminated, due to the fact that the responsible for the 

department we worked with had his mission drastically changed. Anyway, thanks to the partners of the Resp’haies project 

from Normandy, we could reach out to the ministry of Agriculture we managed to convince to foster the involvement of 

teachers in agricultural high schools. The regional responsible in Normandy was looking for new ideas that could be 

implemented in the second phase of the national program “Learn to produce differently”. Therefore, we were able to gather 

a group of teachers who met regularly and to whom we provided advice, contacts with other types of stakeholders such as 

researchers, technicians and CSOs, as well as methodological resources. We could start crowd-mapping and design of action 

plans with their students. And as indicated in the last part of this deliverable, we fostered their commitment on the longer 

term on climate change mitigation and adaptation activities beyond the end of TeRRIFICA. 

 

 

3.5.3. Germany - South Oldenburg: Vechta and Cloppenburg Pilot region 
 

Update on D3.3: 

• Description of the region  

Originally, a focus on agriculture was planned but due to different circumstances (e.g., willingness of participating in the 

project), the focus was changed a bit. 

Recently, the two counties of the Oldenburger Muensterland became part of a large funding programme within the federal 

state Lower Saxony which is supported by the EU with a total amount of 96 million Euro. Together with two neighbouring 

counties they form the “future region 4 climate”. The program aims at intensifying the regional cooperation within relevant 

future action fields and the implementation of future projects. 

Municipalities in the region have begun to employ climate protection officers in 2014 to develop and implement climate 

protection plans. 

The first climate protection plan on county level (county of Cloppenburg) was adopted in 2021 and the county of Vechta 

has also employed a climate adaptation officer in July 2020. Right now, this county is developing a countywide climate 

adaptation concept. The process includes the participation of various regional stakeholder groups and several relevant 

action fields will be addressed in this new concept. 

 

• Climate change in the region 

Among the climate challenges affecting stakeholders in the Oldenburger Muensterland, more frequent and prolonged 

droughts seem to be the most pressing issue in local people’s perception. Heavy rainfalls and local flooding of streets and 

buildings constitute the other extreme. Therefore, a regional and more holistic water management is necessary. Several 

actors have begun to implement measures like retention basins, renaturation of streams, backfilling old drainages, water 

pipes with a larger flow rate, and public funding for water reservoirs and green roofs. But there is no coordinated concept 

so far. 

In the Oldenburger Muensterland there is no coordinated concept developed until now, how to handle these challenges. 

However, since May 2019 a “network water 2.0” has formed in the region (in total eight local counties participated) to 

bring together different actors within this action field. The project in which this network formation was coordinated ended 

in January 2022 but the network partners intend to continue their exchange and collaboration. In addition, within the 

project time, the effects of climate change on soil and the soil water balance were analysed and the results were given to 

the county administrations as a basis for future planning processes. 

In addition, a local water supplier (company) initiated several projects to develop and implement innovative solutions to 

tackle the effects of climate change on water management (e.g., development of a prototype for saving rain water 

dependent on the rain forecast). 

 

• Summary of climate change initiatives 
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Until now, there are six cities in the whole pilot region that have developed an individual climate protection concept and 

are currently employing a climate protection officer to implement the stated measures in the concepts. 

In the civil society sector, there is e.g., a relatively small group of Fridays For Future in Vechta and Cloppenburg, a tree 

planting association in the county of Vechta, and some other environmental trusts and associations (however not with a 

particular focus on climate change). 

 

 

Update on D4.2: 

• P32 

Several stakeholders were not able to commit to the project and are not active anymore: Fridays for Future local groups, 

Regional Farmers’ Unions (“Landvolk”), Regional Protestant Church, Kolping Society, Chamber of Industry and Commerce, 

Oldenburg, StaGoff UG, University of Vechta, Institute for Spatial Analysis and Planning in Areas of Intensive Agriculture 

(ISPA). 

However, improved or new collaborations were possible with several other ones: 

o Local Heritage Societies: Vechta team developed a very close relationship to the group in Cloppenburg but 

also in other cities the members of the local heritage societies were very interested in the topic and the 

project, especially in the climate tours format 

o good collaboration with the local volunteering office in Cloppenburg that is very supportive in getting in 

contact with interested people and to promote our activities. 

o Women’s organisation of the Christian Democratic Union in Vechta 

o City marketing organisation Moin Vechta 

o Regional Water Board OOWV 

o Forest technicians 

o Handelslehranstalten Lohne, a regional vocational school: Vechta team was invited to give workshops there 

in the context of a school wide “environment day” and further worked together 

o Scouts Educational Facility Sager Schweiz 

o Environmental Education Centre in Hollen 

o Extracurricular learning space in the natural preserve Duemmer 

o ESD-manager of the county of Cloppenburg 

o Climate protection officer of the county of Oldenburg. This county has already been very active in regards to 

climate mitigation measures. (In early 2021, they became aware of our developed concept for a climate-

friendly garden contest. In a collaboration, Vechta team successfully implemented the contest format in 2021 

and in 2022.) 

o City of Lohne (administration, unit for planning and environment): In 2020, a climate protection officer was 

employed. Together, Vechta team successfully developed a new project proposal in 2021 about redesigning 

a former agricultural area into a public “climate park”. Additionally, the climate protection officers of the 

commune of Goldenstedt and the city of Vechta were relevant stakeholders (e.g., for the joint organisation 

of local climate tours). 

Additionally, Vechta team established good contacts to different policy makers on city and county level. All of them are 

also active in regards to climate action or community engagement. 

 

 

• P35 

In general, the awareness of climate change effects and the need to act now is constantly rising in the Oldenburger 

Muensterland. Thus, there is a great interest of stakeholders from all sectors of the quadruple helix in the TeRRIFICA 

project. Nevertheless, the stakeholders in this region are not used to co-creation processes, which often led to 

incomprehensiveness about the exact objectives of the project and their particular role within TeRRIFICA. Since a concrete 

roadmap did not already exist when we contacted the stakeholders, it was difficult for them to agree to engage in the 

project. Especially, we could not state a fixed number of working hours that have to be spent for the project. A lack in 

human resources (partially combined with a lack of financial resources) is a great barrier and some contacted stakeholders 

stated this as a reason for not engaging in the project. In addition, there is a wide range of needs and benefits of the local 

stakeholders, so that it is a challenge to include and address all of these in the process of developing appropriate climate 
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actions. Specific stakeholder groups especially focus on their perception of climate change effects, which impedes an open 

and constructive discussion about innovative strategies to tackle these effects. In conclusion, there is a wide range of 

interested and motivated stakeholders in the pilot region who can evolve into “climate culture change agents” for the 

Oldenburger Muensterland during the TeRRIFICA project phase. For this, it will be fundamental to establish a trustful and 

open-minded working environment among the stakeholder group. 

 

• drivers to engagement:  

o With the format of the climate tours people actually had the feeling to be heard with their experiences but 

also with their fears and doubts regarding climate change effects. The focus was not on a theoretical or 

results-oriented level but more on a personal level that seemed to motivate people to engage. 

o hands-on activity with a concrete result (e.g., the “Cloppenburger Klima-Eck”, a public space to experience 

nature and to learn about climate friendly gardening was implemented together with a group of volunteers) 

o seeing people that are already active and e.g., working with their own hands (many people pro-actively 

offered support for the “Cloppenburger Klima-Eck” when they saw people working there) 

o A very transparent process and a clear communication about how the involvement of these persons is 

important and how they can support the whole process (e.g., for the workshop to develop a plan for the re-

design of a local parking lot area, we invited a variety of stakeholder groups, especially residents from around 

the area but also advocacy groups such as the advisory council for people with disabilities. They were all 

asked to bring in their own point of views and especially their needs in this planning phase so that everything 

can be taken into account later on. The chosen method for this workshop guaranteed that all ideas were 

included.) 

 

 

3.5.4. Poland – The Poznań agglomeration Pilot region 
 

• Update of profiles/list of relevant stakeholders  

Starting from the TeRRIFICA Summer School in Poznań Agglomeration, we established cooperation within the living 

lab with the Academic Scientific Circle of Spatial Management, our newest partner within the core of the co-creation 

team. Thanks to this, we jointly organized a regional summer school, combining it with the national conference 

"Planners Day." Circle members were involved in developing a vision of a friendly climate in 2030. We also co-

worked a local action plan for the eastern part of the AMU Morasko Campus. Students not affiliated with a scientific 

circle, employees of AMU geographical faculties, and representatives of the university's central administration were 

also involved in these works.  

 

Undoubtedly, a significant effect of the project is establishing cooperation with stakeholders representing various 

sectors like science and education, civil society (NGOs, CSOs), local and regional governments, and businesses. We 

identified and worked with many partners from Poznań Agglomeration ready to cooperate in pro-environmental 

activities, including climate actions. In addition to a close group of partners as part of the core of the co-creation 

team, we cooperated with residents, teachers, councillors, NGOs (e.g., Forest Wild Boars Foundation), 

representatives of public administration (officials from commune offices), and state institutions, e.g., State Forests 

(representatives of Regional Directorate and forest districts). The relations between our team and stakeholders 

representing different sectors are now more profound and closer than before the project started. The assembled 

social capital has excellent potential for undertaking new climate actions and projects.  

 

• Update of barriers, needs and drivers to engagement in co-creation activities  

The publication by Fagiewicz et al. 2021, based on the results of the first regional consultation workshop with 

stakeholders in Poznań Agglomeration (2019), includes detailed information about the identified barriers, needs, 

and drivers to engage in co-creation activities. Still, the content of D3.3 and D4.2 regarding our pilot region is up to 

date, but in the scientific article, we deepened the topic by presenting more information. 
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3.5.5. Serbia – Belgrade Pilot region 
No update needed. 

 

 

3.5.6. Spain – The Metropolitan Area of Barcelona 
 

Update on D3.3: 

• P11 

A new National Climate Change Adaptation Plan 2021-2030 is currently approved, linked to the European Council 

framework that has created the state framework.8 

Also, at a regional level, several regions in Spain have started to update their strategies. The Catalan Office of Climate 

Change has begun technical work (with public participation) for the elaboration of the ESCACC 2021-2030, the strategic 

frame of reference in the policies of adaptation to climate change in Catalonia, provided in Law 16/2017, of 1 August, on 

climate change.9 

 

Update on D4.2: 

• Drivers for engagement 

Current: Results 

Some business stakeholders said to be driven by the innovation that could be created; whilst some CSOs mentioned the 

motivation to get involved in a project if they feel there will be positive impacts and effective results. Stakeholders mostly 

mention their need for results and benefits for themselves, their organization or for society as a whole. We may conclude that, 

to engage stakeholders, TeRRIFICA co-creation teams must convince them that the project is likely to deliver tangible and 

ambitious results that will have an impact on climate mitigation and/or adaptation. 

 

Addition: Visualization of results 

Some business stakeholders said to be driven by the innovation that could be created; whilst some CSOs mentioned the 

motivation to get involved in a project if they feel there will be positive impacts and effective outcomes. Stakeholders mostly 

mention their need for results and benefits for themselves, their organization or for the society as a whole. Some participants 

in the project activities expressed their discouragement at the lack of quick results. They consider that putting in effort and not 

seeing a return on this effort certainly weakens commitment. We can conclude that to engage stakeholders, TeRRIFICA co-

creation teams must convince them that the project is likely to deliver tangible and ambitious results that will have an impact 

on climate mitigation and/or adaptation. Furthermore, TeRRIFICA co-creation teams must be able to envisage actions that will 

deliver results in the short term in order to strengthen stakeholder commitment and combat discouragement. 

 

• Needs for engagement 

Addition: Knowledge of the ecosystem 

In large metropolitan areas, there are organizations and individuals doing climate action for the same specific objectives or 

using similar methodologies. Other stakeholders could be more effective if they knew that there were organizations with which 

they could complement each other in their climate action. In dissemination sessions of the TeRRIFICA project, this has been 

perceived as an important shortcoming. And it has been understood that knowledge of the stakeholder map of a region is 

necessary to achieve a much more efficient engagement and a greater sharing of resources and efforts. 

 

 

• Conclusion 

We should highlight in this point that, in the cocreation phase and in the dissemination phase, we have updated the previous 

points with the feedback loop process. The whole paragraph would probably have to be rewritten to convey the updating of 

the contents of the document thanks to this feedback loop.  

 
8 https://www.miteco.gob.es/es/cambio-climatico/temas/impactos-vulnerabilidad-y-adaptacion/pnacc-2021-2030-en_tcm30-
530300.pdf [Accessed on 2022-11-03]. 
9 https://canviclimatic.gencat.cat/web/.content/03_AMBITS/adaptacio/ESCACC/docs/Resum-executiu_CA_EN.pdf [Accessed on 
2022-11-03]. 

https://www.miteco.gob.es/es/cambio-climatico/temas/impactos-vulnerabilidad-y-adaptacion/pnacc-2021-2030-en_tcm30-530300.pdf
https://www.miteco.gob.es/es/cambio-climatico/temas/impactos-vulnerabilidad-y-adaptacion/pnacc-2021-2030-en_tcm30-530300.pdf
https://canviclimatic.gencat.cat/web/.content/03_AMBITS/adaptacio/ESCACC/docs/Resum-executiu_CA_EN.pdf
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4. Methodologies, tools used and analysis 
 

4.1. Co-creation 
 
The deliverable D4.1 - Guide on engagement and co-creation provides a guide on engagement and co-creation methodologies 

which provided basics to work on multi-stakeholders’ processes and increase the sustainability of the changes produced. The 

aims of this guide were to: 

• Foster stakeholders’ engagement and co-creation within the context of climate mitigation and adaptation. 

• Provide some (non-)prescriptive ideas, recommendations and methodologies – they are a “starting point” to help 

stakeholder engagement and co-creation processes within climate change policy-making in the pilot regions.  

• Disseminate “good practices”, i.e., some methodologies and experimentations that may be transferable to other 

regions in Europe to co-create measures tackling climate change.  

 

Starting with clarifications about what we consider engagement and co-creation, it then described the way we intended to 

involve our stakeholders in co-creation activities, highlighting specificities of the six pilot regions. The core of the guide is a set 

of recommendations followed by a presentation of several methodologies we chose to have at our disposal. 

 

The methodologies that are detailed in this guide are gathered in six different categories: 

• Engaging – reaching out to stakeholders 

• Communication - starting the discussion 

• Co-creation - Building together a joint vision and first actions steps 

• Ideation – small groups exchanges to find a common ground 

• Co-designing – developing concrete ideas 

• Co-producing science 

 

Each methodology or tool is briefly described with references to find further details and recommendations on why and how to 

use it. We added in this guide some considerations about the conditions needed to better use them but also their limitations, 

because we consider that only relying on a tool is not the best to design co-creation processes. These methodologies often 

work well but what is most important is the process itself. If you don’t take the time to better know your stakeholders and 

allow them to know well each other and give them enough time and information, no methodology will help you engaging in 

demanding processes. They need confidence about their role, about how their view will be taken into consideration and the 

usefulness and effectiveness of what they will be co-creating. Thus, this guide is to be considered as a toolbox to use once 

these crucial conditions are ensured. That’s why the last part of the guide proposes a focus of the several challenges we must 

expect to face. The main challenges which were identified for this guide came from a first feedback from each pilot regions 

regarding the following. You’ll find below the detailed plan of this section to give you an overview on what needed to be kept 

in mind when designing and conducting co-creation and engagement processes. You’ll find further details and examples in 

D4.1: 

 

• Potential future conflicts or past conflicts 

o A lack of CSOs and citizens’ involvement may lead to open conflicts  

o Conflicts within public institutions or between public authorities’ levels may hinder co-creative climate 

action  

o Tension between general and economic interests – “money VS environment”  

o Conflicts due to different interests and visions on how to tackle climate change  

o Conflicts over fake science and public communication manipulation 

o A lack of ambitions of climate actions 

• Difficulties to engage multiple stakeholders 

o Technical difficulties: lack of time, funding, and increased solicitations 

o Difficulties to communicate on Climate Change  

o Specificities of the policy maker – citizens’ relationship 

o The challenge of engaging new or unconvinced stakeholders 
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• Difficulties to co-create 

o Working together with different languages, values, objectives and interests 

o Lack of co-creation culture 

o Resistance to change 

o The challenge of not reproducing hierarchies between stakeholders  

 

In the following sections, we will present in details other or derived methodologies or tools we extensively used in TeRRIFICA 

and general results we managed to obtain. This part is then concluded with an overview on what effectively happened in each 

pilot regions. 

 

What really must be strongly kept in mind is that engagement and co-creation is not about methodologies. The success 

conditions for these types of processes are the following: 

 

• Take time to know your partners, understand their drives and barriers 

• Don’t try to guess, ask for clarifications 

• Understand that sharing is giving and receiving, especially knowledge 

• Accept that the objectives can’t always be the same 

• Ensure each partner has a valid and empowering role 

 

 

4.2. Helpdesk 
 
The helpdesk as described in milestone MS6 – is a transnational structure, composed of pilot leaders, facilitators (if the pilot 

leader is not the facilitator), and external experts interested in climate mitigation or adaptation, or specialised in co-creation 

processes. They may be national or regional experts in research and innovation, environmental protection, civic engagement 

policies, social innovators or community movement leaders. 

The helpdesk will meet online on request but at least every three months, in order to address open questions, to analyse 

feedbacks from the co-creation teams, to discuss best practices, to suggest new methodologies to be tested within the Living 

Labs, and therefore ensure a feedback-loop process. 

 

The helpdesk as we conceived it relies on a facilitator which “is either an individual or a group, who is an interface between 

the co-creation team and external actors. The facilitator does not intervene in the project activities themselves, but ensures 

the collaboration between partners – from the definition of the objectives and the distribution of roles, to the production and 

usage of results. Within TeRRIFICA, facilitators may be as well the pilot leader as an external person. » 

 

Two or four helpdesk sessions were conducted during TeRRIFICA project each year, between which monthly pilot regions calls 

were organized. The helpdesk sessions were more numerous during the two first years because of the many cultural and 

organizational differences between the partners of TeRRIFICA. We had to clarify the notions and concepts used during our 

project. 

 

The main differences between helpdesk and monthly pilot regions meetings is that during helpdesk, a concrete problem to 

solve was proposed to the partners with the support of external experts, amongst whom the members of the Advisory and 

Valorisation Board (AVB), when the expertise was not enough within the consortium. 

 

Thus, the very first helpdesk consisted of a detailed presentation of the six pilot regions, including their institutional framework, 

the thematic they intended to work on and the challenges they expected to face with the stakeholders they expected to gather 

in addition to the regional contexts in which they planned to develop their co-creation activities. Reflections and suggestions 

regarding identified problems or challenges were then provided to the group of partners. 

 

Other helpdesk sessions were organized to deal with: 
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• the Covid crisis 

• crowd-mapping activities (see below) 

• social methodology labs (see below) 

• unbalanced relationships and unidirectional communication in co-creation projects 

• the prerequisites to include people in co-creation process when there is no real awareness 

• support activities in participatory research 

• difficulties encountered when implementing a participatory research process  

• participatory Action Research tools used to design action plans 

• how to develop co-creation activities with teachers and students 

• the international summer school planned at the end of the project (see below) 

 

In several sessions, one or several partners proposed a description of their activities so as to receive comments and suggestions 

regarding upcoming activities. 

 

Details about these sessions are provided in the interim reports of TeRRIFICA. 

 

Helpdesk sessions were moment where we could exchange and get new ideas or points of view on barriers and obstacles one 

of the partners identified when conducting engagement and co-creation activities. Reflexivity was the keyword. It’s easy to 

forget the initial idea when you’re mainly attached to a project management role. Co-creation is not project management. It’s 

about engaging people who are willing to share ideas, strongly commit and expect concrete results from their actions. For 

them to believe their role is meaningful and valuable, you first have to also believe in it to. Thus, helpdesk sessions allowed the 

facilitators to take a step back and take a fresh look, which are postures often required in such demanding processes. So, we 

strongly support the idea to organise these types of sessions in projects which rely on multi-stakeholders’ activities, but not 

necessarily only for those. 

 

 

4.3. Crowdmapping 
 
The milestone MS4 – Crowdmapping Tool for Visualisation and the website for the crowdmapping tool (English version: 

http://climatemapping.terrifica.eu) provide extensive details on the tool that was built by our Polish partner AMU and used by 

all partners responsible for a pilot region. 

 

Please note that a translated version in the languages used in the pilot region is available: 

• Belarus – Belorussian – http://belklimat.terrifica.eu 

• France – French – http://climatoscopie.terrifica.eu 

• Germany – German – http://klimakarte.terrifica.eu 

• Poland – Polish – http://mapujklimat.terrifica.eu 

• Serbia – Serbian – http://belgrade.terrifica.eu  

• Spain – Spanish – http://cambioclimatico.terrifica.eu 

Catalan – http://canviclimatic.terrifica.eu 

 

The crowdmapping action within the TeRRIFICA, initiated in early 2020, gathered a wide range of 923 users from 20 countries, 
primarily European ones (Fig. 1). Almost 93% of them come from pilot regions' countries, especially Serbia (27%), Belarus (22%), 
and Poland (15%).  
 

http://climatemapping.terrifica.eu/
https://terrifica.eu/team/adam-michiewicz/
http://belklimat.terrifica.eu/
http://climatoscopie.terrifica.eu/
http://klimakarte.terrifica.eu/
http://mapujklimat.terrifica.eu/
http://belgrade.terrifica.eu/
http://cambioclimatico.terrifica.eu/
http://canviclimatic.terrifica.eu/
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Figure 1. The users of the TeRRIFICA Crowdmapping Tool by countries 

Source: The crowdmapping tool database 

 
Nearly 70% of users were up to 40 years old. The users aged 60 plus (4,8%) and below 18 (18,9%) were the least represented 
(Fig 2). 74% of the total were residents of pilot regions, but only 26% of users declared working in the pilot regions. Only 13% 
of the users revealed no close relation with the pilot regions. 
 

 
Figure 2. The users of the TeRRIFICA Crowdmapping Tool by countries 

Source: The crowdmapping tool database 

 
Thanks to the promotion of the crowdmapping tool using different formats and channels, the mapping of climate change 
effects in regions significantly affected data collection. In the tool database, we collected 2249 sites (points) representing 
various aspects of climate change impacts in air temperature, air quality, water, wind, and soil observed and sensed by the 
users. 
 
Most of the marks on the virtual map relate to negative impacts (1265 points - 56%), including adverse effects during heat 
waves (36%), poor air quality (23%), high risk related to water (e.g., flash floods, droughts, 16%), soil degradation (15%), and 
high risk of extreme winds (10%, see figure 3). Nearly 44% of identified spots (984 points) represent positive aspects of spatial 
development enhancing adaptation to climate change. Among them, 54% show well-developed places ensuring thermal 
comfort during heat waves, 14% good air quality sites, and another 14% places characterized by the low risk related to water, 
10% proper soil management sites, and 8% areas lowering the risk of extreme wind events (figure 3). 
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Figure 3. The number of sites identified by the crowdmapping users according to the character of impacts (negative, positive). 

Source: The crowdmapping tool database 

 
Taking the distribution of points by pilot regions into account, 1796 map entries (80%) were assigned spatially to one of six 
pilot regions and 453 (20%) to other locations (outer regions), see figure 4). It shows that people are open to climate actions 
and want to share their experiences and knowledge about climate change, not only in predefined areas where facilitators 
developed the promotion campaigns. The need to act for the climate is visible in society, as the crowdmapping results evidence 
it. The distribution of points within the pilot regions is uneven. Most pins are located in Western Balkans (25%), especially in 
Serbia (86% in this subgroup). 19% are the locations in Poznań Agglomeration, another 19% in Minsk, 7% in Oldenburger 
Muensterland, 6% in Grant West (Britanny-Normandy-Pays de la Loire), and 5% in the Metropolitan Area of Barcelona (figure 
4). 
 

 
Figure 4. The number of identified sites by pilot regions. 

Source: The crowdmapping tool database 
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The crowdmapping users mapped over 98% of sites within the countries of predefined pilot regions. In this group, nearly 74% 
of sites relate to three countries – Poland, Serbia, and Belarus. 
 

 
Figure 5. The number of identified sites by country. 

Source: The crowdmapping tool database 

 
Figure 6 presents the distribution of pins added by the users within the pilot regions according to the character of climate 

change impact. 
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Figure 6. The number of sites identified by the crowdmapping users according to the character of impacts (negative, positive) and by the pilot regions 
Source: The crowdmapping tool database
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The main conclusions are as follows: 
 

• Users often identified the issues linked to lacking thermal comfort during heat waves and poor air quality in more 
urbanized regions like Belgrade (Western Balkans), Poznań Agglomeration, Minsk, and the Metropolitan Area of 
Barcelona. Urban areas, places of an intense concentration of people and the effects of their activities, are 
particularly exposed to the impacts of climate change. One of the critical challenges for planners and decision-
makers is urban heat management regarding the higher intensity of heat waves and heat islands and maintaining a 
high quality of air impacted by transportation emissions and household heating. 

• In the case of rural-related regions (Oldenburger Muensterland in Germany and Brittany-Normandy-Pays de la 
Loire in France), water and soil resources seem to be more challenging regarding negative impacts of climate 
change, especially water scarcity (draughts) and soil erosion. 

• The crowdmapping database contains a lot of entries describing places rated positively by users in the context of 
adaptation to the effects of climate change. Many examples of such sites relate to providing thermal comfort 
during heat waves. Notably, users often pointed to the critical role of green and blue infrastructure in solving local 
climate problems. 

 
More detailed information about the results of crowdmapping action within six pilot regions is presented in appendix 1. 
 

 

4.4. Consultation workshops 
 
As described in milestone MS7 Six stakeholder consultation workshops, in task 4.1 and more specifically in subtask 4.1.2, 

“consultation workshops aimed at building the involvement of stakeholder in Pilot regions in order to prepare the work of 

co-creation that will occur in TeRRIFICA. The workshops set diverse goals: 

 

• Discussing the co-creation success factors and ideas highlighted during the TeRRIFICA International online 

conferences;  

• Identifying and analysing the key local stakeholders regarding climate change and more specifically the thematic 

focus of the pilot region, in order to pursue the stakeholder mapping process and continue the identification of 

stakeholders needs, barriers, and drivers for engagement (see D4.2 Stakeholder Mapping Report);  

• Continuing the process of stakeholder involvement in the pilot regions, with specific goals depending on the pilot 

region context including ideas of actions, expressing views and working on a joint big vision etc.  

 

Pilot regions invited relevant regional stakeholders to participate in a workshop. Pilot regions were invited to not only invite 

stakeholder from each sector of the quadruple helixes, but also to pay attention to diversifying stakeholders in order to get 

diverse feedbacks and ideas.  

 

Guidelines (in Appendix 1 of MS7) and references for co-creation methodologies were provided to pilot regions (especially 

the BLOOM project deliverable D3.3 Guidebook on engagement and cocreation methodologies). However, pilot regions co- 

creation teams were free to choose the format and methodologies of the workshop so that the format suited the specific 

regional contexts and purposes.” 

 

These consultation workshops were mostly thought as a starting point to present the project, its main objectives and discuss 

what is expected or possible in each region, depending of several aspect such as the political, educational or economical 

context (see 3.1), the institutional framework (see 3.2), the thematic that were proposed to focus on (see 3.3) and the 

expertise of the pilot team (see 3.4). 

 

Policy and decision makers, practitioners, researchers, CSOs and NGOs, teachers and trainers and companies were thus 

invited in the six consultations workshops to work on climate change mitigation and adaptation using co-creation activities. 

In addition to the workshop itself, in several regions, interviews were conducted with specifically selected stakeholders to 

obtain deeper insights of their motivation and constraints. 
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Further details regarding the participants, the programmes, justifications and explanations about the format chosen and, 

finally, the lesson learned from these workshops are available in this milestone document. 

 

 

4.5. Social methodology labs 
 
This section is a large excerpt from the milestone MS8 Three capacity building workshop (social methodology labs). 

 

Developing and implementing climate actions probably automatically causes conflicts – sometimes on a very small level (e.g., 

anger among garden owners due to water consumption restrictions), sometimes on a big level (e.g., claims by companies 

because of planned regulations regarding non-returnable packaging). Are there possibilities to anticipate smouldering 

conflicts and act pro-actively? What strategies can we use to handle already existing, open conflicts? And how can we 

optimize our future work to overcome and avoid conflicts and better invest the resources and energy into the needed climate 

actions? 

 

The Social Methodology Labs (SMLs) mainly served as capacity building events in the area of conflict management. In 2020, 

a concept was developed that considered the pandemic situation. Thus, the SMLs were implemented in three phases and 

included the idea of “train-the-trainer”: The first SML was addressed to TeRRIFICA consortium members and close partners 

and gave an overview of relevant aspects around the topic “conflict management”. Based on this, in the second SML series 

every pilot region team organised one individual workshop focusing on the local needs. Finally, in the last SML phase, another 

workshop was offered to the members of the TeRRIFICA consortium to learn more about the “Design Thinking” approach, in 

order to transfer these learnings into the pilot region work and the overall project work.” 

 

The first and third SML gathered all partners, while the second series consisted in SML organised in each pilot regions, 

between 28 April and 2 November 2021, to take into account their specific needs. Unfortunately, due to obvious reasons, it 

could be organised in Belarus. 

 

In this section, so as not to be too long, we will only include the presentation of the transversal sessions and advise the readers 

who want details on the second series to read MS8. 

 

The first Social Methodology Lab workshop took place on 4 February 2021 as an online event. The well experienced coach Dr. 

Merjam Wakili facilitated the full-day workshop on “Talking about conflicts”. Two people from each pilot region team plus 

two representatives of the project coordination team joined the project internal workshop, which allowed all participants to 

dive deeply into the topic of conflicts: 

 

• What is a conflict?  

• What indicates latent conflicts?  

• How to achieve conflict competence?  

• Solutions to react on conflicts (Gibbs Reflective Cycle, Restorative Circles)  

• How to pro-actively face critical incidents? (Harvard Model of Negotiation)  

• The attitude and the mindset of a facilitator  

• The art of powerful questions  

• Cognitive bias  

• Insights into Design Thinking and the TheoryU concept  

• Listening and the Contemplative Dyads  

 

Moreover, we worked on previously identified conflicts and issues that have been occurred within the pilot regions work. The 

complete summary of the workshop is included in chapter 5 Annex of MS8. 
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The last SML workshop was intended to introduce the TeRRIFICA project partners to a new approach – the Design Thinking – 

in order to get impulses for the future work in the six pilot regions and within the whole project. The half-day workshop was 

hosted online on 3 December 2021 by the external coach Timo Fuchs with experience in the combination of Design Thinking 

and Climate Action. The used meeting platform SpatialChat allowed intense one-to-one working phases that alternated with 

short theoretical inputs. 

 

Key learnings from the workshop were that restrictions or disadvantages of online settings seem to become less and less. 

Additionally, if you deliberately change your wording, this can change the way you think!  

 

 

4.6. Summer schools 
 

4.6.1. National Summer Schools within TeRRIFICA project 
 

The national summer schools were provided in 2021-2022 in each pilot region, according to their local activities plans, both 

in online (Barcelona, Spain; Normandy, France; Poznan, Poland), offline (Minsk, Belarus; Belgrade, Serbia) and mixed settings 

(Oldenburger Muensterland, Germany). 

 

They were preceded by transdisciplinary exchange of experience about local climate issues in different flexible formats. 

 

They were based on the findings from the first project years (2019-2021), incl. best practices and case-studies from the pilot 

regions around co-creation in the field of climate adaptation and mitigation processes (Case Studies Report (D3.2), 

Guidebook on Co-creation and Engagement (D4.1), Stakeholder Mapping Report (D4.2) etc.), as well as on the local climate-

related hot-spots, identified through the crowd mapping tool. 

 

The participants of the National Summer Schools:  

 

• school and university students,  

• teachers, researchers, university professors 

• school administrators, local farmers, technical counsellors,  

• policy makers, stakeholders from climate-related areas 

• CSO/NGO representatives 

• local environmental and climate activists, 

 

Main goals 

 

All National Summer Schools shared the goals: 

 

• to spread the word about local climate issues and possible adaptation strategies 

• to bring motivated young people and stakeholders together to discuss the burning climate challenges and  

• to develop a positive future vision of the cities’ climate landscape 2030.  

 

There are some visions, which were arisen through co-creation work: 

 

https://www.spatial.chat/
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By 2030 we would like to see more incentives and laws from our authorities in regard of  

- electric transportation 

- recycling of plastic waste  

- nature-based solutions in architecture.  

- protection of soils,  

- preventing deforestation and erosion,  

- improving our healthcare.  

 

Yes, it means more awareness and responsibility from us as residents, but also commitment and accountability of 

enterprise owners and our government. 

We believe, that critical and collaborative thinking may ensure an environmental behavior change needed to get 

adapted to climate change effects in our city.  

Minsk, Belarus 

 

The efforts needed to solve climate change issues are huge, but each small contribution is very valuable Agriculture is a 

part of the problem (intensive agriculture) but also a part of the solution (Agro-écology and Agroforestry)! 

 

We need to imagine and implement the solutions together! 

 

We can't wait anymore to start working!  

Brittany, Normandy & Pays de la Loire, France  
 

There are three key elements that shape our climate landscape 2030: holistic water management, climate friendly 

houses, and a new climate community thinking. 

For all these elements it is crucial to raise awareness for climate action in all populations groups and to succeed in 

engaging the people in the process. 

Oldenburger Münsterland 

Poznań Agglomeration where I live is resilient to climate change, comfortable to live in, friendly to people and the 

environment, supportive of a fair nature- based economy development. 

Poznan, Poland 

Don't wait for the future, be the change now! 
  
We want a climate-conscious community with adequate infrastructure for the future climate and a sustainable green 
economy! 
 
Plant us (trees) a little more and then it will be possible to cool down the city!  
  
The planet is on our side, we should try to be on its side as well. 

Belgrade, Serbia 
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Teaching Methodology 

 

The general approach to the Summer School design is a Co-creation, which characterizes the participatory way of 

communication and collaboration between young researchers and non-researchers on the one hand and mentors, experts 

and facilitators on the other hand. 

 

 
 

The application of the co-creation approach involves the use of certain methods, aimed to encourage participants for opinion-

building and decision-making in a participatory way. The variety of methods encompasses role plays, case-studies, group 

discussions in mixed groups, round tables, debates, storytelling. The pilot regions, while organizing National Summer Schools, 

made a lot of efforts to find and apply appropriate pedagogical tools, to name just few: 

 

• Design Sprint method (Oldenburger Muensterland) 

• Simulation game “Climate Fresca” (Brittany, Normandy & Pays de la Loire)  

• Outdoor games and guided walking tours in urban green areas (Minsk) 

• Future scenario workshop (Belgrade) 

 

The pilot regions assumed that the potential Summer School participants will differ in level of understanding climate change 

issues and have different experience of involvement in local climate actions. Therefore, they have agreed to build the program 

of the Summer Schools along 3-step model: Awareness-Raising, Opinion Building and Future Orientation.  

 

The first two phases, Awareness-Raising and Opinion Building, are based on the problem-based and inquiry-based approaches 

and may include participatory methods, aimed to provide a collaborative exploration and critical reflection of the case-studies 

and practices in climate adaptation and mitigation at local and European levels, as well as of the interim results of the 

crowdmapping. 

 

The third phase – Future Orientation – is based on a project-based approach and includes methods, aimed to encourage 

participants for developing visions of climate landscapes-2030 in a collaborative way and taking decisions on raised topics.  

 

Competencies, to be acquired 

 

Considering the main skills and competencies, which could be the learning outcomes of the Summer Schools, the pilot regions 

referred to the set of sustainability competencies, presented in the UNESCO ESD policy document10. There are some reasons 

why a sustainability competency framework is used for our purposes: 

 

1. the topics of Climate Change, Mitigation of its Effects and Adaptation to these Effects are one of the main 

sustainability issues and one of the Sustainable Development Goals.  

2. the co-creation approach in general is associated with some of the Cooperative Learning Relationships of 

Education for Sustainable Development: Participation, Inclusion, Shared Ownership, Accountability, Group 

Processing etc. 

 
10 Rieckmann, M. et al. (2017). Education for Sustainable Development Goals. Learning Objectives. Paris: UNESCO.  

…co-creation [is not] just a question of formal consultation in which professionals give users a chance to voice their 

views on a limited number of alternatives. It is a more creative and interactive process which challenges the views of all 

parties and seeks to combine professional and local expertise in new ways. 

Cottam and Leadbetter 2004: 22 
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Therefore, the key sustainability competencies to be acquired through participation in the Summer Schools and follow-up 

involvement in the local Living Lab activities are as follows: 

 

• Collaboration competency 

• Anticipatory competency 

• Strategic competency and 

• Integrated problem-solving competency. 

 

Main results 

 

• Raising awareness on urgency of climate change issues at global and local scales (Belgrade, Minsk) 

• Identification of local climate issues and proposing climate solutions for crowdmapping hotspots (Minsk, 

Poznan, Oldenburger Muensterland) 

• Learning about new pedagogical tools and approaches (Oldenburger Muensterland, Brittany, Normandy & 

Pays de la Loire) 

• Visualizing the developed climate visions (Barcelona, Oldenburger Muensterland, Minsk) 

• Launch of the multi-stakeholder networks: researchers, students, local institutions with an aim to develop a 

participatory research approach (Poznan, Brittany, Normandy & Pays de la Loire) 

• Developing new skills, like science communication or participatory research, for communicating climate 

change topics (Belgrade, Brittany, Normandy & Pays de la Loire) 

 

 

4.6.2. International Summer School “Climate Futures” 
 

The International Summer School was held in September 2022 in Barcelona. 

 

The aim of the Summer School was the collaboration of students from different European countries to imagine “climate 

futures” for Europe by 2030. More than 35 participants from 9 countries gathered from 28th to 30th of September 2022 in 

Barcelona to discuss the burning climate issues in European regions. 

 

Key topics of the International Summer School were as follows: 

 

• Climate change adaptation/mitigation measures in the European regions  

• Urban planning and consequences of climate change  

• Stakeholder and community engagement  

• Citizen Science and Responsible Research and Innovation (RRI) methods in climate science  

 

Methods and approaches 

 

The participants were involved in intensive 3-day exchange with experts and peers on regional climate challenges and best 

European practices in climate adaptation and mitigation. 

Along the Awareness raising phase the participants were invited to interactive keynote speeches, field trips to climate-related 

spots in Barcelona, were introduced to the results of the climate crowdmapping and the living labs activities within the 

TeRRIFICA project and discussed the case-studies on climate adaptation in various European regions. 

The next phase - Opinion building included experts sessions with integrated walking tours in Barcelona on four themes related 

to climate challenges in Europe: 

 

• Role of Circular Economy in Climate Change 

• Urban Planning in Times of Climate Change 
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• Citizen Participation in Climate-related Projects 

• Impact of Climate Change on Gender Issues. 

 

The experts from TeRRIFICA team and Girona University raised controversial questions and encouraged participants to 

discussions. 

The insights from the exchanges with experts fed the followed-up discussions in the groups, were participants focused on the 

most important questions of the presented climate topics (Placemat method).  

The last phase of the International Summer School — Future orientation phase — included a Future workshop method, which 

led the participants from the initial questions about the climate futures of Europe to their visions of economically and socially 

fair societies concerned with climate challenges. Four groups developed four climate-related visions as follows: 

 

 
 

 
 

 
 

These visions were transferred through various formats like news reports, interviews or panel discussions from the future at 

the final phase of the Future workshop. The participants received feedback and inspiration for future activities from the 

TeRRIFICA experts and invited guests  

 

Main results 

 

The main results of the International Summer school we see in the developed visions of the climate futures in Europe, which 

are based on the main process dimensions of RRI - diversity & inclusiveness, anticipation & reflexivity, openness & 

transparency, and responsiveness & adaptation. 

 

In the exchanges with peers and experts and through diverse participatory methods the participants acquired the 

collaboration and critical thinking competencies, learned how to anticipate various scenarios for the future and how to 

develop strategies adaptable for these scenarios, they reflected in teams over creative, innovative solutions and built contacts 

for the future. 

 

The TeRRIFICA team has proposed and piloted an educational format of International Summer School, which turned to be 

very effective and promising for the future projects. The results of the International Summer School will be presented at the 

Final Symposium of TeRRIFICA project and included in the Policy Brief as recommendations for the local stakeholders and 

policy makers. 

In our vision scientist will be included in the decision-making process of politicians as advisors, there will be a climate 
department approving every political decision (after checking it for the impact on environment). Also politicians will be 
experts of their field. Specific percentage of seats are given to people from minorities to ensure diversity. In addition, there 
will be an inclusion of the voices of citizen through “sharing sessions” during the process of (local) decision-making of 
politicians. 

Our vision for 2030 is that every generation is already involved through several actions. So starting from a young age getting 
educated in school with e.g. workshops (outside activities, through puberty with e.g. events and more education leading to 
the elderly generation having a basic background knowledge in climate change and actions to prevent it. 

• Cooperation of local communities, activists and local government in planning new investments based on the aspects of 

integrated development planning (adaptation). 

• Climate adaptation investments are supported by high quality law. 

• The scientific knowledge is implemented in practice as nature-based solutions 
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4.7. Implementation in pilot regions 
 

4.7.1. Belarus – Minsk Pilot region 
 

From the very beginning of the project the TeRRIFICA team in Belarus was focused on researchers, early career teachers, 

school students and environmental activists as main project beneficiaries and stakeholders.  

 

Whereas in 2019 the TeRRIFICA project in Belarus was focused on data collection, mapping stakeholders, testing 

crowdmapping tool and development of behaviour change methodologies, based on best practices and tools in climate 

mitigation and adaptation, in 2020-21 the project aimed to educate early career teachers and young activists as multipliers, 

who will be able to engage local communities and relevant stakeholders in the climate change adaptation and mitigation 

practices. With this purpose a row of educational activities:  

 

• a course “Climate Workshops” (Iive 1-day modules), aimed at raising awareness and reflecting about local and global 

climate issues and at developing project ideas around adaptation and mitigation practices. The course is designed 

as a “Trainings for trainers” package for educators and university students. 

• “Discussion Climate Clubs” as series of co-creation meetings with local stakeholders in different formats: Science 

Cafes, round tables, panel discussions etc. The participants of “Climate Workshops” are supposed to be involved in 

discussions with the questions raised in the field work. 

• Creathon “Climate Action” and local Summer School “Climate change vs. Climate action” were planned and 

implemented in the pilot region Minsk.  

• While being participated in three Discussion Climate Clubs (2019-2020) and pilot program of Climate Workshops for 

multipliers in 2020, the early career teachers and school students gained the experience needed for running Climate 

Workshops in their educational settings and engaging local communities in crowd-mapping.  

 

In January- March 2021 two local teams of teachers and students organized 

Climate workshops in their educational institutions in Minsk, whereas they 

evaluated the results of the crowd-mapping and identified several hot spots in 

“grey” zones of Minsk. In addition, labs on crowd-mapping and use of air 

measurement tools were developed for school teachers, in order to use this 

tool for educational purposes.  

 

In April 2021 AESD team organized a Creathon Climate Action, where both 

participants of the Climate schools and university students as well as climate 

activists were invited. In a co- creative manner, while pitching ideas, building 

teams and developing action plans and visions, they selected and evaluated the 

hotspots for the local projects of the Living Lab and presented two action plans for their implementation. The invited mentors 

from local NGOs and city urban institutes provided consultations and feedback to the Creathon teams.  

 

The crowd-mapping in Minsk provided the local co-creation team with various 

spots, dispersed mostly in “grey zones” of the city (to 90% they corresponded to 

the urban challenges, set by city ecologists). During the Creathon the participants 

agreed on two spots, where they could improve the quality of living for people in 

the city neighbourhoods. One place was the district Frunzenski with many new 

blocks of flats, complicated traffic and regular traffic jams. The students of 

Gymnasium #19 and their teachers suggested to establish a Club of eco-friendly 

vehicles and promote it through various events the bike and e-scooters movement 

in the district. The other chosen spot was the district Partizansky, one of the most 

polluted districts in Minsk. The Creathon participants suggested to provide local 

families with air quality measurement tools and collect data from them to develop 
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later the leaflets about health protection in the polluted neighbourhoods.  

 

As a follow-up the teams of students and teachers, who suggested the action plans, were invited for two strategy planning 

meetings with AESD team and relevant stakeholders, were the plans were developed in details. Besides, the local teams 

received a tailored consultation support in terms of project development, methodology and stakeholder mapping. 

 

The National Summer School “Climate Change vs. Climate Action” took place in Minsk on June 22-24, 2021. The Summer 

school was organized off-line in the facilities of the Minsk Ecological Gymnasium #19.  

 

A month prior to the event the members of local co-creation team provided a call for participation among the students of the 

Geography and Biology university departments, activists in local environmental NGOs and high-school students, involved in 

sustainability projects. As a result, around 35 applications were received, and 25 participants took part in the event.  

 

The main idea of the Summer School was to make young people consider the current climate challenges in Minsk city and to 

encourage them to envision the climate landscape of the city by 2030 in a positive way. The participants analysed the climate 

challenges of Minsk as a big city.  

 

The summer school provided space for learning, research and exchange with experts. It was built along a 3-step model: 

Awareness-Raising, Opinion Building and Future Orientation.  

 

The first two phases, Awareness-Raising and Opinion Building were based on the problem- based and inquiry-based 

approaches and included participatory methods, such as case-studies method, moderated discussions with experts in smaller 

and bigger groups, outdoor games and energizers, excursions in green urban areas. Based on their background knowledge 

and exchanges with experts in discussions, the Summer School participants explored their own viewpoints and developed 

collective ideas. They explored in teams the case-studies and practices in climate adaptation and mitigation at local and 

European levels, as well as the interim results of the crowd-mapping in Belarus. The third phase – Future Orientation – was 

based on a vision-based approach and included a Future workshop method, aimed to encourage participants for suggesting 

ideas and developing visions of climate landscapes-2030 in a collaborative way. Moreover, along with their visions, the 

participants suggested some technological, nature-based and social-oriented solutions to achieve these visions.  

 

During the Summer School “Climate Change vs. Climate Action” five groups of participants went through preparatory and 

design phases of the Future workshop, while they identified the climate challenges in the city in the areas as follows: water, 

health, buildings, waste, transport, land use etc.; focused on crowd-mapping “hot spots” and highlighted the most relevant 

climate challenges there; envisioned their suggestions and solutions as scenarios and visions for the climate landscape of 

Minsk by 2030. The outcomes of the Future workshop were visualized in 5 posters and recorded later as a video, summarizing 

the key ideas of group visions.  

 
 

4.7.2. France – Brittany, Normandy and Pays de la Loire Pilot regions 
 

As mentioned above, the activities undertaken in the pilot region were carried out around two main axes, the support to 

participatory research in the framework of the Resp'haies project and the creation of a new Normandy network for 

Agricultural Education and Climate Change. 

 

Third-party monitor in the framework of the participatory research project Resp'haies 

At the launch of the Resp'haies project, we invited the partners to create a timeline to share the different experiences and 

perceptions of the stakeholders from 1960 to the present day, using different analytical grids (regulations, research, teaching, 

techniques, socio-cultural aspects, politics, etc.). The partners and external actors then appropriated the timeline to create a 

new parallel project to analyse the historical dynamics of the hedge with the idea of producing a publication. What was 

presented as a tool to strengthen the collective was transformed into a fully-fledged project that allowed Resp'haies to be 
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part of a long-standing dynamic with many perspectives. 

 

The Resp'haies project also provided for the creation of an 

inter-professional committee, bringing together a variety 

of hedge stakeholders, a committee that could guide and 

advise the Resp'Haies project leaders, but also strengthen 

the spin-off in different territories. The first meeting was 

organised by the Association Française de l'Arbre 

Champêtre-Agroforesteries (AFAC), coordinator of the 

Resp'haies project, and Sciences Citoyennes at the Maison 

de la Recherche en Sciences Humaines of the University of 

Caen on 16 and 17 September 2019. Researchers, farmers, 

trainers, tree nurserymen, national, regional and local 

political and administrative decision-makers worked for 

two half-days on the theme "Hedges in 2050", in order to 

think about Resp'haies in the long term and in all its 

dimensions (scientific, economic, political, educational, 

etc.). Thanks to the Scenario Workshop methodology 11that 

we have refined for participatory research projects, new 

ideas were co-constructed. Sciences Citoyennes also 

facilitated a workshop with a similar methodology, but 

adapted due to agenda constraints, within the framework 

of a seminar organised by one of the partners, the Bergerie 

Nationale de Rambouillet, in order to submit these ideas to 

teachers of agricultural high schools and to collect their 

ideas. 

 

In general, the scenario-workshop methodology allows for 

the exchange of opinions, views, wishes, doubts, criticisms 

and suggestions on a given problem, from experts, actors and decision-makers. This methodology stimulates constructive 

discussions and further involvement in the framework of a collectively defined objective, the first steps of which have been 

identified and their implementation distributed among the participants. On the one hand, the scenario workshop helps to 

develop a shared vision around a project, and on the other hand, it allows to plan the first steps that can be achieved in the 

very short term, and above all to develop an action plan to implement the collectively agreed/negotiated solutions in the 

longer term. 

 

A second meeting of the inter-professional committee was held on 11 May 2022 in Saint-Ouen-des-Toits in Mayenne. 

 

In order to better diagnose the co-construction needs of the various project partners, in 2020 Sciences Citoyennes conducted 

eight semi-structured interviews to assess the degree of satisfaction of the partners with regard to their place in the project. 

The aim was to ask them about the project's objectives, processes, methodologies, synergies, goals and deliverables, and to 

check whether they all had the same understanding. It was also a question of gathering their questions, their uncertainties 

and, if necessary, their suggestions. A note summarising the observations and recommendations of the third-party monitors 

was then presented to all the partners at a field seminar organised in July 2020 in Brittany, to enable the consortium to agree 

on the adjustments to be made to the project's management. For example, it was soon crucial to have a time to share and 

clarify the terms and the methodologies used by the different types of researchers and practitioners. 

 

In the second half of 2020 and in 2021, Citizen Science therefore encouraged these moments of sharing and continued to 

monitor the ways in which the partners interacted during the monthly steering committee meetings. This was also an 

 
11 https://sciencescitoyennes.org/wp-content/uploads/2015/01/Deliverable_D3.1_annexes_in_French.pdf 

Figure 5 Field trip in the pilot region 

https://sciencescitoyennes.org/wp-content/uploads/2015/01/Deliverable_D3.1_annexes_in_French.pdf
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opportunity to regularly remind the partners of the points of vigilance that had been raised during the interviews but not yet 

addressed. This overall support was complemented by regular bilateral exchanges with the project coordinator, with the aim 

of anticipating and preparing the different times of the year and proposing workshop or meeting facilitation methodologies 

to facilitate the co-construction of project actions. Sciences Citoyennes took part in the first national monitoring committee 

of the project organised on 14 April 2021 by videoconference. Like the other partners of the project, we also intervened in 

front of the 60 participants from outside the project (mainly institutional representatives) to present the interest of 

participatory research, the need to support it and the modalities of our intervention in the framework of the Resp'haies 

project. The objective was to share the processes and tools implemented and the results obtained with the stakeholders 

concerned (farmers, agricultural development, agricultural education, scientific research, elected representatives, 

government services, associations, etc.). 

 

When the health situation made it possible, Citizen Science was able to physically meet all the project partners during a field 

seminar organised on 9 and 10 June 2021 at the Coutances agricultural high school in the Manche (Normandy). In addition 

to taking part in a workshop organised in the field to experiment with the use of a reference system for describing hedges 

and participating in sequences for sharing the first results of each of the actions carried out within the framework of the 

project, Sciences Citoyennes included the organisation of the social methodology lab, which is described below. 

 

The main deliverable of the Resp'haies project concerning Citizen Science is the production of good practice sheets to provide 

tools for research groups wishing to carry out participatory research projects or third-party researchers who accompany 

them. These sheets are based on Resp'haies and TeRRIFICA but can be used by any participatory research project leader. Like 

the other project partners, it has also undertaken to organise a webinar to present the results of its intervention in this project 

as a third-party monitor. This event is scheduled for 26 January 2023. 

 

Crowdmapping implementation 

After the implementation of a participatory mapping tool by all the partners of the TeRRIFICA project, Sciences Citoyennes 

launched a campaign to disseminate the tool so that as many people as possible could use it. It has thus made the 

participatory mapping tool known to all its members and to the people who follow the association's activities (more than 

3000 subscribers) through several newsletters.  

 

 
Figure 6 Sample from the images used in social networks for the announcement of the crowdmapping tool networks 
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Initiated in 2020, the collective dynamic led by Sciences Citoyennes around agricultural 

education in Normandy and involving several local actors was strengthened in 2021. A 

group coordinated by Sciences Citoyennes met by videoconference on a monthly basis, 

bringing together several teachers from Normandy's agricultural high schools, a 

representative of the Chambers of Agriculture, a territorial development coordinator 

from Réso'them, a researcher from the Muséum national d'Histoire naturelle, and a 

representative from the Ministry of Agriculture, at the Direction régionale de 

l'alimentation, de l'agriculture et de la forêt (DRAAF). 

 

In addition to these meetings organised and led by Sciences Citoyennes, the Normandy 

collective worked on the preparation of a two-day online event. As for all the pilot 

regions involved in the TeRRIFICA project, the idea was to organise a local summer 

school. Given the main audience of agricultural high schools, Citizen Science and its local 

partners preferred to call it a "Spring School". This event was more precisely entitled 

"The Climate & agriculture Spring School - the challenges of tomorrow. Trees, grasslands 

and agroforestry". It aimed to get the actors concerned by this theme to work together 

through various presentations and exchanges: a Climate Fresco workshop with the 

students of the agricultural high schools involved, presentations by various speakers 

(researchers, representatives of the Chamber of Agriculture, associations, etc.), showing 

of the movie “Heulà ! Ça chauffe!“ 

 

 
Figure 8 Climate Fresco screenshot 

Figure 7 Flyer for the summer school 
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Like all the partners responsible for a pilot region, in 2021 Sciences Citoyennes also organised an event with its local partners 

in the form of a social methodology lab, mentioned above. The aim was to implement a specific animation allowing the 

gathered partners to work on the issue of conflict management. Sciences Citoyennes decided to organise this event in June 

2021 as part of a field seminar of the Resp'haies project, with this time a face-to-face format, in order to benefit from optimal 

conditions for this type of exercise. In order to best meet the needs of the partners at this stage of the Resp'haies project, 

Citizen Sciences proposed a role-playing activity to deal with the issue of transferring the results of the project. The aim was 

to focus the attention of the partners on the importance of thinking about the target audience for the dissemination of the 

project's productions before starting their development. For this purpose, the association proposed to its partners to 

participate in a role-playing game in two parallel sub-groups, each focusing on a group of highly connected sub-actions of the 

project. Each participant had to try to embody a potential direct or indirect recipient of the project's results, a potential ally 

or, on the contrary, an adversary, and offer a critical reading of the results presented, so that the partners could possibly 

adjust their way of elaborating or presenting them. This mechanism was particularly appreciated by the partners, who wished 

to repeat the exercise in 2022 to address the conditions for transferring all of the project's results. 

 

 

4.7.3. Germany - South Oldenburg: Vechta and Cloppenburg Pilot region 
 

Crowdmapping dissemination: 

Using the crowdmapping tool was an interesting learning 

process within our pilot region: We did not succeed in 

advertising the online tool via different media channels 

(newspaper, social media) and promotion activities (e.g., a 

workshop with students of teacher training, school 

workshops with two classes). As an adaptation, we developed 

a postcard on which citizens could share their experiences 

and observations with us. This postcard was distributed via 

different local activities (e.g., participation in three events of 

the local heritage communities, open campus event, city 

marketing events in two cities, largest fair in the region 

“Stoppelmarkt”, exhibition in an adult education centre). 

Citizens were very interested; however, all of that did not 

lead to an increase in markings on the map. 

 

Our conclusions from these experiences were: 

• There might be a lack in attribution of phenomena 

to be a consequence of climate change (or at least 

the frequency of such phenomena). What is contradictorily to this thesis is an increasing attribution of phenomena 

like drought to climate change in the news. 

• It might be an issue that some climate change effects or measures of adaptation could not be located at a single spot 

on the map. 

• There might be difficulties with using the digital tool and/or a lack in motivation to go through the process of 

registration and entering a spot. 

• Some actors, particularly with professional positions in municipal government or marketing 

departments/organisations, did not want to enter negative points – for fear of bad reputation of their institution or 

town. They only wanted to give a positive impression. This was particularly evident in our attempt to promote the 

crowd-mapping via an Instagram-campaign. 

 

Figure 9 “Analogous crowdmapping” via a postcard (picture 
credit: Hannah Hoff) 
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The solution for us was to rather collect input from citizens via direct dialogue formats. Thus, we initiated the “climate tours” 

via bike or as walk tours. Together with a local partner/stakeholder group, we organised tours directly in the cities or towns 

so that citizens were picked up in their familiar area. We successfully cooperated with local heritage communities, municipal 

climate protection officers, a school and an adult education centre for these tours. Very often, there were elderly people 

within these local heritage communities who had observed weather 

effects and changes in the landscape over a long time span and were 

very happy to share their experiences and knowledge. Moreover, the 

local heritage communities have well-established structures or 

formats (such as regular bike tours), which could be used for our 

intention. With these “climate tours”, we pursued two main goals: 

We gathered information about local climate change effects and we 

raised awareness among participants for urgent problems, but also 

for existing adaptation measures. We practiced active listening and 

we always included local experts for thematic inputs. Those local 

experts are seen as trusted members of the local community and this 

helps to set a fruitful atmosphere among all participants of the tour 

and us as organisers and external guests. So far, it can be noted that 

the vast majority of organisers and speakers at these climate tours 

were male pensioners, as they 

seem to play the leading roles in 

most local heritage 

communities. Among the 

participants were more men 

than women; and all were 

mostly of higher age as well. 

 

Our effort in the planning and 

organisation of the tour varied 

strongly, depending on the local 

partners and their existing 

networks of potential speakers, 

their capability to mobilise 

participants, and their outreach 

to the local press. 

 

Between September 2021 and 

June 2022, we have organised 

eight climate tours in six 

different cities within the pilot 

region with more than 120 

participants in total. 

 

Climate tours can motivate more citizen involvement with local issues. Together with one of our stakeholders from a local 

heritage community we promoted solutions for the trees in one particular alley. Recently, construction works have taken on 

our suggestions and improve the water supply for the new trees to be planted.  

This partner and others have expressed their motivation to further use the format of climate tours or have already done so.  

 

Climate friendly gardening topic: 

 

• Capacity building events as online seminars in 2021: For some stakeholder groups, it is important to have a 

very specific topic to reach out to them. For example, we organised an online event about green roofs and also 

Figure 10 Logo of the climate tours 

Figure 11 Collage of our climate tours by bike and as walk tours (picture credits: Katrin 
Hedemann and Hannah Hoff) 
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invited the regional architect associations. Several people joined the event and were very interested in the 

topic and in possibilities to get more information about it. 

• Hands-on activity “Cloppenburger Klima-Eck”: As part of the annual voluntary day, which is organised by the 

agency for volunteering in Cloppenburg, we offered a hands-on activity in which we transformed a small 

brownfield area in the city centre into a climate friendly garden with different fruit trees and bushes, habitat 

for biodiversity and benches. Through this activity, we intensified our cooperation with the city administration, 

the local heritage community, and started a new cooperation with a local forest kindergarten. The attempt to 

involve youth from the local youth parliament and Fridays for Future was only partially successful. Some 

participated in a design workshop, but did not seem interested in putting the ideas into practice later. 

Nevertheless, some young participants from our regional summer school were engaged at the action day. 

Several volunteers take further care of the garden.  

• Future workshop on resource cycles: In May 2022, we organised a future workshop on the topic of resource 

cycles within private gardens and the management of public green areas. For this, we specifically invited 

experts from the city administrations and private garden owners in order to facilitate the dialogue and the co-

creative interaction between these stakeholder groups. Even though the resonance for the workshop was 

again quite low, we had a group of eight participants and the workshop revealed interesting approaches for 

this challenge (e.g., to test “social composting” on a playground site with a group of users and neighbours; to 

extend climate tours to new participant groups [newly built neighbourhood, international groups] and to the 

topic of recycling and composting).  

• Workshop at a local adult education centre: We had organised a two-part workshop on climate change 

adaptation and mitigation in the garden at an adult education centre in early 2022. Another peak in the 

COVID-pandemic forced us to reorganise the workshop to an online-format which, in the end, did not take 

place at all, as the number of registrations was too low.  

 

Unsealing of areas: 

 

Flooding due to heavy rainfalls is also a problem in some towns in our pilot region. Often the high amount of sealed ground 

causes this problem. In one city, a former parking lot is to be unsealed and turned into a green space, mostly for recreation 

and cooling purposes. To include future users’ and neighbours’ needs and wishes in this re-design process, we organised a 

participatory workshop and invited an expert in natural garden design as a co-host. She is experienced in using a particular 

method for participation called “Dillinger model”: Participants are asked to imagine what they would like to experience in a 

certain space in the future. They express their wishes and needs by building a small model from natural materials. This method 

allows people from all age groups to participate. And since people work with their hands there are also fewer language 

barriers for participation.  

 

The result of our workshop is a professional plan containing all our participants’ visions. It is to be used in the further planning 

process. Moreover, our learnings on climate adaptation were included in the plan and the future green space should 

exemplify and point out measures for climate adaptation and biodiversity protection in gardens and public green spaces. In 

the whole process, we closely worked together with the city administration since they will be responsible to further integrate 

the results of the workshop in the next planning steps for the re-design of the parking lot area. Overall, we intended to let 

citizens and especially the city administration experience a new way of how to integrate citizens and their needs and ideas in 

local planning processes.  

 

 

University course: 

 

In the winter semester 2021/22, we organised a course at University of Vechta that focused on small research projects 

together with local stakeholders (service-learning approach). The course was offered as part of the general studies 

programme, so that students from different disciplines could attend it. The students worked on different topics, which were 

all related to climate mitigation and/or adaptation. Some of the groups worked very closely together with the stakeholders 
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and the results of the small research projects were of great interest to them. Nevertheless, we encountered some restrictions 

due to the online-seminar setting with little to no face-to-face contact with students and stakeholders, the time of year 

(autumn/winter), and the bad public transport in the region, that made visits with stakeholders very difficult for some 

students.  

 

Cooperation with the local adult education centre: 

 

In the beginning of 2022, the direction of the adult education centre (Volkshochschule) for the county of Cloppenburg invited 

us to use their structures (such as the seminar rooms and their program brochure and website) for different events. One 

event series was dedicated to the topic of “climate awareness in the own garden” (in March and April) and a second one was 

related to the climate tours, the crowdmapping and adaptation measures (planned for end of June). All events were originally 

planned on-site; however, shortly before the first event, we had to switch to an online-format due to another peak in the 

Corona pandemic.  

 

Overall, there were only very few registrations, so that we finally cancelled the planned workshops around “climate 

awareness in the garden”. Again, we can only speculate about the reasons for this. Was it the peak in the Corona pandemic? 

or maybe a matter of timing that people did not have any time available for such an “extra event”? We were told by several 

organisers of educational programmes, that people were reluctant to come back after Corona. It is also possible that our offer 

and the advertisement of it did not reach our intended target group. 

 

The second event series was originally planned to involve the local climate protection and climate adaptation managers. Due 

to a change in their staff and a vacant position it was postponed to autumn. In September and October 2022, we added a 

presentation of our project results to an exhibition about climate change effects on inland waters. The exhibition and our, 

more practical, supplement were presented at the adult education centre for one month. Moreover, we organised an opening 

event for the exhibition, which also included a small climate walk to show some of our project results nearby. Afterwards, 

our TeRRIFICA exhibits will be shown in the town hall for another week in November. 

 

 

4.7.4. Poland – The Poznań agglomeration Pilot region 
 

In September 2019, the 1st Regional Consultation Workshop was held as part of the TeRRIFICA project, which aimed to 

integrate various stakeholders involved in activities for adaptation and mitigation to climate change operating in the Poznań 

Agglomeration. More than 20 participants representing science and education, social organizations, business, and public 

administration (local and regional government) participated in this event12. Using the World Café technique, we debated and 

finally collected different opinions and remarks on the following issues: 

 

1. identification of knowledge deficits regarding climate change, 

2. determination of factors conditioning the increase in the hierarchy of values of activities related to climate 

change, 

3. indication of institutional features that significantly affect climate change-related activities, 

4. identification of conditions (needs, drivers, barriers) for practical stakeholder involvement/ cooperation 

in the field of climate action. 

 

 
12 Poznań City Hall, Marshall Office of the Wielkopolska Region, Poznań Metropolis Association, Wanda Błeńska Social School of Piątkowo 
District in Poznan, Adam Mickiewicz University Poznań, Poznań Science and Technology Park, Volkswagen Poznań, Moonstera, Association 
of the Center for the Promotion of Sustainable Development, “Kolektyw Kąpielisko” Association, “ZaZieleń Poznań” Coalition, Ecological 
Puszczykowo Association, Anti-smog Coalition, Polish Allotment Federation, UAM Foundation. 
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The baseline data we collected during the event has contributed to the co-production of the TeRRIFICA’s Guide on Co-Creation 

and the Stakeholder Mapping Report and the scientific article13 that 

determines the conditions and provides a recommendation for fostering 

co-creation for climate change adaptation and mitigation. 

 

In the following months, after announcing the TeRRIFICA Crowdmapping 

Tool (2020), we have been promoting this tool (#MapujKlimat - 

mapujklimat.terrifica.eu) to collect experiences and opinions on where 

climate change effects occur and are tangible for residents of our pilot 

region. Unfortunately, due to the COVID pandemic, the second 

consultation workshop was postponed from March to June 2020 and 

reorganized as an online event. 

 

Nearly 20 stakeholders attended the workshop. Mainly representatives of previously mentioned organizations and students 

from the Adam Mickiewicz University's Academic Scientific Circle of Spatial Management. We debated using the innovative 

tool #MapujKlimat to map the effects of climate change in the Poznań Agglomeration and the other five pilot regions in 

Europe and how to promote this tool among residents – the potential mappers. The participants provided several solutions 

for better promoting the tool and motivating our region's inhabitants to participate in mapping action. We collectively named 

different organizations and institutions and identified information channels through which we could disseminate project 

activities in the Poznań Agglomeration. Due to the sanitary restrictions related to COVID-19 pandemic, we decided to 

strengthen online promotion using social media channels, including Twitter, Facebook, Instagram, and Youtube, and to work 

together remotely. 

 

 
Picture 2. Finding and cocreating solutions for better promoting crowd-mapping tool (Mapuj Klimat) in Poznań Agglomeration. The 

group picture was taken during the 2nd Consultation Workshop in June 2020. 
Source: AMU team 

 
13 Fagiewicz, K., Churski, P., Herodowicz, T., Kaczmarek, P., Lupa, P., Morawska-Jancelewicz, J., & Mizgajski, A. (2021). Cocreation for 
Climate Change—Needs for Actions to Vitalize Drivers and Diminish Barriers, Weather, Climate, and Society, 13(3), 555-570. 

100 in pilot region 

108 in Poland 

points added (12/2020) 
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Based on the recommendations cocreated by stakeholders, we prepared videos that discuss the problem of climate change 

as one of the most serious challenges for humankind and, at the same time, encourage people to join the action of mapping 

the effects of climate change under the TeRRIFICA project: 

 

• Zmiany klimatu wokół nas. Teoria, praktyka, TeRRIFICA (eng. Climate change around us. Theory, practice, 

TeRRIFICA)14. The video presents basic information on climate change and its effects on man and nature. The 

context of the movie are the activities carried out in Europe and the Poznań Agglomeration as part of the 

TeRRIFICA project. 

• Siła tłumu, czyli jak mapować klimat w projekcie TeRRIFICA (eng. The power of citizens, or how to map the 

climate in the TeRRIFICA project)15. In the short movie, step by step, we discuss the features and possibilities 

offered by the #MapujKlimat tool developed as part of our project. 

• Mapuj Klimat Challenge! Razem dla klimatu w Aglomeracji Poznańskiej! (eng. Map Climate Challenge! 

Together for the climate in the Poznań Agglomeration!)16. The video presents information about the 

TeRRIFICA project and the crowd-mapping tool. Initiates our campaign promoting the use of the tool by 

Internet users based on the scheme of nominating new people, institutions, and organizations to participate 

in the climate change mapping action.  

 

 
Figure 12 Screenshots from Twitter presenting promotion of crowd-mapping tool in the Poznań Agglomeration and participatory 

events with Polish stakeholders in the TeRRIFICA project 
Source: AMU team (WGSEiGP) profile on Twitter 

 

To further promote the tool and increase the awareness of climate change and its effects on humans and the environment 

among the inhabitants of the Poznań Agglomeration, we have prepared pre-recorded lectures. 

 
14 https://youtu.be/qFX_YArY9QQ 
15 https://youtu.be/3CzA9p6pRt8 
16 https://youtu.be/8zUixNoHWgQ 

https://youtu.be/qFX_YArY9QQ
https://youtu.be/3CzA9p6pRt8
https://youtu.be/8zUixNoHWgQ
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We presented the first video lecture, "Climate change, its effects and 

adaptation of cities"17, as part of Youth Climate Congress 2020 in Poznań, 

organized by The Regional Fund for Environmental Protection and Water 

Management in Poznań. The Congress is an excellent opportunity to exchange 

opinions and broaden the knowledge of ecology among young people, with 

particular emphasis on climate issues. With our video, we discussed the 

problem of climate change on a global and local scale and identified challenges 

significant for the region of the Poznań Agglomeration. We also draw attention 

to nature-based solutions, the implementation of which in urban areas can 

significantly support adaptation to climate change. The film explained the goals 

of TeRRIFICA and showed activities undertaken to map the effects of climate change using the crowd-mapping tool.  

 

The second pre-recorded lecture, "Map Climate! Be active!"18, premiered during the Poznań Festival of Science and Art 2020 

at the end of 2020, had similar dimensions and topics. The video touched on climate change issues and possible 

countermeasures and adaptation strategies, considering TeRRIFICA activities in our pilot region.  

 

At the turn of 2020/2021, we co-produced another short promo 

video titled "Map the climate in the Poznań Agglomeration."19 The 

message of our film is that all sectors of society need to get involved 

in climate action. In the case of the Poznań Agglomeration, this is 

possible through the #MapujKlimat, which makes it possible to 

identify places where the effects of climate change occur. The film 

features staff members of the Faculty of Human Geography and 

Planning at Adam Mickiewicz University Poznań, who are members 

of the team implementing the TeRRIFICA project in the Poznań 

Agglomeration. 

 

In the first half of 2021, we were analysing crowdmapping data, identifying climate change hot spots, and planning TeRRIFICA 

Summer School in Poznań Agglomeration #OurClimate2021. This hybrid format event took place on May 6-7 and June 10 in 

Poznań at the Faculty of Human Geography and Planning. The first part of the Summer School (May 6-7) was organized with 

the Academic Scientific Circle of Spatial Management within the national conference "Planner's Days: Environment-Climate-

Space". On the first day of the symposium, students and doctoral students from all over Poland could present their scientific 

speeches in the climate, environment, and space management field. The four panels held the sessions, where 22 participants 

gave 19 presentations. They represented Poland's most important research centres, connected not only with spatial planning 

and geography but also with architecture, environmental protection, landscape architecture, urban planning, and art. On 

May 7, the enrolled attendants participated in workshops by the AMU TeRRIFICA team and experts (representatives of local 

authorities and academics). The aim was to remodel the space of two negative hot spots (AMU Campus Morasko and 

Puszczykowo), identified based on crowdmapping data, into more climate-friendly places. After the theoretical (lectures) and 

creative part (discussion, brainstorming), users moved to the virtual world using the Arkio application to visualize and test 

the proposed solutions in virtual reality (14 participants). On June 10, together with students and experts, we cocreated a 

commonly accepted vision of a climate-friendly landscape for our pilot region in 2030. Firstly, we identified six thematic 

building blocks (see Figure 13) based on the results of the first part of the Summer School and data collected on the virtual 

board (shared visions, ideas, and comments regarding #OurClimate2030). 

 
17 https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=Wn7MSBF5xFg&t=3s 
18 https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=_m-qVm2Odho&t=3s 
19 https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=QiGQes8SZpo&t=24s 

Climate Landscape in 2030 
- General Vision - 

“A region where I live 

is resilient to climate change, 

comfortable to live in, 

friendly to people and the environment, 

supportive to the development 

of a fair nature-based economy” 

372 in pilot region 

456 in Poland 

points added (12/2021) 

https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=Wn7MSBF5xFg&t=3s
https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=_m-qVm2Odho&t=3s
https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=QiGQes8SZpo&t=24s
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Figure 13 Building blocks of the climate-friendly landscape in 2030 in Poznań Agglomeration 

Source: Material cocreated with participants of the Summer School in Poznań Agglomeration #OurClimate2030, May/June 2021 
 

Then the participants discussed the feasibility and 

effectiveness of the proposed solutions in the climate change 

adaptation field. At the end of the meeting, the assembly 

accepted the general and detailed visions of a climate-friendly 

landscape in 2030.  

In 2021 within the co-creation team, we tightened 

cooperation with the Poznań Metropolis Association, which 

resulted in the initiation of work on the Climate Change 

Adaptation Plan for Poznań Metropolis as the first strategic 

document entirely dedicated to climate change adaptation on 

the regional level in Poland. This action is carried out within 

the bilateral agreement between the Poznań Metropolis 

Association and the AMU on multiple cooperation in the 

scientific research concerning priority issues related to the 

planning and implementation of development policy within 

the communes of the Poznań Metropolis Association. With 

the support of the Association, we conducted a series of online 

workshops inviting residents, non-governmental 

organizations, public administration, and all interested parties 

to participate. During the workshops, which gathered about 

180 participants, we promoted using the TeRRIFICA 

Crowdmapping Tool and disseminated information about 

project objectives. Using a virtual table, stakeholders 

identified and mapped not only climate change challenges but 

also proposed solutions and looked for barriers in 

Figure 14 Climate Change Adaptation Plan for Poznań 
Metropolis – document cover 

Source: Poznań Metropolis Association 
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implementation. Collected information and new crowd mapped data are included in the Plan as one of the sources of 

information for diagnosing climate change's impacts and proposing tailored solutions for society. Linking the activities for the 

development of the Plan to the activities in the project has had mutual benefits, including strengthening the social 

commitment to policymaking in the field of climate change and, on the other hand, recognition of the TeRRIFICA project in 

the pilot region20. 

 

Based on the outcomes from the TeRRIFICA Summer School in Poznań Agglomeration, crowdmapping data, AMU Green 

University Strategy (assumptions), and diagnosis from the Climate Change Adaptation Plan for Poznań Metropolis (draft), we 

decided to prepare a climate action plan for the east part of the AMU Morasko Campus in the surroundings of two AMU 

faculties – the Faculty of Human Geography and Planning, and the 

Faculty of Geographical and Geological Sciences - as a micro-action 

constituting an example of the implementation of activities 

recommended in the Climate Change Adaptation Plan for Poznań 

Metropolis. The main stakeholders are students, academics, AMU 

authorities, and residents of the Różany Potok housing estate. The 

crowdmapping tool users mainly identified a lack of thermal comfort 

during heatwaves linked to the parking lots and built-up areas. In their 

opinion, the main reasons for this negative situation are a lack of trees, 

insufficient devices or installations that give shade, and insufficient 

water installations lowering the air temperature. Together with AMU 

authorities, 25 students, and academic representatives, we worked out the concept of a climatic garden that will demonstrate 

several nature-based solutions for better adaptation to climate change. In the current draft of the climate action plan, we 

included different elements of a climatic garden like a flower meadow, prairie rebate, pocket forest, rainwater tank and rain 

garden, insect houses, recreation area with tennis tables, chillout area with sun loungers, educational shed with green roof 

and PV panels, lantern powered by the energy of the sun and wind, park benches, including a photovoltaic bench. 

 

 
20 In year 2022 AMU team supported the Association of Kalisz-Ostrów Agglomeration in preparation of a climate change adaptation plan 
for Kalisz-Ostrów Agglomeration using a similar methodology. The residents of this region used the #MapujKlimat tool to share their 
opinions and experiences about places where climate change effects occur. Both strategic documents (for Poznań Agglomeration and 
Kalisz-Ostrów Agglomeration) are now in the adopting phase.  

419 in pilot region 

601 in Poland 

points added (05/2022) 
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Figure 15 Elements of the planned climatic garden in the east part of the AMU Morasko Campus 

Source: AMU team 

 

Almost 94% of students fully accepted the proposed solutions. Thanks to the successful consultation of the Plan with the 

AMU authorities, we obtained a preliminary decision of securing the funds to implement the proposed solutions from the 

budget of the AMU Provost and Deans of both Faculties. 

 

Other activities of the AMU team related to TeRRIFICA action in the Poznań Agglomeration include: 

 

• dissemination of project results during national and international scientific conferences, e.g., International 

Conference "Local Governance In A Time Of Global Emergencies" International Geographical Union 

Conference, Mexico, Mexico City 2022; 6th Conference Urban e-Planning Institute of Geography and Spatial 

Planning University of Lisbon, Portugal, 2022; The 3rd World Conference of the Society for Urban Ecology 

2020/21 "Cities As Social-Ecological Systems," Poznań, Poland, 2021; 4th APUCEN Summit "Sustainable 

Community Engagement Partnership without Boundaries," Malaysia 2020; International Geographical Union 

Conference (IGU) on Natural Disasters, Marginalized Regions and Labour Migration, Nepal, 2019; Living 

Knowledge Conference series;  

• work on scientific and popular science articles presenting the results of the project, e.g.  

− Fagiewicz, K., Churski, P., Herodowicz, T., Kaczmarek, P., Lupa, P., Morawska-Jancelewicz, J., 

& Mizgajski, A. (2021). Cocreation for Climate Change—Needs for Actions to Vitalize Drivers and 

Diminish Barriers, Weather, Climate, and Society, 13(3), 555-570; 

− Lupa, P., & Fagiewicz, K. (2022). Razem można więcej. O współtworzeniu rozwiązań na rzecz klimatu 

na przykładzie Aglomeracji Poznańskiej (en. Together you can do more. On co-creating solutions for 

the climate in the Poznań Agglomeration). Drzewo Franciszka (en. Francis Tree) (in Polish only) – 

in print. 
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• promotion of the project and its activities in the pilot region during events, cultural meetings, and interviews 

(Researchers' Night 2021 and 2022, meeting with the British Ambassador, promotion of the #MapujKlimat 

tool during the local fest in Murowana Goślina, interviews for Radio Afera, Polish Radio Four, and University 

Life - the Journal of the Adam Mickiewicz University in Poznań); 

• organization of the Social Methodology Lab in Poznań in 2021 to increase the interpersonal skills of 

stakeholders in dealing with conflicts in the field of climate action; 

• giving a lecture "MapujKlimat as a digital tool for involving people in collecting geographic information on the 

effects of climate change. Results of the TeRRIFICA project" for pupils and students at Geographer's Day 2022; 

• celebration of the European Green Week 2022 in Poznań by organizing a lecture by the UNEP expert Jan-

Gustav Strandeasen entitled "The Agenda That Changed The World" and organizing the TeRRIFICA Green Walk 

in Poznań. 

 

 

4.7.5. Serbia – Belgrade Pilot region 
 

The activities in the Belgrade pilot region could be divided into three categories that are connected but focused on different 

types of activities: 

 

1. Co-creation, 

2. Crowd mapping and engagement, and  

3. Dissemination. 

 

These categories are covering the pilot activities during the 

entire project duration. They cannot be seen as separate 

activities but as alternate and interchangeable.  

 

Co-creation 

 

The core co-creation CPN team was set up early in the project. 

They developed ideas and plans for the TeRRIFICA work in the 

Belgrade pilot region, especially in terms of crowd-mapping 

tool implementation and goals for the development of the 

local action plan. 

 

The Serbian translation and distribution of the Co-creation 

guide to the members of the co-creation team, participants of 

the consultative workshop, and external experts mapped as important to the TeRRIFICA project were of great importance for 

the clarification and implementation of the co-creation 

methodology in our pilot region work. During the process of 

working on the campaign, but also during the duration of the project, the co-creation CPN team only expanded and 

strengthened by bringing in new individuals and institutions.  

Figure 16 Photo credits (Marko Risović) 
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The co-creation team developed a crowd mapping tool summer campaign “Cool down the city!” with a specially designed 

mobile meteorological station. The campaign was effectuated during the summer of 2020 and 2021. Following the campaign, 

a series of consultative workshops with more than 40 stakeholders and representatives was organized. The goal was the 

development of mini-action plans based on the climate challenges mapped by citizens. On each consultative workshop, the 

CPN team associates led the process of action plan creation in an open discussion following the principle of openness to ideas 

and thinking, calling for co-creation 

principle implementation. The 

process was led in a hierarchical 

manner, leading from the overall 

challenges towards locally specific 

action plans.  

 

A systematic approach, and reviewing 

the results of mapping based on 

established common criteria by which 

the results can be categorized and 

further analysed, which was present 

in the development of plans and 

future activities. New values of co-

creation methodology are reflected 

through the strengthening of built 

partnerships and the acquisition of 

new partners for the project and further work on action plans, each with a new evaluation of citizen science with much more 

respect. Regardless of the number, the diversity of workshop participants provided a good principle of diversity of professions 

and institutions, a good atmosphere, and quality work that enabled the practical application of co-creation during the 

workshop. The motivation of the participants was at a high level, which was a key prerequisite for the process of co-creation 

to easily begin and then be maintained in an inspiring process of intensive exchange of ideas and drawing common 

conclusions. 

 

In June 2022, following the series of regional activities, we organized a regional summer school. The summer school was 

organized for 19 participants-student from Serbia, Montenegro, Croatia, and Bosnia and Herzegovina in the scenic mountain 

Lovćen in Montenegro. The summer school was a mixture of capacity- and awareness-building activities, and co-creation 

activities. The goal of the summer school was to set up a Climate vision for the region in 2030. Summer school participants 

presented various ideas and suggestions for analysis and consideration of mapping results. The biggest success was the 

collaboration and mutual understanding between participants regarding the necessity of climate actions. The summer school 

justified the role of the Belgrade pilot region and the position of Belgrade as a leader for this part of Europe with the capacity 

to easily establish connections in the region. Attention and dedication were at their maximum until the very end which 

resulted in extremely creative and innovative solutions on how to achieve the Climate vision for the region in 2030. The videos 

produced during the regional summer school are deposited to be publicly available on YouTube: 

 

https://youtu.be/lyFMA4mBLSo 

https://youtu.be/x62yTHq-AXo 

https://youtu.be/vEkKauex5mA 

https://youtu.be/9CXrGLpJH4M 

 

Crowd-mapping and engagement 

 

Crowd-mapping activities are correlated with the engagement of the citizens of Belgrade. The administrative territory of the 

City of Belgrade covers a huge geographic area and is divided for administrative purposes into 17 municipalities, and some of 

them are actually so geographically disconnected from the city that can be seen as their own entity. To reach as many citizens 

as possible and more importantly both those central and peripheral municipalities, we set up a campaign called “Cool down 

Figure 17 Photo credits (Marko Risović) 

https://youtu.be/lyFMA4mBLSo
https://youtu.be/x62yTHq-AXo
https://youtu.be/vEkKauex5mA
https://youtu.be/9CXrGLpJH4M
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the city!” starting summer of 2020. The campaign had several directions based on the target groups. The most important 

ones to reach were the citizens. Equally important but less demanding were the Belgrade municipalities that we need to 

attract to engage in the project. 

 

The main focus of the crowd-mapping campaign was inviting citizens to map climate challenges in Belgrade. In order to attract 

as many citizens as possible, we set up a mobile weather station resembling the green island. The message for the citizens 

was to show them how we can all contribute to making more green islands in the cities in contrast to hot urban islands. 

Starting August 2020 till October 2021, the weather station visited 15 municipalities and gathered more than 500 inputs. In 

2020, crowd-mapping activities were carried out in the city centre, while in 2021, special attention was focused on remote 

city municipalities in which the population structure is somewhat different compared to the central city zones. Volunteers 

and project team members spent over 50 days on the street talking to citizens in this campaign. 

 

The crucial part of the crowd-mapping campaign was the facilitators, the biology students, who put an extra effort to reach 

each passer-by and motivating them to share climate challenges in their neighbourhoods. Parallel to engaging citizens, we 

organized a series of events called “Open doors for municipalities “. The goal was to engage local municipalities info the 

crowd-mapping campaign but also to share the main ideas and co-creation as a methodology while working with the climate 

challenges. We wanted to give them the opportunity to see/hear local residents' inputs about climate effects they are 

triggered by in the municipality where they live. 

 

One of the challenges was related to the topic of climate change, during fieldwork, the volunteers spread knowledge and 

information about climate change. Another challenge was related to the use of crowd-mapping tools, and understanding the 

benefits of using geospatial data for mapping, especially in the population of older citizens. The general impression is that 

this type of crowd-mapping tool is directed toward young citizens. 

 

An important part of citizens' engagement was a video campaign, which lead to increased engagement of the online audience. 

For the purpose of inviting and introducing citizens to the goal of mapping, we produced a series of short artistic and witty 

films with relevant scientists and actors on the topics of climate change and public policies dedicated not just to the crowd-

mapping campaign but to raising awareness of climate challenges in our city, Belgrade.  

 

Many experts joined the actions - climatologists, energy experts, architects, geologists, ornithologists… and from the point of 

view of their professions, stressed the need for all of us to change our attitude towards the environment and become aware 

of our role in slowing down climate change on the planet. According to experts, substantial changes can be achieved only if 

everyone is involved in climate action: citizens, associations, scientists, but also decision-makers in relevant political positions. 

The video series is available at the following link: 

https://youtube.com/playlist?list=PLt4tYBLXE3yEe7ykCCGnOnt98gq0Bmvtv. 

 

This communication channel has proven to be very effective and is recognized as a good tool for disseminating information 

and knowledge about climate change. Young people in particular recognized short video formats as the only form of 

information they want to consume in the future, as "instant information" that provides many messages in a short time. 

https://youtube.com/playlist?list=PLt4tYBLXE3yEe7ykCCGnOnt98gq0Bmvtv
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CPN is strongly committed to empowering and fostering scientific and critical thinking in schools, and so far, has created 

numerous programs and workshops to do so. We see citizen science as the core of education, school curriculum, and project-

based teaching. Several educational programs are developed in collaboration with engaged experts in the context of the 

TeRRIFICA project. The main one is the Green diary, a school practicum serving as an introduction to climate changes for 

primary school pupils, 

allowing basic weather 

and climate data 

collection at the school 

level. The manual 

contains detailed 

explanations and precise 

instructions for 

methodology and data 

collection, providing a 

uniform methodology and 

simple measuring 

instruments, which can be 

valid and applicable for 

scientific research. With 

the intention to 

decentralize crowd 

mapping activity, test it, 

and place it within the 

community, but also as a 

means of promotion and exploitation of the co-creation process, CPN has decided to launch a regional call for “Green, Greener 

the Greenest schoolyard”, inviting teachers and students to observe, mark and follow the climate conditions in their own 

schoolyards, making them at the same time researchers. Unfortunately, due to the COVID-19 pandemic the call was 

interrupted. 

 

Each applied school was given a manual, a sort of toolkit- a Green diary, that will enable them to do data collection about 

climate conditions and effects in their schoolyards. The manual contains detailed explanations and precise instructions for 

methodology and data collection, thus obtaining a set of data obtained by a uniform methodology and measuring 

instruments, which are valid and applicable for scientific research. The manual was developed in cooperation with 

climatologists, and the data will be used to make local maps of environmental climatic conditions and models of local climate 

predictions.  

 

The Green diary was also a central segment of the SEE Eco-STEAM Challenge, a regional competition held in 2022 in three 

SEE countries - Bosnia and Herzegovina, Croatia, and Serbia. The competition was supported by the Scientix project as one of 

its first STEAM partnership initiatives in Europe. Another important implementation in 2022 happened through the Unlocking 

STEM project in Serbia, wherein the Green Diary was used as a showcase model for school-based projects in 50 schools 

throughout Serbia. 

 

Dissemination 

 

CPN contributed to the communication of the various facets of climate change adaptation to stakeholders and the general 

public through presentations at different international events together with the TeRRIFICA partners. The dissemination of 

the project was very significant at the national and regional levels. The types of events, at which the CPN team presented the 

TeRRIFICA project varied from big, online events, such as The European researcher’s night, where we presented the crowd-

mapping tool to small public events, such as the Mikser festival. The TeRRIFICA project and the crowd-mapping tool were 

presented at the International environmental day organized by the Ministry of environmental protection and the Secretary 

for the environmental protection of the City of Belgrade respectively. 

Figure 18 Photo credits (Marko Risović) 
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The CPN team planned a detailed and long-lasting campaign with the goal to invite and motivate citizens to contribute to 

climate action. We established partnerships with a number of organizations, climate events, and festivals in order to present 

the project and invite citizens. At the same time, we wanted to formalize these collaborations in terms of enriching our team 

of associates with new people. PR campaign under the slogan “Cool down the city!” started at the beginning of 2020. The 

slogan of the campaign was followed by the #citizenscience. Campaign strategy consisted of connecting the media with 

experts, sending announcements and press releases, newsletter shares articles, video series, and media events, and 

publishing various texts, and experts’ interviews. A series of articles and interviews with local and international professionals 

and also TeRRIFICA partners were created and disseminated in printed daily newspapers, magazines, online platforms, CPN 

portals, and the specially designed TeRRIFICA newsletter. The strategy also included active use of social networks (Twitter, 

Instagram, and YouTube), which was the way to reach a wide audience of all generations. We created a newsletter for further 

dissemination of all activities conducted and produced materials keeping everyone participating in the Belgrade crowd-

mapping campaign informed of the life of the project. We wanted to give them information about the project and its progress, 

but also information that the data they provided is valid and used. We created thematic calendars with diverse topics on 

climate change and mitigation of its effects. 

 

We also organized several events specifically tailored for the media in a form of discussions with experts about climate 

change. The idea was to introduce the media to the project and educate them about climate change, as well as the importance 

of understanding these changes and raising awareness about this topic. The media were given examples of good practices 

and different ways of dealing with these changes through self-engagement, in order to reduce the consequences caused by 

climate change. The effects of the media event from March are visible at all stages of our climate action throughout the year 

since we have established very good cooperation with various journalists from different types of media. 

In 2020 CPN team established an 

excellent collaboration with the 

Climate caravan project, well 

known in Serbian for raising 

awareness regarding climate 

challenges. The Caravan for 

Climate is a project designed by 

the French Institute in Serbia in 

2018, which is being implemented 

in 2020/21 in partnership with the 

Centre for the Promotion of 

Science and with the support of 

the Delegation of the European 

Union to Serbia and the United 

Nations Development Program 

Office in Serbia. By connecting 

climate change and biodiversity 

protection, the Caravan for 

Climate 3.0 aims to raise citizens' 

awareness of the importance of 

getting to know and identifying 

protected and endangered species on the territory of Serbia. The 2020 edition of the project includes a pedagogical exhibition 

that presents various global consequences of climate change (melting of polar ice caps, rising temperatures, acidification of 

the sea, climatic extremes such as a fire) with a direct impact on biodiversity, but also invasive species, alpine habitats, 

wetlands and biodiversity cities, offering answers to the question of how to contribute to biodiversity conservation. The 

exhibition is complemented by interactive exhibits designed by the Centre for the Promotion of Science. 

 

 

Figure 19 Photo credits (Marko Risović) 
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4.7.6. Spain – The Metropolitan Area of Barcelona 
 

The actions of sharing knowledge and experiences proposed in the co-creation workshops, produced different activities that 

we relate below: 

 

Knowledge sharing seminars: 

 

Given the need to know and learn from experiences (and at the same time to connect actors in order to create and expand 

sustainable networks in the region), seminars on climate change were organized linked to different areas of interest: 

 

• Climate Change and Citizen Science (December 5, 2019), presenting the following experiences: 

o Autonomous approach to CO2 measurements in high school and open forums' and 'Knowing the air 

quality in primary school' 

o Re-connecting people with the river: The experience of "l'Observatori de la Tordera i del Besòs". 

o LICCI-Local indicators of Climate Change Impacts 

o BeWater / "Taula Tordera" 

o "Ritme Natura" and CoPs in WeObserve 

o Mosquito Alert 

• Climate Change and Environment (March 3, 2020) 

o Mobile selective collection experience in the "Bon Pastor" (Barcelona) 

o First approach to the network of climate shelters of the AMB 

o Presentation of TeRRIFICA's crowdmapping tool 

• Climate Change and Health – Thematic Seminar on Co-creation (June 2, 2020) 

o Online interview with Xavier Rodó, Head of ISGlobal's Climate and Health Programme 

o Chat with the audience 

• Climate Change and Poverty - Co-creation Thematic Seminar (October 13, 2020) 

o Urban metabolism, climate change and socio-spatial inequalities 

o Energy poverty, gender and health in the metropolitan area of Barcelona: the EmpowerMed project 

o First approach to the network of climate shelters of the AMB 

o Co-creation session for reflection and generation of proposals: 

▪ What will be the main consequences of climate change in terms of poverty and social inequalities 

in the metropolitan territory?  

▪ Given these consequences, what public and citizen initiatives should be promoted to mitigate the 

social effects of climate change? 

• Climate Change and Media – Thematic Co-Creation Seminar (December 17, 2020) 

o Round table "Transformative communication in the era of the climate emergency: The challenge of 

explaining and communicating climate change" 

o Co-creation session for reflection and generation of proposals: 

▪ Space for debate and proposals on how to explain and communicate climate change 

 

In these Seminars, from October 2020, co-creation sessions were introduced to provoke the generation of ideas and 

innovative proposals among the participants. 
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Figure 20 Images of the Knowledge Sharing Seminars 

 

Project Presentations: 

 

Beyond a mere activity of dissemination of the project, the presentations of the TeRRIFICA project are also proposed to reach 

other possible stakeholders and disseminate the crowdmapping tool. Among all those carried out in the pilot region, the 

following should be highlighted: 

 

• Presentation at Barcelona City Council (January 20, 2020) 

• Presentation at the GUNi International Conference “Higher Education and Science Take Action” (March 6, 2020). 

• Online presentation of the crowdmapping tool to the main stakeholders of the pilot region of Barcelona (October 

20, 2020) 

• Presentation at the online workshop-debate of the RRIL and TeRRIFICA projects (July 13, 2021) 

• Presentation of the project and the crowdmapping tool at the presentation of the OGP Catalunya Action Plan 

(January 24, 2022) 

• Presentation of the project and the crowdmapping tool at the MEHmed Project Seminar (March 25, 2022) 

• Presentation of the project and the crowdmapping tool at the NePRev Project Training Week (May 25, 2022) 

• National Dissemination Event. Presentation of the TeRRIFICA experience "Planning Climate Change with the People" 

at the Multiplier Event of the Erasmus+ project Savingscapes (www.savingscapes.eu, on the development of 

innovative teaching methodologies for the planning and collaborative governance of the landscape), on the closing 

of their summer school. Activity carried out on September 19th at the University of Giron UdG. The audience was 

composed by more than 20 students and several teachers from Finland, the Netherlands and Italy. But the important 

presence of stakeholders linked to climate action and the environment, who were very interested in the results of 

the project and the crowdmapping tool to support the creation of public policies, made it a relevant national 

dissemination event. Among the stakeholders present at the event, we highlight the Mayor of Torroella de Montgrí, 

the Mayor of Vall d'en Bas, the Sub-inspector of the Support Group of Forest Actions GRAF of the Fire Brigade of the 

Generalitat de Catalunya, technicians of the Observatory of Social Inequalities and Health DIPSALUT, the Director of 

the Natural Park of Montgrí, Illes Medes and Baix Ter, and the Councillor responsible for the Environment of the 

Diputació de Girona (Girona provincial council). 

 

Online dissemination activities were also carried out through email and WhatsApp mailings (October 19, 2020) 

 

http://www.savingscapes.eu/
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Figure 21 Project Presentation Activities 

 

Dynamization activities: 

 

The dynamization activities have been activities in which, in addition to introducing the TeRRIFICA project, the crowdmapping 

tool has been presented. The presentation of the crowdmapping tool has been used as an opportunity to carry out a training 

session and promote its use among the target audience to which the activity is addressed. The list of the dynamization 

activities carried out to date is as follows: 

 

• City Council of Cornellà de Llobregat. Presentation to municipal technical managers (4 Nov 2020) 

• Association "L'Hospitalet Verd". Presentation to its volunteer network (24 Feb 2021) 

• Network of Sustainable Schools of Cornellà de Llobregat. Presentation to primary and secondary school teachers 

(14 Apr 2021) 

• Group 1 of Graduates in Environmental Sciences of the Universitat Autònoma de Barcelona. Presentation to 

teachers and students (27 Apr 2021) 

• Group 2 of Graduates in Environmental Sciences of the Universitat Autònoma de Barcelona. Presentation to 

teachers and students (29 Apr 2021) 

• Group of Graduates in Sociology of the Universitat Autònoma de Barcelona. Presentation to teachers and students 

(14 May 2021) 

• Mediterranean Day organized by the Union for Mediterranean. Presentation to officials and experts (28 Nov 2021) 

• Crowdmapping and co-creation workshop with group 1 of students at the Autonomous University of Barcelona (31 

May 2022) 

• Crowdmapping and co-creation workshop with group 2 of students at the Autonomous University of Barcelona (2 

June 2022) 

 

In contrast to the purely dissemination activities, in all these dynamization activities, through the practical sessions, 

participants have been encouraged to add points to crowdmapping, thus facilitating the incorporation of real cases into the 

application. 

  
Figure 22 Dissemination & Training Activities 
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Training activities: 

 

In line with the project plan that provides for capacity building, the following actions have been carried out in the Barcelona 

pilot region: 

 

• Summer School in Barcelona (June 28-30, 2021). Under the title "Climate Change in the Mediterranean Basin: 

evidence, discussions and citizen contributions", young researchers, climate activists, experts and facilitators, 

participated and interacted in the event. 

• Social Methodology Lab at Barcelona (October 29, 2021). The concept of co-creation (Communication as a basis for 

co-creation, Individual objectives and group objectives in co-creation, Basic tools for co-creation, and Appreciative 

feedback) was introduced at a conference aimed at the citizenry. 

• Crowdmapping and co-creation workshop with group 1 of students at the Autonomous University of Barcelona 

(May 31, 2022). Day focused on co-creation and aimed at students (presentation of concepts: citizen science, 

deliberative rationality, co-creation and capacity for innovation; creativity games; collective exercise of identified 

problems and response actions, development of one of the response actions to put it into practice) 

• Crowdmapping and co-creation workshop with group 2 of students at the Autonomous University of Barcelona 

(June 2, 2022). Day focused on co-creation and aimed at students (presentation of concepts: citizen science, 

deliberative rationality, co-creation and capacity for innovation; creativity games; collective exercise of identified 

problems and response actions, development of one of the response actions to put it into practice) 

• International Summer School in Barcelona (Forecast: September 28-30, 2022) 

• TeRRIFICA workshop session with the AMB and United Explanations on 8 November. Presentation of experiences 

and success stories from other territories in the field of climate action. Also, a co-creation workshop was held for 

the exchange of municipal experiences on 4 areas where climate emergency impacts: Health, Natural Systems, 

Water, and Infrastructures. 
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5. Outputs and outcomes 
 

Taking into account the context and specificities of their region, the institutional framework and the types of stakeholders 

that could be involved, each pilot region made use of dedicated methodologies that led to specific outputs and outcomes.  

In the following section are presented the most relevant of them, which were compiled in Milestone 9. The section that 

follows this one offers a view on the roadmap that could be designed for TeRRIFICA project and considerations regarding the 

KPIs used during the project. Both were produced for Milestone 7. 

 

5.1. Outputs and outcomes for each pilot region 
 

5.1.1. Belarus-Minsk 
 
The main outputs and outcomes of the AESD team within TeRRIFICA project are the educational ones more than political or 
oriented on decision-makers and stakeholders in other areas. This happened due to the complicated political situation in 
Belarus, when many NGOs, including AESD could not proceed their activities as before. Nevertheless, AESD team members 
succeed to develop new educational formats and improve ones in Climate education, as follows:  
 

• Climate workshops (Trainings for trainers)  

• Discussion Climate Club  

• 3-day Summer School “Climate Change vs. Climate Action”  

• 1-day CreaThon “Climate Action”.  
 
The early career teachers, who participated in Climate workshops, developed later guidelines for school Geography lessons, 
based on application of crowdmapping tool and air quality monitoring devices (in Russian). These guidelines were piloted in 
the Ecological Gymnasium No. 19 and suggested for other Geography teachers in Minsk.  
 
Parallel a group of researchers linked to the AESD team carried out a large-scale research work, encompassing educational 
activities applied within the project, methodological guidelines and recommendations for the implementation of Climate 
education activities in the schools.  
 
Based on the crowdmapping activities several hot-spots were identified and served as a starting point for the development 
of the local action climate adaptation plans. During the Climathon Climate Action 2 local action plans on climate adaptation 
activities were developed: 
 

1. Club of Eco-friendly Transport Friends - educational and bike-sharing centre at local gymnasium  
2. “Green instead of Grey” - planting trees with local citizens in the polluted urban areas.  

 
Both projects were initiated by school students and implemented with a support of local teachers and parents.  
 
Among important project outcomes we would mention here:  
 
New established partnerships with experts from:  
 

• City urban planning institute  

• National Academy of Sciences,  

• Ministry of Nature Protection,  

• Belarusian State University (Geography department),  

• Belarusian Meteorological Office; 
Cooperation in the climate-related projects with environmental NGOs:  

• Centre for Ecological Solutions  

• Interaczia foundation  
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• Youth for Sustainable Development Initiative  

• IPO EcoPartnership; 
 
Better engagement of youth, teachers and stakeholders from academia into Climate Change Education through developed 
products: 
 

• Climate Workshops Guidelines  

• Guidelines for applying Crowdmapping tool and Air quality devices on Geography lessons.  
 
 

5.1.2. France – Grand West 
 
Outputs: 

 

• Networking of teachers from agricultural high schools wishing to include climate issues in their teaching 

• Creation of an informal multi-stakeholder network on climate issues in agricultural education in Normandy 

• Support for participatory research by Resp'haies partners 

• Production of technical sheets on accompanying participatory research 

 

Outcomes: 

 

• Shared will to consolidate the Norman multi-stakeholder network beyond the duration of the TeRRIFICA project 

• Involvement of institutional actors in a participatory research approach 

• Integration of participatory research as a component of other ways of teaching 

• Taking into account of the climate issue by agricultural education and the possibility of taking concrete action 

• Increased visibility of the relevance of participatory research at university and institutional level as a method of 

complex problem solving with a multi-stakeholder dimension 

• Integration of the third-party monitor in the framework of the first call for participatory research projects by the 

French National Research Agency (Jul 2022) 

 

 

5.1.3. Germany - Oldenburger Muensterland 
 
Until now, we can identify the following outputs and outcomes from this pilot region work: 

 

• We developed and implemented a new format (the climate tours) to engage people in the crowdmapping and 

even further. 

• We established close relations to different local heritage communities and city administrations as well as the 

mayors of some of the cities in our pilot region. A related outcome to this is that there is a greater interest in 

deeper exchange and in further cooperation. 

• We were asked for interviews by the climate protection officer on city level and the climate adaptation officer 

on county level to contribute to the development of climate mitigation and adaptation strategies. 

• We gained better knowledge of locally specific problems concerning climate change effects and already 

existing adaptation measures. 

• We offered a platform and the space for people to exchange on the topic of climate change effects and to 

learn how they can become climate active. 

• New relations and cooperation between different stakeholder groups could be established that work together 

beyond the TeRRIFICA project time. 

• We established good relations with the agency for volunteering and the adult education centre, both of whom 

have already expressed their interest in further cooperating with us on events like the sustainability week in 
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September 2023 and a new course on education for sustainable development in 2023. 

• improved water management for trees in an alley that was re-designed. It is on the ground of a school that 

belongs to the county of Cloppenburg. One of our active stakeholders in the regions was able to consult the 

planners and to bring in suggestions how to improve the water management in order to keep the rain water in 

the area for the newly planted trees. The old trees had to be taken down since they already showed severe 

damage due to lack of water and pests. 

• commitment of climate protection officers to participate in new project proposals. 

• invitations for new cooperation, e.g., a local sustainability action day in 2023. 

• greater understanding of the importance of holistic water management. 

 

Output of funding proposals directly related to climate change mitigation and adaptation: 

 

• We were asked by a local climate protection officer to co-develop a project proposal for a “citizen climate 

park”. The project has started in March 2022 and since one of our team members is directly involved in the 

project, we closely cooperate. It is a good opportunity to spread our experiences and solution approaches, so 

that it can support new project work. 

• We developed a proposal together with the umbrella organisation of the local heritage communities and with 

letters of intent by several local youth parliament groups. The proposal “Klimaschutz moakt wi” (climate 

change mitigation – yes, we do) was intended to promote small, local and intergenerational projects on 

climate change mitigation. The proposal was not successful. 

• We successfully received funding for the “Cloppenburger Klima-Eck” by a state-funding program with which 

municipalities can support local activities to revitalise their city centres and local commerce which suffered 

from the Corona pandemic. 

• A funding proposal together with one neighbouring higher education institution on renewable energy is in 

progress. 

• We repeatedly contributed ideas and stakeholder contacts to funding proposals of the Centre of Sustainability 

Transformation in Areas of Intensive Agriculture (trafo:agrar) at the University of Vechta. 

• And we supported a local scouts education centre in developing a funding proposal on biodiversity, 

particularly on creating and monitoring an insect habitat. 

 

 
Figure 23 Hands-on action on May 21nd 2022: Re-design of a brownfield area into the “Cloppenburger Klima-Eck” (picture credits: 

Dirk Paetow, Katrin Hedemann, Beata Punte, and Hannah Hoff) 
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5.1.4. Poland - Poznań Agglomeration 
 
According to the project goals, we cocreated the Climate Action Plan for the east part of the AMU Morasko Campus with local 

stakeholders. In this area, selected nature-based solutions and smart interventions will be introduced to bring the idea of the 

Climatic Garden to life. All of the projected garden characteristics and functions were worked out together with relevant 

stakeholders – students, academics, university authorities, and administration. We are pleased that the concepts included in 

the Climate Action Plan will be able to be implemented thanks to the provision of financing outside the TeRRIFICA budget. 

Hence the developed Plan is not the end of our activities but opens the way to introduce climate-friendly changes in the space 

of our hot spot. 

 

The significant achievement of our team, unexpected at the beginning of the project, is the jointly elaborated Climate Change 

Adaptation Plan for Poznań Metropolis. Thanks to strengthening cooperation with the Poznań Metropolis Association and 

joining forces, it was possible to shape a regional climate policy providing a framework for further activities in the region's 

adaptation to climate change. This result is all the more important as the developed document is cocreated with multiple 

stakeholders and draws from civic knowledge to diagnose the current state of climate change and to program solutions. 

Linking the TeRRIFICA project's activities with the Plan's preparation brought multilateral benefits. If properly implemented, 

it will have a significant ecological effect resulting from a better adaptation of the region to the impacts of climate change. 

 

Thanks to exchanges with stakeholders and a crowd-mapping campaign, we could deepen our knowledge of the problems 

related to climate change that are important for society in Poznań Agglomeration. The crowdmapping database itself is an 

essential effect of the project and a reference point for subsequent climate actions in our region. What is more, we have 

acquired new skills in the field of using social media to promote the implemented activities. They will undoubtedly be helpful 

in the future when implementing new ideas. 

 

Undoubtedly, a significant effect of the project is establishing cooperation with stakeholders representing various sectors like 

science and education, civil society (NGOs, CSOs), local and regional governments, and businesses. We identified and worked 

with many partners from Poznań Agglomeration ready to cooperate in pro-environmental activities, including climate actions. 

The relations between our team and stakeholders representing different sectors are now more profound and closer than 

before the project started. The assembled social capital has excellent potential for undertaking new climate actions and 

projects.  

 

Until now, we delivered one scientific article and one popular science publication. In those papers, we present results from 

TeRRIFICA crowdmapping action in Poznań Agglomeration and outcomes from identifying needs, drivers, and barriers of the 

co-creation process in climate actions. We are still working on the subsequent open-accessed papers describing the final 

results of TeRRIFICA. Our activity in this area aims at disseminating broadly scientific outcomes and research findings from 

the project in reputable scientific journals. 

 

The #MapujKlimat tool and crowd mapped data are critical for the TeRRIFICA and significant in other climate actions like the 

"We're Acting for Climate!" project (WAC)21. Representatives of the WAC cooperate with the AMU team in TeRRIFICA by using 

and promoting the crowd-mapping tool #MapujKlimat in the group of pupils and their families in the Poznań Agglomeration. 

Cooperation enforces young people's contribution to local climate policy defined by the climate change adaptation plan 

developed for the Poznań Metropolis (2022). Youth project groups (WAC) will use the freely available data from crowd-

mapping (TeRRIFICA) to prepare local climate mapping reports and provide them to the youth councils of housing estates and 

villages as one of the inputs for future updating and monitoring of the Climate Change Adaptation Plan for Poznań Metropolis. 

This material may be a starting point for formulating arguments during eco-debates. It will help create projects for the Civic 

 
21 The consortium partners in the project “We’re Acting for Climate”: CREO Association (Leader - Poland), Poznań Metropolis Association 
(Poland), Norsensus Mediaforum (Norway), Društvo Ekologi brez meja - Ecologists Without Borders Association (Slovenia). As part of the 
project partners and stakeholders are developing a network of School Young Citizen Clubs, in which children and young people organize 
school civic budgets, debates, and volunteer campaigns, and thus learn to be active young citizens and social activists who are mindful of 
their surroundings. 
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Eco-Budget to implement measures supporting adaptation to climate change in schools or their immediate surroundings. 

Data collections and tools developed within the TeRRIFICA action turned out to be stimulants for initiating subsequent 

projects (follow-up projects). 

 

 

5.1.5. Serbia – Belgrade 
 

Outcomes of the Belgrade pilot activities are mainly oriented toward citizen science from several perspectives. The campaign 

“Cool down the city!” was a valuable format for engaging citizens. It served as a great opportunity not just to engage citizens 

in the crow-mapping campaign but also to promote citizen science and citizen participation as a direction in which modern 

science should continue. TeRRIFICA project was a great example of citizen science, and now is greatly recognized and valued 

as one of the best examples of citizen science projects in our region. Using TeRRIFICA, CPN positioned itself as a seed for 

citizen science and will work more in that direction in the future.  

During the campaign, we created a 

specific tool (mobile weather 

station) not just for engagement 

and dissemination purposes but 

more importantly interaction with 

citizens 1:1. We present the 

opportunity to talk about climate 

change, what TeRRIFICA project is 

about, what the crowd-mapping 

tool is, how to use it and how to 

map. This was important to citizens 

because they would know that real 

people are behind the map and the 

project, that we do read and 

analyse the data, that we do use it, 

and that we are communicating 

their data with local municipalities, 

ministries, and other relevant 

stakeholders so we can all together 

create a mutual vision on how to 

proceed from there in the format of 

creating local action plans. 

 

The city of Belgrade has a large and complex management structure, the city also has the largest academic centre in Serbia 

and the region, in addition, many civil movements and initiatives are located and operate in Belgrade, and finally, it is the 

headquarters for many large companies and industries. The Centre for the Promotion of Science is recognized as a permanent 

mediator in the city of Belgrade. The interested parties expressed the need to have one hub for co-creation, primarily for the 

topic of climate change, but also for other things related to the city of Belgrade. Participants and stakeholders recognized the 

value of an institution in which they have confidence. They could also imagine the Centre as a permanent living laboratory 

for the creation of innovative ideas for the city that are not only related to climate change. 

 

TeRRIFICA project helped CPN also position itself as a climate hub across South-East Europe. We made connections with 

diverse stakeholders and got engaged in several new networks, such as UrbanByNature South Eastern Europe hub and the 

European network of Living labs. 

 

Many segments of the TeRRIFICA project served as a basis for the follow-up activities, projects or proposals. The TeRRIFICA 

methodology, collected data, and an established community were involved in the preparation of about 20 project proposals 

Figure 24 Photo credits (Marko Risović) 
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and initiatives. They are currently mostly in the development or in the evaluation phase when submitted, however, a couple 

of them were already approved for funding by the EC. In this context, it is relevant to emphasize the Horizon Europe projects 

Climateurope2 and LEVERS which will start later this year or in 2023. CPN’s roles and responsibilities were mainly defined by 

its TeRRIFICA methods, practices, or results. 

 

The most valuable outcomes of the Belgrade pilot activities are new people we reached as well as new opportunities. During 

the work of the co-creation group and consultative workshops, we obtained excellent collaboration with the City of Belgrade 

and the Secretary for environmental protection. The integrated approach where we gathered more than 50 different 

stakeholders helped a lot in reaching all target groups. The series of consultative workshops acted as leverage and a filter for 

the action plans based on the crowd-mapping data. The development of action plans and future activities followed a 

systematic approach to reviewing the results of mapping. It was a very awakening that the citizens' proposals actually 

corresponded to the experts' proposals, and we incorporated them into action plans. 

 

In the phase of developing action plans, the actors agreed that the methodology of co-creation can also be used in the 

development of the plan to solve other problems of the local community. Mainly, various problems are recognized in 

connection with the improvement of attitude in the microenvironment. Again, many emphasized the role of the CPN as a 

mediator of the whole process. As an institution whose name reflected the participation of scientists in the entire process, it 

was motivating for others and strengthened confidence, especially among citizens. 

 

SEE regional aspects have to be mentioned also. The outcome of the TeRRIFICA is a new network of institutions connected to 

climate change or climate education. New partners were eager to implement the new methodologies or findings based on 

the crowd-mapping data having in mind the similarities in climate conditions in the SEE region. 

 

Based on those observations we added a new value to the crowd-mapping data. Modifications of the Climate Change 

Adaptation Plan for the City of Belgrade are currently developing together with the partners from the Secretary for 

environmental protection and will be officially voted on by the end of the TeRRIFICA project. Equally important is unofficial  

information that two urban Belgrade municipalities, Vračar and Starigrad, are using crowd-mapping data for planning their 

future climate actions. 

 

 
Figure 25 Photo credits (Marko Risović) 

In this sense, we can say that open data, citizen science, and co-creation can be seen as valuable methodologies in dealing 

with climate challenges. New values are reflected through the strengthening of built partnerships and the acquisition of new 
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partners for the project and further work on action plans, each with a new evaluation of citizen science with much more 

respect. 

 
 

5.1.6. Spain - Barcelona Metropolitan Area, Catalonia 
 

To date we have been able to identify the following output from the pilot region of the metropolitan area of Barcelona: 

 

• Related to climate awareness 

o We produced a report to help identify the state of climate change adaptation and mitigation in the 

metropolitan area of Barcelona 

o We carried out Knowledge Sharing Seminars, Project Presentation Sessions, Dynamization Activities 

and Training Activities This has allowed us to reach nearly 500 people with our message of awareness 

about climate change and the need to act. 

• Related to crowdmapping activities 

o We have adapted the presentations of the crowdmapping tool with a basic training, which has 

allowed us to involve the participants of the sessions in the marking of points. That is why we are 

increasing the results of crowdmapping in our pilot region with each presentation we carry out. 

• Related to co-creation 

o We have carried out more than a dozen activities to introduce co-creation methodologies, which is 

changing the way of collaborating among stakeholders in this pilot region, promoting citizen 

participation in the planning of climate actions. 

 

 

In addition, we have observed the following outcomes: 

 

• Related to climate awareness 

o Thanks to the activities of the project in the pilot region, we have been able to connect actors and 

establish new cooperation relationships between different stakeholders. These links are emerging as 

lasting and with an impact beyond the project itself. 

• Related to crowdmapping activities 

o Throughout our presentations of the crowdmapping tool, we have understood that, even with the 

efforts used to make it simple, it needs an accompaniment for its knowledge and initial use. 

Therefore, a small initial training was incorporated in all the presentations of the crowdmapping tool. 

o The crowdmapping tool is offering us a better understanding of the problems of climate change in 

the pilot region.  

o The crowdmapping tool has also proved useful for climate activists, as it offers a space for the 

exchange of information and knowledge. On the one hand, it empowers citizens in climate activism. 

On the other hand, it provides information to the administrations to generate public policies with 

citizens. 

• Related to co-creation 

o We have seen the usefulness to disseminating and putting into practice basic concepts of co-creation 

in the dissemination sessions we have carried out. Initially planned as sessions where we wanted to 

obtain information on climate action from our participants, it has also served to develop more 

enjoyable sessions and with an active participation of the audience. This has led to a more fruitful 

citizen involvement and generated greater climate awareness. 

https://terrifica.eu/wp-content/uploads/2019/09/TeRRIFICA_BARCELONA_state_of_art_OnlinePublication.pdf
http://cambioclimatico.terrifica.eu/results.php
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o In the co-creation dynamics, closer to a participatory game and away from master lectures. they 

allow to put all participants to put on the same level, and disinhibits and empowers especially citizens 

and CSOs. This makes it possible to reduce the barriers identified in the pilot of the region (imbalance 

between public and private actors, need to reach out to citizens in a more generally and broadly). 

 

 

5.2. Roadmaps and KPIs 
 

5.2.1. The TeRRIFICA Roadmap 
 

A roadmap is a strategic plan that defines a goal or desired outcome and includes the major steps or milestones needed to 
reach it. It also serves as a communication tool, a high-level document that helps articulate strategic thinking—the why—
behind both the goal and the plan for getting there. 
 
Climate and climate change are a perfect use case for the territorial aspects of RRI. Talking about climate change is talking 
about a common problem in different places or: climate change and its effects is connecting areas, making them a territory. 
While the issue of climate protection has meanwhile reached the general public and many options for action are known from 
the individual to the political level, most citizens do not actively deal with “Climate Action”, including how to prevent 
(mitigation) or soften climate change effects (climate change adaptation) until they are personally affected by the 
consequences of climate change. 
 
TeRRIFICA aims at putting competence for climate change adaptation on a broader basis, starting in pilot regions and cities. 
Its goals are 
 

• to develop action plans on how climate change adaptation measures can be implemented with the involvement of 

diverse actors, 

• to transfer these measures to other regions and  

• to broaden the experience with various cooperation formats, which are suitable to awaken the interest in climate 

change adaptation in the different target groups. 

 
In TeRRIFICA six pilot regions have been established as “living labs” to explore public-private-research partnerships that aim 
towards shared open innovation among stakeholders who work on climate action and/ or adaptation in the same 
geographical area. The project used “living lab” methodologies in order to integrate an active participation of different 
stakeholders. This led to the inclusion of recommendations, procedures, tools and methodologies that are appropriate to the 
different roles and objectives of these parties. Stakeholders participated in the co-design of Adaptation Plans, in the 
identification of regional needs and priorities and in the revision of results. TeRRIFICA partners facilitated a cocreation process 
in order to foster sustainability of best practices. Experiences have been bundled in a guideline that can further be 
implemented by a variety of actors at short notice and that are transferable to other European cities, regions and 
municipalities in its cooperation formats. Any possible research questions that emerged through TeRRIFICA’s activities have 
been derived by the community partners. By this the project respects local characteristics inherent to the communities.  
 
The aim of the project therefore was to mobilise and bundle the knowledge and engagement in the cities and regions to 
 

• provide support and social robust information on climate change prevention and adaptation opportunities in the 

regions (online with virtual and citizen science elements) in an attractive stakeholder group tailored manner 

(Assessment of Institutional Framework Conditions and Regional Level and relevant Co-creation Factors; Crowd 

Mapping of Hot Spots of Climate Action and Climate Change Adaptation and Setting up roadmaps and key 

performance indicators for the Implementation of Climate Change Adaptation; Dissemination seminars, social 

networks etc.) 
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• develop options for action by multiple actors through reflective workshops and scenario building to reach common 

goals of resilient cities and regions from different angles, 

• set up feedback loops towards (science) policy, including the European Commission itself, by means of Policy Briefs 

or citizen-driven formats of decision-making voting on regional climate mitigation strategies. 

 
The project’s roadmap is described in detail in the project’s Description of Action (DoA). 
 
In brief, TeRRIFICA was running in 3 phases: 
 
Phase 1: Knowledge Base. This phase was designed to provide the information base in such an attractive way using visualised 
climate data, that the participants were encouraged to learn and participate. At the same time, different circles of 
stakeholders were addressed and won for the topic by varying participation offers. Here communication structures have been 
established, and local or regional climate specifications were identified. Different approaches based on different gender were 
considered. This phase provided time and space for reflexion and discussion about RRI. The basis for TeRRIFICA activities was 
set during this stage and the crowd-mapping tool was designed. Activities included  
 

• Three central one-day events – one in Bonn, one in Belgrade, one in Paris –organised for the consortium members 

and three to five selected stakeholders from each region to prepare guidelines for the activities related to the 

pilots. 

• The Analyses of Co-creation Processes in Different Spaces and Contexts of Climate Action and Climate Change 

Adaptation, which included the Identification of Relevant Co-creation Factors and the Development of 

Methodological Case Study Guidelines. 

• The Compilation, Synthesis and Analysis of Case Studies  

• The setup of a Communication Framework, targeting Awareness, Education and Training and Network Extension 

• The creation of a Data Basis Tool for Visualisation – TeRRIFICA’s crowd mapping tool  

• Setting up evaluation strategies 

 
Phase 2: Engagement and Capacity Building. This phase was about using one’s own knowledge to penetrate topics of climate 
change adaptation in their context of impact. This was only possible by exchanging the knowledge of actors from civil society, 
science and local government – transdisciplinary formats to explore local interdependencies were tested here that can be 
anchored beyond the project in other municipalities – again, using different sources of inspiration for online information, as 
well as for the design of future visions for a climate-friendly city. During this phase customised training and field trips were 
offered and the crowd-mapping tool started to receive contributions from the citizens across Europe and beyond. Activities 
included 
 

• Setting up co-creation hubs as “Living labs” in six pilot regions/  

• Mapping of Stakeholders, Needs, Drivers and Barriers through Stakeholders Mapping and Consultation Workshops 

• Further Development of Processes and Instruments of Climate Action and Climate Change Adaptation at Local and 

Regional Level 

• Further Development of Methodologies for Analysis, Assessment and Actions through Scenario Development 

Approaches in Living Labs 

• Crowd-mapping of Hot Spots of Climate Action and Climate Change Adaptation in pilot Cities and Regions 

• Summer Schools with students and non-students in each pilot city or region 

• Two online conferences 

• Customised Capacity Building, teaching and Field Trips, e.g. through a continuously offered helpdesk, alignment 

calls, Guidelines for school Geography lessons, based on application of crowd-mapping tool and air quality 

monitoring devices or a social methodology lab to support the development of decision-making competencies 

through fostering key competencies for Sustainable Development, based on identified needs. 
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Phase 3: Action. This phase was to build the future visions of a climatic landscape in 2030. It was about exploiting the 
possibilities of action suggested by various actors in the pilot cities and regions and beyond. These future visions integrated 
RRI into Climate Actions where science and society actively collaborate, and new forms of innovations were co-created in an 
open, transferable environment. Those future visions delivered methodologies and scenarios to inspire other regions. 
Activities included 
 

• Invitation of participants who contributed to the crowd-mapping and identification of hot spots to further activities 

• Setting up regional Roadmaps and Key Performance Indicators (KPIs) for the implementation of Climate Change 

Adaptation Activities, based on analysed data from crowd-mapping activities 

• Risk management and feedback management 

• Communication, dissemination and networking 

• Edition of two policy briefs 

• An international Summer School  

• Organisation of six National/ Regional Dissemination Seminars to propose and discuss jointly with policy makers 

how the project results can be included in the policy making at regional/ national level in each of the six countries 

and beyond. 

• Organisation of a One-day European Symposium at the end of the project in Belgrade and a half day policy-

oriented workshop in Brussels 

 
The pilot regions’ roadmaps, their outputs, outcomes and perspectives on practical and policy level are described in detail 
in Milestone MS9 Country reports on pilot activities. 
 

5.2.2. Key Performance Indicators (KPIs) and Sustainable Development Goals (SDGs) 
 

The call text (SwafS-14-2018-2019: Supporting the development of territorial Responsible Research and Innovation) 

highlighted: “Consortia are expected to contribute to one or more of the MoRRI indicators (for instance GE1, SLSE1, SLSE4, 

PE1, PE2, PE5, PE7, PE8, E1, OA6, GOV2), and to the Sustainable Development Goals (for instance goals 4, 5, 9, 11, 12, 13, 16 

or 17).” 

 

 

Sustainable Development Goals 
 
TeRRIFICA specifically addressed and strengthened these SDGs: 

• SDG 4 - inclusive and equitable quality education and promote lifelong learning opportunities for all: Consortium 

and Stakeholder-tailored Capacity Building on Co-creation and Media Training was provided - based on identified 

needs. These trainings supported the development of decision-making competencies through fostering key 

competencies for Sustainable Development. In addition, Summer Schools (national and international) built key 

components of the capacity-building activities of TeRRIFICA. 

• SDG 6 - Ensure availability and sustainable management of water and sanitation for all: TeRRIFICA’s basis to 

address this goal has been the crowd-mapping of climate change hot spots related to water aspects. 

• SDG 13 - Take urgent action to combat climate change and its impacts: By choosing the global issue of climate 

change and adaptation to climate change TeRRIFICA addressed a highly relevant aspect for the resilience of cities. 

• SDG 15 – Life on Land: Protect, restore and promote sustainable use of terrestrial ecosystems, ... and halt and 

reverse land degradation and halt biodiversity loss:  
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• SDG 17 - Strengthen the means of implementation and revitalize the global partnership for Sustainable 

Development: Target 17.16 and 17.17 have been at the core of all TeRRIFICA's activities 

 

Key Performance Indicators 
 

Starting point for the discussion about indicators for TeRRIFICA’s performance have been the so-called MORRI Indicators. 
MoRRI was a project tasked with implementing a monitoring system for responsible research and innovation (RRI) across its 
five dimensions (gender equality, science literacy and science education, public engagement, ethics, open access/open data), 
and governance. In addition to identifying indicators for the evolution of RRI, it identified social, democratic, economic and 
scientific benefits of RRI, and also conducted preliminary work to lay out routes towards implementing impact indicators. 
 

The Reflective Workshop 
 

TeRRIFICA’s second reflective workshop in July 2019 therefore probed for stakeholder perspectives on what ‘success’ looks 
like for this kind of initiative in as much detail as possible. Participants, besides consortium partners, have been stakeholders 
from each pilot region. The workshop was facilitated as a series of concurrent focus groups with partner representatives as 
moderators. The discussions were used as data to be analysed to identify potential indicators that are not already accounted 
for in the MORRI indicators or other existing metrics considered for use in the project22. This discussion was analysed 
systematically to identify additional variables and KPIs that could be defined based on this ‘bottom up’ perspective from 
stakeholders. In this way, the workshop was used to expand the KPI scope beyond the MORRI indicators. 
 
In addition, it was anticipated that the evaluation had to include indicators related to RRI process dimensions, climate change 
(adaptation and mitigation) attitudes and interests and related issues. Where feasible, the indicators drew upon existing 
metrics and survey questions (e.g., for attitude measurement)23, screened to ensure they align with good survey methodology 
(and pilot tested where possible). This process of indicator development prioritised relevance in terms of the connections 
between the indicators and the project (as well as the localities represented in the project), accuracy, that is, that the 
indicators shed light on the outcome that is being targeted and comply with established principles of good survey 
methodology (e.g. see Jensen & Laurie 2016; Tourangeau, et al. 2000) and standardisation (i.e. enabling comparability and 
therefore analyses that identify cross-cutting patterns rather than a series of individual local evaluations). This was important 
for ensuring that TeRRIFICA evaluation findings have wider relevance to contribute to knowledge beyond the project (while 
still addressing project-specific questions and needs). 
 
The workshop was structured as a series of concurrent focus groups and addressed open questions about indicators of 
success and how those indicators might be evident in each territory. It also provided some possible indicators and survey 
questions for feedback and discussion and included a discussion oriented towards informing the practical evaluation 
approach in TeRRIFICA. 
 
The proposed schedule (see appendix 3) was designed to first gather stakeholders’ perspectives in an open and inductive 
manner in Day 1 and the first part of Day 2, and then to get stakeholders’ feedback on a specific set of proposed indicators 
that the consortium has considered in advance. This allowed to gain a breadth of perspectives and ensure that the project’s 
vision was extended as needed based on stakeholders’ insights, while also gaining detailed feedback on specific indicators 
and even survey questions to facilitate the move into a detailed practical plan for indicators and the evaluation as a whole. 
 

Summary of KPI Workshop results 
 

The objective of the workshop was to identify key performance indicators for the project and to find possible ways to evaluate 
the effectiveness of participatory processes and RRI dimension with the help of the local stakeholders. The focus was laid on 

 
22 Other metrics to be identified through a thorough search online (including sifting through relevant EU projects) and in the peer-
reviewed literature based on the findings that emerge from the 2nd Reflective Workshop.  
23 Existing metrics and survey questions to be identified through a thorough search online (including sifting through relevant EU 
projects) and in the peer-reviewed literature based on the findings that emerge from the 2nd Reflective Workshop.  
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the process and the steps along the way. The participants discussed the MoRRI indicators in relation to TeRRIFICA and stated 
that they were quite ‘blurry’ and difficult to implement due to their general description. Nevertheless, the participants stated 
project performance and outcomes do not necessarily have to be addressed by numbers but instead in a more qualitative 
way. 
 
The outcomes of this workshop fed into Milestone 13 (Evaluation Plan), which comprised the detailed monitoring and 
evaluation plan for continuous reflection processes with feedback loops and levers for re-adjusting activities, including steps 
and timelines for delivery of different aspects of the evaluation. How ‘success’, ‘failure’ and evidence (indicators) of success 
or failure look like for each of the participating territories is listed in Appendix 3. 
 
Process and management KPIs identified have been: 
 

• KPI on Setting up  

- Creating a common project structure and methodology 

- Co-creation teams and developing a community of practice  

- Develop a shared understanding of RRI, co-creation and TBI promoted in this project  

- All Partners acquire the essential knowledge to accomplish the TeRRIFICA co-creation, and 

crowd mapping successfully 

• KPI on Engaging different publics with climate change adaptation through co-creation activities  

- Designing and developing associated activities some of which can be taken into 

implementation 

• KPI on Scheduling & implementation 

- - Developing, scheduling, agreeing content and format and delivering action plans 

• KPI on Consolidation  

- Consolidate the learning and findings  

- Organisational change evaluation 

- Reporting on RRI & climate change adaptation  

• KPI on Dissemination  

- Disseminating information and knowledge between Partners and society 

• KPI on Partner-run evaluation  

- Developing a reflective practice approach to evaluation  

- Delivering evaluation training and ongoing support to Partners 

• KPI on Project management  

- Ensure timely execution of all project relevant activities  

- Ensure smooth and effective communication between all Partners  

- Internal assessment of the work done during the course of the project 

• KPI on Ethical considerations and Ethical requirements 

- Developing culturally sensitive ethical guidelines  

- Ensure compliance with 'ethics requirements' 

 

Addressing targeted outcomes for TeRRIFICA 
 

The project evaluation focused on three main levels, detailed below. The specific focus and framing of metrics and survey 
questions planned for the evaluation have been shaped through the KPI Reflective Workshop: 
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Output measures:  
 

• Number of instances of key types of activity (e.g., crowd mapping; stakeholder workshops, etc)  

• Number and demographic characteristics of participants in key types of activity  

• Number of tweets, Facebook posts, etc. sent about the project by consortium members and by non-consortium 

members 

• Number of contacts made / conversations had with policy makers (trans-national, national, local levels) and any 

influence on policy (list of policies)  

  
Risk measures:  
 

• Are there project design or implementation risks known to you?  

• What is the probability of those risks actually turning into reality?  

• What would be the severity if the risks actually became real?  

• Are there concrete steps the project could be taking to mitigate the risk?  

• Who is taking ownership of dealing with the risk?  

 
Process measures:  
 

• RRI (e.g., awareness of and buy-in to anticipatory governance and shared responsibilities around climate change) - 

this will contribute to the institutional changes monitoring requested by the EC, particularly by providing a 

comparison with the EC monitoring questions for which answers will be collected by the project coordinator.  

• Inclusiveness of activities (e.g., able to actively participate upstream)?  

• Stakeholders feel that their perspectives are taken into account.  

 

MORRI and related Key Performance Indicators and how TeRRIFICA addressed them 
 

Details on outputs, outcomes, conclusions and perspectives can be found or will be documented in Milestones (Management 
and Evaluation reports, country reports on pilot activities, communication and dissemination reports) 
 

SLSE-1: Importance of societal aspects of science in science curricula for 15-18 year-old students: 
 

Selected success stories 
For an enhanced engagement of youth, teachers and stakeholders from academia into Climate Change Education Climate 
Workshops Guidelines and Guidelines for applying the Crowd-mapping tool and Air quality devices in Geography lessons have 
been developed (Belarus). As the Climate change topic is a new and challenging one both for school students and teachers 
the way to keep motivation, while exploring the causes, impacts and consequences of climate change, was to follow the 
principles of non-formal education: Voluntary, Groups as a source of learning, Active participation, Experiential learning and 
Value-based teaching. Equally important was to provide enough space for reflection, in order to bring together background 
and new acquired knowledge and exchange insights. In addition, university courses, field trips, seminars at adult education 
centres have been provided (Germany), or the Integration of participatory research as a component of other ways of teaching 
(France) 
 
 

SLSE-4: Citizen Science activities in RPOs: Contributions of citizens to crowd mapping and co-creation activities to 
be tracked and included in reporting. 
 

Selected success stories 
The way participants and organisers perceived the co-creation activities did not change considerably over time. However, 
one noteworthy positive development was progress in representativeness. This was due to an increased number of 
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participants without a higher education degree. Regarding attitudes towards co-creation events, we observed 
overwhelmingly positive feedback from respondents, particularly when it came to inclusion (94%), i.e., making sure all voices 
were heard and considered in the co-creation processes. 
 
 

PE-1: Models of public involvement in S&T decision making: The enclosed evaluation instrument assessing 
participatory process quality provided insights on the relative effectiveness of different public involvement 
approaches.  
PE-2: Policy-oriented engagement with science: The project was designed to contribute to policy-oriented 
outcomes. A dimension of the outputs measurement was the extent and impact of such policy engagement 
stemming from project activities and outputs.  
PE-5: Public engagement performance mechanisms at the level of research institutions: The project’s evaluation 
instrument assessed participatory process quality and indicated the effectiveness/performance of public 
engagement activities within the project 
 

Selected success stories 
Here the small-scale structures of rural regions had advantages as well as disadvantages. It was easier to get in contact with 
responsible persons from administration or even the mayor. But it also needed extra efforts and time to communicate with 
a higher number of individuals from all the municipalities and counties and keep a record on events, decisions, funding etc. 
in the different political bodies (Germany). In Poland the local authorities initiated work on a plan for adaptation to climate 
change for the Poznań Agglomeration. The local consortium partner’s contribution to this action enhanced the synergistical 
link of the project activities focused on strengthening co-creation in climate actions with the work on the climate adaptation 
plan for the region. In Belgrade excellent collaboration with the City of Belgrade and the Secretary for environmental 
protection has been established. 
 
 

OA-3: Social media outreach/take up of Open Access Literature and open research data: Project output 
measurement included metrics on adherence to open access and open research data principles. Moreover, the RRI 
evaluation instrument implemented showed the evolution in attitudes / practices pertaining to open access and 
open data 
 

Selected success stories 
Partners generally perceived all RRI practices covered in this survey as important. This is particularly true for the 
professional responsibility of communicating findings and involving people with diverse perspectives when developing R&I 
work (mode = strongly agree). The practices of communicating throughout the R&I process and ensuring an equal number 
of women and men in project teams, however, received the most negative and neutral answers (22%).  
Social media users/addressees’ numbers increased by over 13% over the project period. Events were organised in 
collaboration with SwafS 14 partner projects (SeeRRI, RRI2SCALE, TeRRItoria, SiSCODE, Super MORRI). Scientific publications 
have been created from TeRRIFICA although not foreseen in the DoA. 
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6. Conclusion and perspectives 
 
As a general conclusion, one can say that the most important lesson learn is that it is crucial take into account the local 

contexts and the nature of the stakeholders to avoid thinking co-creation as a process which only rely on methodologies and 

tools. When you think all problems are nails you always tend to use a hammer. Tools are often useful, but what is more 

important is to take the time to better know what is at stake for each stakeholder and how they could intend to engage with 

other types of stakeholders to co-create activities and project, knowing that climate change doesn’t spare anyone. 

 

This being said, instead of providing general considerations that could be applied for all case, we chose to present this 

conclusion as a compilation of conclusions and perspectives specific to each region. Knowing their specificities, it’s then easier 

to see what could be useful in a similar context or with similar types of stakeholders.  

 

 

6.1. Belarus-Minsk 
 
Association Education for Sustainable Development (AESD) worked mainly with school students and early career teachers; 
therefore, our conclusions refer for the most part to the collaboration with schools and teachers. A climate change topic is a 
new and challenging one both for school students and teachers. Therefore, our way to keep motivation, while exploring the 
causes, impacts and consequences of climate change, was to follow the principles of non-formal education: 
 

• Voluntary  

• Groups as a source of learning  

• Active participation  

• Experiential learning and  

• Value-based. 
 

This means to encourage students and teachers to explore topics together, in a participatory way, while formulating inquiries 
and looking for answers together by experts. The teachers should have enough courage to recognise that they are not the 
only source of knowledge for students and to assume the role of a facilitator or a guiding person, open for self-learning and 
self-reasoning.  
 
Equally important was to provide enough space for reflection, in order to bring together background and new acquired 
knowledge and exchange various perspectives and insights from experts.  
 
In terms of collaboration with stakeholders we would like to admit that the involvement of the young generation in the 
exchanges and discussions with experts, was beneficial for both sides. At our co-creation activities, like Discussion Climate 
Club or Climate CreaThon we always provided a floor to youth to share their questions, project ideas or solutions to local 
climate issues. Thus, we empowered the youngsters to feel more comfortable with a topic of climate change and made 
stakeholders feel sympathy and willingness to work with us for the better climate future in our region.  
 
Our next recommendation refers to the situations of the political crisis in the country, like it happened in Belarus, when the 
most of influential NGOs were excluded from the collaboration circles and decision-making procedures. Being deprived of 
the status of a registered organisation, we continued to work, as volunteers, with teachers, school students and their parents 
on climate awareness at educational level and promoting small- scale local climate adaptation projects with local partners. 
Unfortunately, we cannot show our students that their ideas and recommendations can be accepted at the decision-making 
level, but at least, teaching them how to participate in the crowdmapping tools, like the one, developed by TeRRIFICA team, 
we can demonstrate them that there are many people who have opinions and want to be heard, and these voices are very 
important for keeping grassroot initiatives alive.  
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6.2. France – Grand West 
 
Norman Network 

 

The TeRRIFICA project has created an innovative dynamic in Normandy, but this dynamic remains fragile. It is important that 

the TeRRIFICA project allows for the identification of the conditions for the perpetuation and formalisation of the 

"Agroecology, agricultural education, participatory research and climate change" network. The objectives envisaged for this 

new network are to: 

 

• To make climate change mitigation actions on the territory more effective through the co-production and 

mobilisation of relevant knowledge that participatory research practices allow between researchers, teachers 

and other relevant actors on the territory 

• Support initiatives to strengthen the place of climate issues and the interest of agroecology in agricultural 

education 

• The Normandy network could achieve its two objectives by moving forward in four areas of work: 

 

o Reconciling agriculture and climate 

The state of climate change leaves no doubt that action is needed at all levels. One area that is 

particularly affected by certain practices that promote global warming but also by the negative 

effects of climate change is agriculture. It is therefore an area that needs to be thoroughly 

rethought in order to integrate the current challenges. This is why it seems imperative to 

significantly reinforce the place of climate issues and the interest of agro-ecology in agricultural 

education, the latter being one of the promising avenues to enable our agricultures to rapidly 

adapt to the constraints that weigh on them. 

o Supporting a collective approach 

As we now know, the systemic nature of climate change requires collective and concerted action 

to ensure the efficiency of our actions based on limited means. This is why it seems relevant to 

maintain and consolidate the collective dynamic that has been established in the Normandy region 

through the European project TeRRIFICA. The networking provided by the TeRRIFICA project has 

shown the interest of teachers in working together to integrate climate issues into agricultural 

education, both from the point of view of individual practices and the sharing of tools, questions, 

doubts and solutions. 

o Co-producing knowledge to facilitate reconciliation between agriculture and climate 

The complexity of the phenomena with which climate change confronts us requires us to work on 

the production of new knowledge, on the one hand to understand these phenomena and, on the 

other hand, to devise solutions to the problems they cause. Participatory research between 

researchers and organised civil society actors, understood here as 'knowledge co-production' 

practices (Callon, 1998), has shown its relevance in producing scientifically rigorous knowledge 

that is useful for transformations. Today, in France, public actors such as ADEME (CO3. Co-

Construction of Knowledge) and the Regional Council of Brittany (Call for Research and Society 

projects) support such participatory research funding schemes. 

o Making Normandy a pilot region 

The consolidation and formalisation of this Norman network based on the fourth pillars 

(agroecology, agricultural education, participatory research, climate change) could constitute an 

approach that could be reproduced in other territories. Following the example of Science shops, 

which are fully integrated into their territory by allowing academic capacities and social demands 

to meet, such a network could form the basis of a collective dynamic that takes into account the 

constraints, opportunities and challenges that characterise the territory in which it is deployed. 
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Dissemination of the third-party monitoring system for participatory research 

Finally, in order to stimulate and facilitate the development of participatory research projects, it will be useful to 

communicate good practices enabling groups to ask themselves the right questions early enough to ensure co-construction 

of the project throughout its implementation. 

 

 

6.3. Germany - Oldenburger Muensterland 
 

Practical: 

 

• The topic needs direct contact and interaction with people in order to successfully make it tangible for them. 

This is necessary to actually raise awareness and to initiate reflection processes among the citizens. 

• Overall, the level of awareness and knowledge in the general public, especially on climate adaptation, is still 

quite low. 

• Cooperation with locally established groups is important in order to have local multipliers and the necessary 

leap of faith for our more or less unconventional methods and processes.  

• The open process of co-creation still seems difficult for many people. 

 

Political: 

 

• There is still a communication gap between decision makers and administration and citizens. E.g., there is a 

need of improved communication on what is already done in regards to climate action. And there is a need for 

better communication on why certain measures are or will be established. A lack of knowledge/awareness 

among citizens can lead to misunderstanding and frustration. 

• Strategies should be developed in a way that they are really applicable. 

• It is important to not only focus on long-term transformation/results but also include short-term measures. 

For long-term transformation processes it is harder to get commitment from the society. 

• The small-scale structures of rural regions have advantages as well as disadvantages. It is easier to get in 

contact with responsible persons from administration or even the mayor. But it also needs extra efforts and 

time to communicate with a higher number of individuals from all the municipalities and counties and keep a 

record on events, decisions, funding etc. in the different political bodies.  

 

 

6.4. Poland - Poznań Agglomeration 
 
Practical: 

 

• Raise public awareness of climate change and its short- and long-term consequences! 

• Use multiple formats and methods of participation and co-creation with stakeholders, including crowd-mapping 

tools!  

• Recognize and map the needs, barriers, and drivers for strengthening the co-creation process! 

• Limit identified barriers (e.g., bureaucracy; lack of proper education on climate change adaptation and mitigation; 

unreliable public consultations; insufficient use of local experts, NGOs knowledge, and experiences) to co-creation 

and the possibility of their occurrence! 

• Amplify the identified co-creation drivers (e.g., high quality of education and awareness of the society; accessibility 

of scientific knowledge and data about climate change adaptation and mitigation; accessibility and dissemination 

of best practices that work and their visible effects) and create the conditions for their development! 
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Political: 

 

• Show the benefits for citizens and local and regional management of actions for adaptation and mitigation of 

climate change! 

• Increase knowledge of citizens and local and regional administration of fundraising opportunities to undertake 

activities adaptation and mitigation of climate change! 

• Engage with various stakeholders, including policy and decision-makers, towards effective use citizen science! 

• Create conditions for multi-level governance in the field of actions to adaptation and mitigation to climate change! 

• Act for the distraction of competences and resources in the field of action for adaptation and mitigation to climate 

change! 

 

Perspectives: 

 

• In October 2022, we will organize on our Faculty an exhibition of the blueprints of spatial development proposed 

by students as solutions for better adaptation of the east part of AMU Morasko Campus to climate change. This 

event will be linked with TeRRIFICA workshops for high school pupils and teachers. Within the event we will 

present a final climate action plan – the Climatic Garden. 

• In 2022/2023, we will be implementing the solutions within the concept of Climatic Garden, thanks to the funding 

secured by AMU authorities. 

• At the end of 2022, we will organize a national dissemination event to present the project's final findings. The 

event will be open for all and organized as an online or hybrid seminar. 

• In the turn of 2022/2023, we plan to submit three open-accessed scientific papers for publication in reputable 

journals to disseminate the newest research findings of TeRRIFICA. 

• After the project ends, we plan to use the project findings and outputs, e.g., crowd-mapping data, in our 

educational (didactic) and scientific work. We will also support follow-up initiatives like the project "We're Acting 

for Climate!" and maintain the cooperation established with stakeholders, especially with the Poznań Metropolis 

Association. 

 

 

6.5. Serbia – Belgrade 
 

The conclusion and recommendations based on the Belgrade pilot region activities are in a way anticipated but with some 

specificities that are locally or SEE region specific. 

 

Climate actions are very challenging to work with. The average people believe that our region is not badly affected by climate 

change. In that way, it is difficult to motivate people to participate in an activity where they cannot see the result instantly. 

Also, they are not convinced or aware of their contribution to climate change and hence see no interest in acting. 

From our experience, the best way to reach the citizens to raise awareness is via direct contact. A similar approach is 

necessary when engaging citizens in citizen science projects. There should be a general tendency in reaching out to the 

younger generation and educating them at a very young age about the anthropogenic effect on climate as well as their role 

and contribution in preparing the solutions.  

 

Citizen participation is also very important, based on the TeRRIFICA project experience. The citizens are crucial in setting the 

research agenda but also as active participants in problem-solving. The overlap between citizens and expert solutions in 

dealing with climate challenges in Belgrade is very encouraging for future work and the citizen's involvement. It has to be 

noted that while engaging with citizens we have to keep in mind and respect economic differences and the availability of 

crowd-mapping tools. The fact that not everyone is digitally literate or has enough digital tools is very important while creating 

a balance of equality. 

 

Basic literacy about climate change should be increased in order to involve citizens in this type of mapping, and for future 
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projects, it would be extremely important for citizen science projects to be accompanied by real actions in order to involve 

citizens immediately and in concrete solutions, which additionally encourages and empowers.  

 

Co-creation as a methodology is underrepresented in the Belgrade pilot region. Stakeholders develop a habit of using a non-

participatory methodology, usually. It was very challenging at the start, but during the activities, all stakeholders accepted 

and appreciated co-creation. We strongly recommend being patient, persistent, and set on the goal. 

 

The policy-makers and the decision-makers in the Belgrade pilot region are less involved in climate actions than necessary 

meaning that climate actions are not the priority in our region. In favour of this conclusion is the fact that Law on climate 

change was voted 2020. They are mainly focused on everyday political situations, while climate actions ask for long 

commitment and persistence. As a way of overcoming this obstacle, they could focus on some small-scale solutions and short-

term objectives with citizen participation. 

 

Regional summers school proved co-creation as a valuable methodology for working with complex topics such are climate 

actions. Similar cultural and climate backgrounds of participants in the regional summer school facilitated dialog and 

understanding of the common goals and obstacles. It is of extreme importance to continue the work in the SEE region and 

dissemination of the TeRRIFICA methodology and data as a best practice. 

 

Perspectives 

 

As a perspective, till the end of the project but also beyond TeRRIFICA we plan to widen and deeper the network of associate 

institutions and people and put tools developed during project time into further use. 

 

By the end of the project, we are obliged to organize a national dissemination seminar as a form of high policy event. The 

plan is to invite SEE regional policymakers and locally promote the final results of the project and advance its exploitation. 

The overall goal is to propose and discuss jointly with policymakers how the project results can be included in the policy-

making at SEE regional and national levels. To open discussions with the city of Belgrade to consider modalities for expanding 

the capacities of the Centre and to eventually organize discussions of all recognized interested parties on various topics 

related to the city of Belgrade at least 2 to 3 times a year. 

 

The fields of Open Science and Science Communication are undergoing fundamental changes as the democratization of 

science and the digital age increasingly blur the lines between science and society. For that reason, we are organizing 

OpenSciComm 2022 conference, to initiate the presentation of effective and reliable practices of science communication, to 

show their potential in different environments and tackle critical subjects and topics, and to facilitate the exchange of ideas 

and approaches among peers and practitioners. A significant part of the conference will be dedicated to presenting recent, 

novel, and inspirational practices, exchange of ideas and approaches, and networking between international peers through 

TeRRIFICA lenses. 

 

Work beyond the project duration is very promising but also very challenging. Via TeRRIFICA project CPN positioned itself as 

a climate hub across South-East Europe. This was specifically underlined as important during the Conflict resolution workshop 

by all present participants, stating that this platform should continue and that they see CPN as a place for intersectoral 

reflective encounters on the issues of climate change. Further perspective is to make new connections with diverse SEE region 

stakeholders and deeper engagement in several already established networks, such as UrbanByNature South Eastern Europe 

hub and the European network of Living labs. We mapped this network as the most suitable one for seeding co-creation 

methodologies, especially in the climate action context. 

 

The focus will be on the promotion of citizen science in the educational system in the SEE region as well. The Green diary 

proved as an incredibly useful tool promotion and inclusion of citizen science into the formal and non-formal education 

setting. The practice showed his value for the educational system, but the validation of collected data for the research 

community is still an ongoing process and needs to be implemented more carefully. 
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Practical use of the action plans and materialization of innovative solutions for climate challenges in Belgrade proposed by 

citizens are the long-term goals we are striving to achieve. The value of the co-creation group will be highlighted in that way. 

It will be in a way a good example of the involvement of all mapped stakeholders but also an appreciation of the citizen's 

inputs. 

 
 

6.6. Spain - Barcelona Metropolitan Area, Catalonia 
 

Practical: 

 

• The mapping of climate actors needs to be made simple and needs to be disseminated to all levels of society. 

Even today we still see how efforts are dissipated in initiatives that overlap due to lack of knowledge. 

• The usability of the crowdmapping platform needs to be improved. Especially efforts need to be invested in 

breaking the initial barrier of training and accompaniment necessary for the use of the tool. The 

crowdmapping platform is good, but it needs to be made easier to use. 

• More dissemination of the crowdmapping tool is needed among citizens (to generate more information 

points) and among institutions (to take advantage of the potential of the information generated with the 

involvement of citizens). 

• Co-creation processes still need facilitators since their main beneficiaries (citizens and CSOs) are not familiar 

with these methodologies. In addition, some participants have expressed concern about the results of their 

participation, with a high degree of scepticism. 

. 

Political: 

 

• Efforts must be made to avoid duplication of overlapping initiatives and processes, through a wider 

dissemination of the actions being carried out and close coordination between the institutions that coordinate 

or support them. 

• Work must continue the creation and networking of networks and actors for climate change. And the sharing 

of experiences with their successes and failures should be enhanced. 

• The crowdmapping tool must be appropriated at the political level, so that its potential to support public 

policies based on citizen participation can be harnessed. 

• Feedback from the administration to citizens must be generated, especially in climate planning processes 

based on citizen participation. The crowdmapping platform could have a future feature in this regard that 

would facilitate this. 

• The urgency and political prioritization of climate action requires political leadership that has so far proved 

insufficient. This, together with the still necessary public awareness, weakens short-term action and long-term 

planning. Even so, a slight change of mindset for climate action can be observed with concrete small-scale 

initiatives. 

• There are still few resources allocated to the fight against climate change, which makes it difficult to carry out 

concrete actions. A legal framework exists but the current energy emergency cannot be addressed with 

tangible and sustained actions. 

 

Perspectives: 

 

• It would be interesting to work with policy makers in the pilot region to see how the TeRRIFICA crowdmapping 

platform could contribute data and influence policy planning in the region. And also, how it could generate 
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feedback to citizen participation in these policies. Perhaps this work could be relevant as specific output of this 

pilot region and could produce relevant inputs for the final events of the project and beyond. 

• Based on the current work of drawing up the local action plans, we will analyse the conclusions, lessons 

learned, and recommendations provided by the contributions, not only of the local action plans, but also of 

the co-creation processes that have led to them. From this process we will expect to be able to draw further 

outcome from the project itself. 
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Appendix 1 - Summary of the crowdmapping results 
 

in a pilot region of Minsk (Belarus) 

 
The name of a partner facilitating work in the pilot region: 

Education for Sustainable Development Association (AESD) 

Description of the most important hot spots 
 

 
 

On the Minsk map we can see 4 areas, where the red points are grouped: 1) in the center of the city, where the main railway 
station is located, 2) to the south-east, where the city district Shabany with the most density of industrial plants is, 3) to the 
south-west, the city district Malinovka with a local thermal power plant and 4) to the west, the most populated city district 
Frunzenski.  
At the brainstorming and project-planning sessions of the local Living Lab, two hot spots were chosen for the context-based 
solutions: 1) city ditrict Shabany – the area around local Youth and Children’s Center, and 2) city district Frunzenski – the 
area around the Ecological gymnasium #19.  
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At the hot spot in Shabany district we can see the negative points of almost every topic in more or less even proportion: 
Wind (16), Air Temperature (16), Soil (11), Air Quality (13). Many users marked as important features of climate issues in 
this area: 

- lack of fresh air flow 
- presence of air pollutants (traffic, farming or industrial pollutants) 
- lack of trees and green areas 

The pollutants of the big industrial plants in this area (Minsk tractor plant, Minsk refrigerators plant, Plant of building 
materials etc.) are taken by wind directly to the blocks of flats in this area, because at the building stage the rose of wind as 
not taken into account. As a result, people are looking for local solutions, like more trees and green areas to get rid of dust 
and chemical pollutants.  
 

 
 
The second hot spot was identified in the Frunzenski district. The main climate issues marked here are connected to Air 
Quality (10) and Air temperature (12), followed by Water (5). Around the Ecological Gymnasium #19 we can see a lot of 
green points, some red points and the rest of the negative points are distributed in the district along the main streets. This 
distribution says a lot about users – they are mostly school students and teachers of the Ecological Gymnasium, who live in 
the district and experience the lack of green areas and pollution because of traffic jams. 
 

Coherency of challenges identified by users with the findings from regional and local climate policy documents 
Yes, the identified hot spots are coherent in general with the main ecological challenges of Minsk city. According to the 
ecological monitoring reports of Minsk city, the most polluted districts are Zavodsky (incl. microdistrict Shabany) and 
Frunzensky. The first one was always considered as an industrial area of the city, and in the last decades new neighbourhoods 
have been built here, but the need for green infrastructure and proper wind flows was not considered. The second area – 
Frunzensky district, as the most populated city district suffers from CO2 emissions, due to the frequent traffic jams in this 
part of the city.  
 

Leading solutions proposed by the crowdmapping tool users 
The solutions proposed by crowdmapping users referred mostly to the planting of trees and bushes along the affected areas, 
installation of small fountains with drinking water and shelters against the heat. 
“it might be possible to install more shelters from the summer sun and small fountains with clean water so that at least 
hands can be washed” 
“plant small green areas and install water features (a small fountain or something similar) to decrease the consequences of 
heat in the city” 
“install a cleaning water system” 
“install more shade shelters, water fountains” 
 

Do the solutions meet the challenges mentioned in the climate policy of a region? 
A climate change adaptation plan of Minsk city was not developed and approved so far. In 2018-2019 there were attempts 
of some NGOs with support of European partners and local stakeholders to develop a Green City Plan, but the city authorities 
did not give their permission for its implementation. Therefore, in the activities of Living Lab we were based on the following 
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documents: Strategic Environmental Assessment of city districts (Frunzenski and Zavodski). These documents developed by 
Minsk Urban Planning institutes, focus their attention on increasing the green infrastructure in the city neighborhoods and 
protection of green areas by decorative barriers and noise protection walls. The solutions with drinking water fountains or 
shade shelters in the public areas were not mentioned in these documents.  
 

Remarks regarding challenges and solutions identified by users of the crowdmapping tool and their relation to 
the state of climate change in a region. 
In general, the solutions proposed are in line with the existing climate challenges and correspond with the best practices of 
European cities in climate adaptation. However, the solutions like shelters and drinking water fountains require resources, 
which TeRRIFICA project cannot provide. Therefore, the Climate Hackathon initiated by a local Living Lab in April 2021, 
encouraged participants to look for other solutions for the local climate challenges. And these solutions, which included 
existing resources and facilities were found. 
 
For the Frunzenski district – a Club of Eco-transport friends, in order to decrease the number of vehicles in the 
neighbourhood; for Zavodsky district – series of planting trees actions “From Grey to Green”. 
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in a pilot region of the Brittany-Normandy-Pays de la Loire (France) 

 
The name of a partner facilitating work in the pilot region: 

Sciences Citoyennes (SC) 

Description of the most important hot spots 
Not really applicable, because the main hotspot has not been put on the map, as it was related to all categories but air quality. 
It’s an unused field near one on the agricultural high schools we are working with. The students were asked to elaborate a 
diagnosis on every aspect (soil, water, wind, temperature) and to try to provide action plans to solve the problems they 
identified. 
 

Coherency of challenges identified by users with the findings from regional and local climate policy documents 
Most of the points were located in Normandy, one of the wettest regions of France. It explains why most of the positive points 
are about water. 
 
There is a large proportion of the region which is near the Channel coast, hence the numerous points regarding wind. 
And as we worked mainly with agricultural high schools (despite this name, they include students and not only pupils), nearly 
all spots were located in rural and not urban areas. It probably explains why there is less points on Air quality. 
Therefore, the points are coherent with what was expected. 
 

Leading solutions proposed by the crowdmapping tool users 
The solutions were not provided through the crowdmapping tool but during workshops we had during our summer school in 
2021. 
 
They are quite technical as the idea was to be able to use again the field that had been abandoned for many years. But the 
main idea was to plant hedgerows, remove the rocks in the upper portion of the soil and to drain the field. The exchange went 
further and the students and teachers discussed the kind of hedgerows to plant (distribution of trees and bushes, tree and 
bushes species, where to plant them…) 
 

Do the solutions meet the challenges mentioned in the climate policy of a region? 
Yes. There are several critical climate change issues (temperature, water, wind and soil) that are intricated and can be solved 
with agroforestery (our leading theme for our pilot region). Several policies are linked to these issues and to the solutions we 
are working on: 
 

• Agriculture Ministry: Hedgerow planting program (2021-2022) within the National plan for the development of 
Agroforestry (2015-2020) 

• 149 proposals form Citizens Convention for Climate (2019-2020) 

• Law “Climate and Resilience” (2021) 

 
Remarks regarding challenges and solutions identified by users of the crowdmapping tool and their relation to 
the state of climate change in a region. 
Out work was a little bit biased and specific. We intended to focus on agroforestery as a panel of solutions to address climate 
change. What we wanted was to see which kind of agroforestery solution(s) could answer to which kind of climate change 
issue(s). 
 
To this end, we completed our crowdmapping activities with training sessions from researchers, technical advisors and 
teachers (biologists, agronomists, economists…). 
 
The crowdmapping was useful to the students and teachers we worked with as it allowed them to become aware that they 
must go beyond what they can see on a specific day. They had to make measures, to interview people that live near the 
hotspot to verify that the problem is real and does not depend on a very specific situation, unrelated to climate change. 
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in a pilot region of the Oldenburger Muensterland (Germany) 

 
The name of a partner facilitating work in the pilot region: 

Science Shop Vechta/Cloppenburg, University of Vechta (UoV) 

Description of the most important hot spots 
We cannot really identify particular hot spots on the map, especially since our spots cluster in places where we organised a 
climate tour and entered the participant’s observations to the map afterwards. But the topic of needing better and more 
holistic water management seems to be highly relevant throughout the whole pilot region. Especially, problems with a lack of 
water were marked. A decrease of the groundwater level can be observed, which has impact on farming, the health condition 
of city trees and forests, the water level of lakes, and sometimes also water pressure in pipelines in private households. This 
has been visible in several areas in our pilot region (e.g., city centre of Cloppenburg; several areas in Holdorf). In city centres, 
the grey infrastructure also plays an important role since the trees do not have enough space for their roots and for infiltration 
of rainwater and thus to guarantee sufficient water supply. In addition, the rain water from roofs and paved areas is normally 
lead away through pipelines, even though there are trees just next to it. 
 
Moreover, it was observed that small lakes and creeks dried out during the summers in the last years. This has a severe impact 
on the biodiversity and of course also on the surrounding green infrastructure. In some places local tourism might be affected, 
when lakes dry out. 
 
Nevertheless, there are also positive examples on adaptation measures: several municipalities financially support the 
installation of below-ground water tanks on private properties to store rainwater and to reduce the usage of freshwater in 
the gardens. There are also funding for green roofs and flowering meadows. On a larger scale, several companies installed 
bigger infiltration tanks under their parking lots and water retention basins in order to disburden the rain water drainage 
system in case of heavy rainfall events. 
 

Coherency of challenges identified by users with the findings from regional and local climate policy documents 
Yes: Water management is already discussed at different levels. There are projects in cooperation of the counties and the 
local water supply company. There is public funding for water tanks. Several cities and municipalities on the river Hase and its 
inflows formed a flood protection coalition. Some citizens’ initiatives engage around the topic of decreasing ground water 
levels and the amount of water produced from wells. Restrictions for the amount of sealed ground on private property 
formally exist, but are reported to be ineffective since the municipalities lack sufficient staff to control compliance. 
 
Nevertheless, on the level of enterprises/industry, counselling and funding in terms of resource management, renewable 
energy and energy efficiency exist, but the topic of water management seems to be excluded and is often overlooked. So far, 
there is little awareness for rainwater infiltration or use besides private gardens. 
 
The second-most topic was air temperature. So far, we are not aware of a particular policy document on heat risks and 
adaptation to heat. 
 
A cross-topic climate adaptation plan is currently in the developmental stage in one of the two counties in our pilot region. 
 

Leading solutions proposed by the crowdmapping tool users 
Installation of rain water tanks, changing the tube systems to direct rain water directly to the trees or keep it in the area 
(attenuation crates [“Rigolen”]). 
 
Nature Based Solutions are also proposed, mainly vertical greening, also green roofs. 
 
Also: changing regulations (e.g., make it mandatory to have specific installations for rain water at private houses; municipal 
statutes for tree preservation and “correct maintenance/cultivation”, also for usage of ground water). 
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Old drainage canals or pipes in agricultural areas and forests need to be reduced or made more flexible to store water when 
it is needed. 
 
There have been demands for the agricultural sector to irrigate more efficiently and not during daytime to reduce evaporation.  
And there have been demands for more publicly available data on the total of water production from wells in the region, 
including private ones. 
 
Also, “more photovoltaic plants” was a frequently named measure – even when the focus of the climate tours was on climate 
change adaptation. 
 

Do the solutions meet the challenges mentioned in the climate policy of a region? 
- climate protection concept of the city of Vechta (“Klimaschutzkonzept”): also, a section on climate adaptation 

measures (adaptation of green areas; changes at private houses (vertical greening, green roofs, rain water 
management) 

- climate protection concept of the city of Cloppenburg (“Integriertes Klimaschutzkonzept Cloppenburg”) contains 
one field of action on climate change adaptation. This suggests: planting more trees and protecting existing ones, 
supporting biodiversity in the public space, supporting climate friendly gardens and green roofs, and support for a 
more sustainable agriculture. 

- building codes on communes’ level (they exist but there is little to no control if people comply with them)  
- on county level: climate adaptation plan in development phase (water management will be an important topic but 

the process is still ongoing and we do not have any official documents so far) 
 

Remarks regarding challenges and solutions identified by users of the crowdmapping tool and their relation to 
the state of climate change in a region. 

- climate change adaptation is not as present as climate change mitigation measures (on different levels) 
- a coordinated process that also includes citizens is not present; e.g., development of the climate adaptation plan in 

the county of Vechta is done on an expert level, however, some people in the region are very intensively working on 
specific issues and trying to communicate their solution ideas on different levels (especially for the water 
management issue). Overall, communication and cooperation between city administrations and citizens is not 
optimal 

- It was a very tough process to collect data for the crowdmapping tool, since it seems that the overall awareness for 
climate change effects is still very low. There are only single persons who have great awareness and have gained 
great knowledge due to their personal interest in the topic. It seems that we needed the “guidance”/the structure of 
the climate tours to enable citizens to express their experiences and to facilitate the dialogue about possible climate 
adaptation measures 

- cooperation in-between climate protection officers could be improved in order to profit by different expertise and 
to create synergies in the work of the different communes. 

 
In the last three years, several communes in the pilot region also set up their own “climate ideas maps”, since this has already 
been planned as a participation tool. The focus in these maps was more on the idea level, instead of on experiences. Thus, 
these maps can be seen as an addition to our crowdmapping tool. Interestingly, the participation rates were much higher. 
One reason could be that it was directly communicated by the mayors and familiar faces of the hometown and it was 
(geographically) limited to their own commune. 
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in a pilot region of the Poznań Agglomeration (Poland) 

 
The name of a partner facilitating work in the pilot region: 

Adam Mickiewicz University, Poznań (AMU 

Description of the most important hot spots 
In the case of Poznań Agglomeration, the crowdmapping users identified numerous sites rated positively or negatively 
according to the climate change aspects and adaptation capacity. We selected two main hot spots for our living lab activities, 
including regional summer school, carried out with local stakeholders. The first one is Puszczykowo, located northerly to 
Poznań near the Wielkopolski National Park. 
 

 
 

The main problems indicated by the users are related to air quality: 
 

• lack of devices or installations limiting the emission of pollutants (dust barriers, devices on chimneys) – 9 entries, 

• limited access to modern, low-emission heating of surrounding buildings (heating network, gas heating, renewable 
energy sources) – 7 entries, 

• insufficient number of policies and infrastructures reducing car traffic (public transport, bicycle roads, pedestrian 
zones) – 4 entries, 

• presence of air pollutants (traffic, farming, or industrial pollutants) – 3 entries, 

• insufficient number of trees and green areas. 

•  
air temperature: 
 

• lack of trees and green areas – 2 entries, 

• insufficient number of devices or installations that give shade/cover (sun umbrellas, roofs), 

• lack of fresh air flow. 

•  
soil resources: 
 

• insufficient number of actions to expand permeable soil surfaces in cities (protecting from flooding or heat waves). 

 
The second area of interest is the eastern part of the Campus AMU Morasko located in the northern part of Poznań. 
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The main problems indicated by the users are related to air temperature: 
 

• lack of trees and green areas – 9 entries, 

• insufficient number of installations (e.g., fountain, water dispensers, swimming pool) – 9 entries, 

• insufficient number of devices or installations that give shade/cover (sun umbrellas, roofs) – 8 entries, 

• limited access to natural water areas (e.g., lakes, ponds, rivers, streams) – 2 entries, 

• lack of fresh air flow. 

 
air quality: 
 

• insufficient number of trees and green areas, 

• insufficient number of policies and infrastructures reducing car traffic (public transport, bicycle roads, pedestrian 
zones). 

 
Based on the outcomes from the TeRRIFICA Summer School in Poznań Agglomeration, crowdmapping data, AMU Green 
University Strategy (assumptions), and diagnosis from the Climate Change Adaptation Plan for Poznań Metropolis (draft), we 
decided to prepare a climate action plan for the east part of the AMU Morasko Campus in the surroundings of two AMU 
faculties – the Faculty of Human Geography and Planning, and the Faculty of Geographical and Geological Sciences - as a 
micro-action constituting an example of the implementation of activities recommended in the Climate Change Adaptation 
Plan for Poznań Metropolis. The main stakeholders are students, academics, AMU authorities, and residents of the Różany 
Potok housing estate. The crowdmapping tool users mainly identified a lack of thermal comfort during heatwaves linked to 
the parking lots and built-up areas. In their opinion, the main reasons for this negative situation are a lack of trees, insufficient 
devices or installations that give shade, and a lack of water installations lowering the air temperature. Together with AMU 
authorities, 25 students, and academic representatives, we worked out the concept of a climatic garden that will demonstrate 
several nature-based solutions for better adaptation to climate change. In the current version of the climate action plan, we 
included different elements of a climatic garden like a flower meadow, prairie bed, pocket forest, rainwater tank and rain 
garden, insect houses, recreation area with tennis tables, chillout area with sun loungers, educational shed with green roof 
and PV panels, lantern powered by the energy of the sun and wind, park benches, including a photovoltaic bench (see figure 
below). 
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Coherency of challenges identified by users with the findings from regional and local climate policy documents 
Yes. The challenges indicated by the users of the crowdmapping tool are in line with the findings from regional and local policy 
documents, including: 
 

• Climate Change Adaptation Plan for Poznań Metropolis (final draft), 

• The Urban Climate Adaptation Plan (UCAP) for the City of Poznan to 2030, 

• Strategy for Rainwater and Meltwater Management for the City of Poznań 
(final draft), 

• Low Carbon Economy Plan for Poznań Metropolis (dedicated to communes), 

• Environmental Protection Programs for the communes, counties, and Wielkopolskie Voivodeship. 

 
Leading solutions proposed by the crowdmapping tool users 
Air temperature 

• introducing greenery (inc. mobile solutions), especially trees (shading); 

• wooden houses; 

• including heat mitigation in urban planning; 

• more water installations like fountains and water mist systems in summer; 

• reducing car traffic. 

 
Water: 

• development of green areas (water-protective forests); 

• control of water management in enterprises; 

• quantitative monitoring of river waters; 

• development of floodplains; development of rainwater drainage (SUDs). 

 
Wind: 

• introducing greenery using wind-resistant tree species (inc. shelterbelts 
on agricultural land); 

• maintaining green areas (monitoring and removal of dead tree parts); 
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• maintaining buildings, especially facades and their elements in a proper technical state. 

 
Air quality: 

• replacement of old boilers and furnaces with new low-emission ones and subsiding; 

• control of fuel combustion in households; 

• more green areas; 

• use of renewable energy sources; 

• use of the heating network; 

• development of a low-emission economy and policy; 

• reduction of car traffic and development of bypasses. 

 
Soil: 

• increasing water retention by de-sealing impervious surfaces and developing green areas; 

• tighter control of waste disposal and sewage management (counteracting illegal wastewater discharge). 

 
Do the solutions meet the challenges mentioned in the climate policy of a region? 
See the part "Coherency of challenges identified by users with the findings from regional and local climate policy documents". 
 

Remarks regarding challenges and solutions identified by users of the crowdmapping tool and their relation to 
the state of climate change in a region. 
The significant achievement of project activities, unexpected at the beginning of the action, is the jointly elaborated Climate 
Change Adaptation Plan for Poznań Metropolis. Thanks to strengthening cooperation with the Poznań Metropolis Association 
and joining forces, it was possible to shape a regional climate policy providing a framework for further activities in the region's 
adaptation to climate change. This result is all the more critical as the developed document is cocreated with multiple 
stakeholders and draws from civic knowledge to diagnose the current state of climate change and to program solutions. Both 
the data from the crowdmapping tool database and information gathered from 180 stakeholders during workshops were 
essential sources for diagnosing the current state of climate change. Linking the TeRRIFICA project's activities with the Plan's 
preparation brought multilateral benefits. If properly implemented, it will have a significant ecological effect resulting from a 
better adaptation of the region to the impacts of climate change. 
 
Thanks to the workshops mentioned above, we observed different attitudes to climate change adaptation and mitigation. 
What is promising is that most participants were aware of the climate emergency and the need for action in this field. 
Unfortunately, not all the workshops carried out in each commune of Agglomeration gathered adequate attention from local 
society. It suggests that there is still a need for more intense climate change education and dissemination activities in this 
field. 
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in a pilot region of the Western Balkans (Belgrade) 
 
The name of a partner facilitating work in the pilot region: 
Center for the Promotion of Science (CPN), Belgrade, Serbia 

Description of the most important hot spots 
The best examples of the citizen marks on the Belgrade TeRRIFICA crowd-map are Trg Republike and locations marked as 
'Hell's Bus Stop.' Both of them are marked negative in the temperature category. We have chosen to present them for two 
reasons. 
 
First, they target similar climate issues and the negative impact of high temperatures, but there is a huge difference in 
innovative approaches to the proposed solutions. For the first example, Trg Republike majority of proposed solutions could 
be described as traditional compared to the very innovative solution proposed in the second example. 
 
Although both locations are in the urban area in Belgrade, they differ in their unique features, which is the second reason for 
choosing them. The Trg Republike location is a downtown location, described as a busy location with an extremely high flow 
of people. The location is a "waiting area" for people meeting both during the day and night. 
 
The location marked as 'Hell's Bus Stop' is a local neighbourhood area used only by people living in the area and their visitors. 
We have chosen to present 'Hell's Bus Stop,' representing a different kind of the urban point. Changing and innovating the 
peripheral locations is a good social example and incentive. 
 
Trg Republike is the city centre. Citizens marked it with 25 negative pins in the temperature category. The location is specific 
for the extreme lack of greenery and drinkable water. The citizens were very creative with the description of this location. The 
solutions proposed for this climate challenge are general ones, emphasizing more shades, trees, fountains, etc. 
 

 
 

We chose the location marked 'Hell's Bus Stop' as an example of the bus stops all over the city. Ae several locations on the 
map address bus stops, as a repetitive element throughout the city, we concluded that work on adapting 'Hell’s Bus Stop’  
could have a territorial impact. The citizens proposed innovative green rooftops and green walls to mitigate the effects of 
climate change. The proposed intervention is not directly on the spot but on the building nearby, which will allow long last 
impact on the named problem contributing to the green infrastructure plan. 
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Coherency of challenges identified by users with the findings from regional and local climate policy documents 
Extreme weather events frequently affected Belgrade in the past and caused serious and sometimes disastrous consequences. 
The existing local policy paper, the City of Belgrade- 2015 Climate Change Adaptation Action Plan with Vulnerability 
Assessment, pointed out heat waves in the summer as a major climate challenge that affects the entire administrative territory 
of Belgrade. The most severe effect is in densely populated urban structures – urban core, due to the shortage of vegetation 
combined with the proliferation of tarmac and concrete surfaces and reduced air ventilation. 
 
Belgrade registered the highest increase in air temperatures in the Republic of Serbia from 1949 to 2009. Modelling results 
indicate a further increase in air temperatures, in the mean annual and mean seasonal temperatures (with a relatively higher 
increase in autumn and winter), and in the number of hot days per year. 
 
The data provided by the citizens from the crowd-mapping tool is in concordance with both policy papers and predicted 
models. The citizens identified not just locations with climate challenges previously known from the literature but provided 
data for the new ones. 
 

Leading solutions proposed by the crowdmapping tool users 
The crowd-mapping tool, interactive map, enabled citizens to make their observations, explain or choose the offered reasons 
why a certain location provokes them, but also the opportunity to give their proposals for solutions to the identified problem. 
Unfortunately, not all pins and observations were accompanied by suggestions for solving the problem. Still, enough 
suggestions reflected quality thinking about the given problem. Some proposals, such as additional planting of trees, and 
landscaping, have appeared in several categories: temperature, air, and soil. The construction of shadows through art 
installations and greenery, the construction of public fountains, and more adequate bus stops in the fight against excessive 
heat have been proposed. Some proposals in the water category include eliminating illegal facilities, ensuring adequate 
atmospheric water collection, sanctioning illegal wastewater discharges, or installing mobile flood protection. In the air 
category, better public transport, more bicycle paths, a modernized heating system, innovative solutions and education, a ban 
on burning garbage, and increased inspection control are proposed. In the category of land, most of the proposals referred to 
the arrangement of neglected land, removal of landfills, ensuring greater permeability of surfaces, and solving the issue of 
landslides. The general assessment of citizens' proposals for solutions is outstanding and realistic in terms of answers to the 
given problem, the number of locations justified and constructive. 
 

Do the solutions meet the challenges mentioned in the climate policy of a region? 
The most important local climate-relevant document is the City of Belgrade- 2015 Climate Change Adaptation Action Plan with 
Vulnerability Assessment. The policy document provides a detailed overview of the current state of the effects of climate 
change on Belgrade and action plans for adaptation and mitigation based on the modelled predictions. 
 
The data provided by the citizen is instrumental and valuable for the policy level. The data provides new vulnerable areas in 
the wider city areas. Although covering mostly the greater central area, several newly proposed vulnerable areas are at the 
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city's periphery. In previous documents, the most vulnerable part of the city was the city centre. Our collected data suggest 
the need to act on the periphery is equally important for adapting and mitigating climate change effects. 
 
The citizens proposed solutions that are in line with local climate policies. Most importantly, the level of involvement of 
citizens is higher than expected. 
 

Remarks regarding challenges and solutions identified by users of the crowdmapping tool and their relation to 
the state of climate change in a region. 
The common insight was that citizens had recognized complex spatial issues. It is necessary to identify and analyse numerous 
connections, intertwining, and antagonisms that hinder a process of proceeding with planning and interventions. The citizens 
pointed the economic factor is important for their solutions but not crucial. An underlying message is that a good and 
harmonious planning team with a comprehensive support system with numerous and diverse categories of actors and 
stakeholder groups is essential. 
 
The commitment and the creativity of the citizens are remarkable. The level of willingness to contribute was outstanding. We 
have to emphasize that an overlap of the solutions proposed by citizens with those developed by professionals is incredible. 
Having that in mind, we can conclude that citizens' contribution as the basis of the bottom approach in the TeRRIFICA project 
is achieved. 
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in a pilot region of the Metropolitan Area of Barcelona (Spain, Catalonia) 

 
The name of a partner facilitating work in the pilot region: 

Catalan Association of Public Universities (ACUP), Barcelona, Catalonia, Spain 

Description of the most important hot spots 
Parc de la Torrassa: 
 

 
 

A) Soil degradation: The most important element(s) that determined the indication of this place: 
1. lack of actions against soil erosion/landslides (tree planting, balks, mid-field afforestation and bushes 
 
Proposed solution:  
1. urbanize by reducing the slope  
2. make a small forest by planting high density trees 

 
B) Negative effects during heat waves: The most important element(s) that determined the indication of this place: 

1. lack of trees and green areas 
2. insufficient number of installations (e.g., fountain, water dispensers, swimming pool) 
3. insufficient number of devices or installations that give shade/cover (sun umbrellas, roofs) 

 
Proposed solution:  
1. plant trees  
2. urbanize the space  
3. put fountains and spaces with water  
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4. reducing the slope to do so is accessible 
 

C) High risk related to extreme winds: The most important element(s) that determined the indication of this place: 
1. bad condition or missing of trees, bushes or hedges 
 
Proposed solution:  
1. increase in the number of trees, trees alone are more likely to break with the winds  

 
Campus Universitat Autonoma de Barcelona: 
 

 
 

A) Negative effects during heat waves (Incivility in the Square) 
The most important element(s) that determined the indication of this place: 
1. lack of trees and green areas 
2. insufficient number of devices or installations that give shade/cover (sun umbrellas, roofs) 
 
Proposed solution:  
1. A radical change should be promoted, with green and probably some system with water 
 

B) Negative effects during heat waves (UAB turf) 
The most important element(s) that determined the indication of this place: 
1. lack of trees and green areas 
2. insufficient number of devices or installations that give shade/cover (sun umbrellas, roofs) 
 
Proposed solution:  
1. Students spend a lot of time on the lawn and it would be nice if there were more sources of drinking water. 
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C) Air pollution (Lack of public transport connectivity with non-adjacent populations.) 

The most important element(s) that determined the indication of this place: 
1. insufficient number of policies and infrastructures reducing car traffic (public transport, bicycle roads, 
pedestrian zones) 
 
Proposed solution:  
1. Improving the quality of public service (especially RENFE) in order to improve connectivity. 

 
 
Manresa: 
 

 
 

A) Negative effects during heat waves (Road from Cardona to Manresa) 
The most important element(s) that determined the indication of this place: 
1. lack of trees and green areas 
2. insufficient number of devices or installations that give shade/cover (sun umbrellas, roofs) 
3. lack of fresh air flow 
 
Proposed solution:  
1. Implementation of vegetation and sources 
 

B) High risk related to water (River Walk, Manresa) 
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The most important element(s) that determined the indication of this place: 
1. limited access to tools or installations capturing and/or storing water (e.g., rainwater drainage, irrigating 
systems, dams) 
2. limited access to natural areas protecting from sea rise/river flooding (e.g., permeable soils, forests) 
 
Proposed solution:  
1. Control of the correct use of water purification and the correct management of the residues 

responsible for the poor state of the river's waters, to avoid contamination by extraction residues. 
2.  Carry out periodic reviews of the corporations/sectors involved near the river with an open option to 

sanctions in cases of regulatory disobedience.  
3. Implementation of more wastewater treatment plants. 

 
C) High risk related to water (River Walk, Manresa) 

The most important element(s) that determined the indication of this place: 
1. limited access to tools or installations capturing and/or storing water (e.g., rainwater drainage, irrigating 
systems, dams) 
2. limited access to natural areas protecting from sea rise/river flooding (e.g., permeable soils, forests) 
 
Proposed solution:  
1. Implement water filtration and purification systems by companies 
2. Sanctions on these companies for non-compliance. 
3. Introduction of fauna and flora of the area for the recovery of the surrounding ecosystem 

 
D) Air pollution (City of Manresa) 

The most important element(s) that determined the indication of this place: 
1. lack of devices or installations limiting the emission of pollutants (dust barriers, devices on chimneys) 
2. presence of air pollutants (traffic, farming or industrial pollutants) 
3. lack of devices or installations limiting the emission of pollutants (dust barriers, devices on chimneys) 
 

Coherency of challenges identified by users with the findings from regional and local climate policy documents 
Extract from the document 10 challenges for the sustainable development of Catalonia (2021 edition 10 reptes per al 
desenvolupament sostenible de Catalunya (gencat.cat)), from the Advisory Council for Sustainable Development of the 
Regional Government of the Generalitat de Catalunya: "... Climate change is a reality and its impacts will continue to worsen 
in the medium and long term. This requires intensifying actions to increase the resilience of the population and the economy, 
as well as strategic infrastructures (mobility, energy 2020 was the warmest year since 1950 in Catalonia and projections 
suggest that the average temperature could rise by 2 to 3 ° C by 2050 and up to 5 ° C by the end of the 21st century. relation 
to the reference period 1971-20001 The projections also indicate a general decrease in the average annual precipitation 
towards the middle of the century, higher than the average of 10% for the country as a whole. Extreme weather events have 
had significant impacts throughout the territory, with a strong impact on the coast and especially in the Ebro Delta ... In the 
current context of climate emergency, the decarbonization of the economy is slower than climate targets require .... " 
 
The points denote the negative effects of heat waves, claiming strategic infrastructure at each of the micro-points, from 
water points to more vegetation and shady areas. This last aspect would also help to combat the deterioration of the ground, 
as they have expressed in some points. 
 
On the other hand, the points also include the need to intervene on the pollution of aquifers with regulations and sanctions, 
aware of the water stress that the region suffers. 
 
We have found that, in the same way, the points reflect the concern for air pollution. More checkpoints are requested to 
have data available and calls for improved public transport service quality and new policies and infrastructure to reduce 
vehicle traffic.  
In this sense, we can say that the highlights of the map correlate with the regional challenges. 
 

http://cads.gencat.cat/web/.content/Documents/Informes/2021/10_Reptes_desenvolupament_sostenible_Catalunya_2021.pdf
http://cads.gencat.cat/web/.content/Documents/Informes/2021/10_Reptes_desenvolupament_sostenible_Catalunya_2021.pdf
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Leading solutions proposed by the crowdmapping tool users 
In terms of negative effects on air pollution, the needs for action relate to grey infrastructure, as they are mainly linked to 
industrial activity and, to a lesser extent, to road traffic. At the same time, they call for more policies, focused on the control, 
regulation and sanctioning of industrial emissions. 
 
As far as air temperature is concerned, green infrastructure solutions are the most important. The same applies to soil 
degradation. 
 
On the other hand, when it comes to water environmental problems, blue infrastructure needs to be implemented. 
 

Do the solutions meet the challenges mentioned in the climate policy of a region? 
The Regional Law on Climate Change (Llei 16/2017 de 1 d'agost LLEI 16/2017, de l'1 d'agost, del canvi climàtic. (gencat.cat)) 
aims to reduce greenhouse gas emissions and vulnerability to the impacts of climate change, favouring the transition 
towards a greenhouse gas neutral, competitive, innovative and resource-efficient economy. 
 
In this sense, everything reported by crowd-mapping users related to air pollution is fully covered by the scope of the Law. 
 
The other aspects are considered in a cross-cutting manner within the framework of actions to reduce the vulnerability of 
the population, socio-economic sectors and terrestrial and marine ecosystems to the adverse impacts of climate change. In 
addition, the Law also aims to adapt the productive sectors and incorporate the analysis of resilience to climate change in 
land planning, activities, infrastructures and buildings. 
 

Remarks regarding challenges and solutions identified by users of the crowdmapping tool and their relation to 
the state of climate change in a region. 
Users are calling for radical steps in order to tackle climate change quickly. There is a general awareness that we are lagging 
far behind in the fight against climate change and rapid, forceful and decisive action is required. This appeals to the slow 
governmental movements towards the commitments of the Agenda 2030. 
 

 
  

https://portaljuridic.gencat.cat/ca/document-del-pjur/?documentId=794493#fragment-1588640
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Appendix 2: Workshop Plan for Reflective Workshop on KPIs 
 

DAY 1 
 
Overview: 
11:00 – 16:30 TeRRIFICA Reflective Workshop on KPIs (part 1) 
(reflective workshop – 1st part, one room, running in parallel to the plenary sessions of the Science Meets Parliament 
event) 
 

Time Topic Content Structure 

11:00  Arrival 

11:10 – 
11:40 

Session 1 
Introduction to 
workshop session 
and introductions 
within small groups 

A) Presentation about the project focusing on 
the need to define indicators of success. 
B) Introduction of the workshop and its 
structure, as well as partners. 
C) Introduction of the participants to each 
other. 

Plenary presentation from front to 
begin, then handover to group level 
where facilitators take over 
management of group-level 
introductions process.  

11:45 – 
12:20 

Coffee break 

12:20– 
13:50 

Session 2 – 
Discussing: What 
does success look like 
in Terrifica? 
  

- What does it look like if the project is 
successful? 
- What does failure look like?  
- How would we know what success/failure 
look like?  
- What are the specific indicators we would be 
able to see regarding whether things are 
working as intended or not?  

Group discussion 

13:50 – 
15:00 

Lunch break 

15:00 – 
16:00 

Session 3 – 
Plenary discussion of 
success indicators 

- Each group presents, with other groups 
asked to add comments and identify 
synergies. 

Plenary facilitation 

16:00 – 
16:30 

Wrap-up & Closure 
for Day 

Signposting to next day  
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DAY 2 
 
9:00 – 13:00 TeRRIFICA Reflective Workshop on KPIs (part 2) 
 

Time Topic Content Structure 

9:00  Arrival (informal networking) 

9:15 – 
9:45 

Session 5 
Introduction to 
workshop part 2 

Presentation about possible specific indicators of 
success that have been previously discussed by the 
project partners. 
Introduction of this second part of the workshop and its 
structure, as well as partners. 

Plenary presentation 
from front. 

9:45– 
11:00 

Session 6 – Critical 
analysis/review of set 
of pre-prepared 
options for indicators  
  

- What is your feedback on this possible set of indicators 
for TeRRIFICA evaluation? 
(e.g. Process indicators: relating to effectiveness of co-
creation process [e.g. survey questions indicating felt 
able to participate fully etc.]; social inclusion in co-
creation process, feeling of ‘buy in’ for outcomes | 
Outcome indicators: Tangible improvement / plans / 
progress / changes in policy; changes in 
interests/attitudes amongst project participants 
[including everyone that the project is engaging]) 

Group discussion 

11:00 – 
11:20 

Coffee break 

11:20 – 
12:30 

Session 6 continued – 
Discussing set of pre-
prepared options for 
indicators 

- What is your feedback on set of success indicators for 
TeRRIFICA evaluation  
- How could these indicators be improved? 

Group facilitation 

12:30 – 
13:00 

Wrap-up & Closure 
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Appendix 3: Table summarizing outcomes from KPI Reflective Workshop  
 

The table below summarises what ‘success’, ‘failure’ and evidence (indicators) of success or failure look like for each of the 
participating territories in the project. These views were taken into account in the design of the evaluation survey 
instruments, though not necessarily by using all of the suggested indicators.  
 

COUNTRY  SUCCESS  FAILURE  INDICATORS  Quotations  

BELARUS  Involve citizens and local 
authorities in joint governance 
of climate change adaption 
effect. Inclusive participation.  

  Citizens participation in the 
creation and development of 
climate policy  

  

Regarding people:  
  
- Understanding the 
importance of climate change  
- Understanding the causes of 
climate change  
- Global citizenship and 
participation  

  Measuring:  
  
- Attitude  
- Understanding  
- Change their mind to a more 
climate-oriented mindset  
- Change on people 
behaviour  

  

Regarding institutions:  
  
- Transformation of policy-
making and rules related to 
climate change  
- Creation of research centres 
related to climate change  

      

Regarding infrastructure:  
  
- Professional interdisciplinary 
club  
- System of support of children 
and adults initiatives  
- Public space and science 
shops  

      

 
 

COUNTRY  SUCCESS  FAILURE  INDICATORS  Quotations  

FRANCE  Paris    

Tangible measures for climate 
adaptation and mitigation built with 
and for inhabitants  

Fake 
participatory 
process  
- Bad choices  
- No 
acceptance  

Process indicators:  
- Involvement of inhabitants and relevant 
stakeholders  
- Co-evaluation:  
→ if ok, re-design objectives and process, 
feedback loop  
→ if not ok, limit / prevent changes  

  

Involve inhabitants from the 
beginning  
1) Identify the needs/problems  
2) Co-create solutions (GTY, civil 
servants, researchers)  
3) Implement and co-evaluate  

No tangible 
effect on CC  

Outcomes:  
- Institutional change fostering in habitant 
inclusion in decision/making / 
implementation / evaluation processes  
- GHG emissions  
- Less victims  
- Replication of results/process in other 
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cities/regions  
- Biodiversity  

Grand-West    

More hedgerows  
To improve climate mitigation and 
reduce impacts of climate change 
and sustainable hedgerows 
management through co-creation 
process involving:  
- Farmers  
- Technical consultants  
- Researchers (life sciences and SSH-
Social Sciences and Humanities)  
- CSOs  
- Policy-makers  
- Trainers and students  

- Not enough 
hedgerows  
- Bad 
management  
- Too many cut 
hedgerows  
- No co-
creation  

- Number of km of hedgerows  
- Health of hedgerows  
- Public support/subsides  

  

    Farm level  
- Resilience: Increase in biodiversity, less 
chemicals, healthier crops/livestock  
- Sustainability: Healthier hedgerows, 
economic viability, public support  

  

    Region level:  
- Less floods  
- Less Wind effects  
- More Biodiversity  
- More share of wood and local energy 
production  

  

 

 

COUNTRY  SUCCESS  FAILURE  INDICATORS  Quotations  

GERMANY  People can relate climate adaption 
to their everyday live  

If there is no 
participation 
project is going 
to be a failure  

The use of tools developed in the project  "What 
happens 
when the 
project 
funding 
ends?"  

People are motivated to contribute 
to the project outcomes (bringing 
time, ideas, energy)  

If a method is 
not 
appropriated 
correctly then it 
is a failure  

Appropriation of methods    

Local policy-makers comes with the 
idea that something about climate 
change has to be done  

  After workshops:  
  
- Number of participants (attendees to the 
workshop)  
- Increased knowledge  
- Increased attitude  

  

    Long-term indicator:  
  
- Hectares transformed into a more climate 
oriented or adapted to climate change  
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COUNTRY  SUCCESS  FAILURE  INDICATORS  Quotations  

POLAND  Creation of a Regional Network 
of climate friendly schools  

Inefficient use of 
media  

Establishment of regional 
partnership  

"We were thinking 
about concentrating 
these activities 
around air pollution 
and education"  

Collaboration between 
departments  

Financing  Regular meeting:  
- quarterly  

"We believe 
everything starts with 
education"  

Sustainable platform of 
collaboration  

Use of cars instead of 
public transportation 
and cycling  

Percentage (%) of people 
using public transportation 
and cycling  

  

Local experts advising people 
how to apply for grants  

No activity of local 
police-makers  

Number (#) of media 
campaign  

  

Reduce air pollution within 2 
years at least by 10%  

Science denials  Number (#) of schools in the 
network  

  

Adoption of local regulations to 
climate change challenges  

  PM 2.5 PM 10 reduction    

To reduce plastics use    Evaluation of the awareness 
about air pollution among 
teachers and students  

  

To create metropolitan projects 
for schools  

  Number (#) of joint 
researchers proposals on 
climate change  

  

Events dedicated to climate 
change  

  (Noise) in renewable energy 
of infrastructure at schools  

  

Creation of platform for best 
practices  

  Number (#) of users of 
crowdmapping tool 1% of 
citizens  

  

    Number (#) of eco-events in 
the region  

  

    Number (#) of eco-starts up in 
the region  

  

 
 

COUNTRY  SUCCESS  FAILURE  INDICATORS  Quotations  

SERBIA  Participation doesn't end in the 
crowd-mapping, but goes 
beyond to be part of localized 
action plans  

That nobody uses the 
tool  

Quantity of citizens and 
Belgrade regions and 
municipalities participating in 
this crowd-mapping tool  

  

  Even distribution of 
participants regarding 
age and socioeconomic 
status  

Diversity of participants in 
terms of age and 
socioeconomic position  

  

    Interaction between the 
Terrifica team and citizens 
who are willing to collaborate 
with self-organizing initiatives 
and localized action plans  
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COUNTRY  SUCCESS  FAILURE  INDICATORS  Quotations  

SPAIN  Sustained engagement with the 
policy-makers of the project  

Dropouts: nobody 
willing to work with 
them anymore  

Continuity of the team    

A co-creation team established 
and the continuity of the team 
so there are no dropouts. 
Having the same people and 
same institutions throughout 
the lifespan of the project.  

No answers on the 
trouble mapping tool  

Degree of representation of 
all the sectors involved  

  

Regular dialogue with other 
people, with other pilot 
regions, especially Serbia 
because strong links were 
found with this country Serbia 
and the challenges they're 
facing.  

Haven't being able to 
broaden the 
cocreation's team 
perspective of climate 
change.  

Number of co-creation 
partners helping to 
disseminate the 
communication of the tool.  

  

Having a large number of 
participants responding and 
pinpointing hotspots.  

Having any of the 
sectors absent from 
the co-creation's team  

Number of answers on the 
crowd mapping tool  

  

Utilization of the data gathered 
through the crowd mapping 
tool to work on it with city 
councils  

No information and no 
sharing  

    

 


